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This dissertation addresses the problem of assisting a designer to characterize typical-case behavior in 

support of early, system-level decisions during codesign of component-based embedded systems. A source 

code description of system behavior is assembled from a configuration of components whose behavior is 

expressed using a hardware description language, such as Verilog, or a programming language, such as C. 

Specifically, solutions are proposed to the problems of (1) navigating, understanding, and exploring a 

lengthy, complex hardware-software source code specification, and (2) interactively identifying a 

characterization of typical-case behavior in such a source code specification.  

The proposed solution to the first problem extends a form of source code analysis called program 

slicing to enable examination of a combined hardware-software source code specification. A slice is a 

subset of source code that affects the computation at a specific point in the source code specification. 

Extensions to graph-based slicing are proposed to model, both, a partial system specification, and the 

behavior implemented in hardware and software components, focusing on interactions across the hardware-

software boundary. An algorithm to compute a context-sensitive, inter-process slice is proposed. This 

extended form of slicing for codesign is especially helpful when an embedded system designer needs to 

identify a subset of a combined source code specification for subsequent detailed analysis. 

The proposed solution to the second problem is an evaluation scenario, which is a set of control-flows 

specified on an underlying flow graph representation of the source code. A notation is proposed to annotate 

the flow graphs, as well as an interactive algorithm to assist a designer to specify the control-flows. The 

evaluation scenario is useful in that it identifies paths that correspond to typical-case behavior, as 

distinguished from worst-case (or best-case) behavioral paths identified in traditional static analysis 

approaches.  
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The first key contribution, slicing for codesign, proposes a novel set of dependence relationships to 

model hardware and software, as well as a context-sensitive slicing algorithm with precision enhancements 

for certain inter-process dependences. The second key contribution, the evaluation scenario, proposes a 

notation and interactive specification algorithm that characterizes typical-case behavior based on a static 

analysis of source code.
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1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the relevance of the research problems addressed in this dissertation, states our 

research contributions, and outlines the content of the remaining chapters. 

1.1 Component-Based Embedded Systems  

A typical embedded system is essentially a computer running application software, possibly enhanced 

with special accelerating hardware devices. Embedded systems are pervasive; implementing such diverse 

products as cellular phones, automobile control units, video games, and even kitchen appliances. 

A substantial segment of the embedded systems market operates under stringent time-to-market 

windows, as well as cost constraints. In such circumstances, a reuse methodology is an important approach 

to manage design risk, often reducing the early, system-level design problem from a generative one, 

i.e. specifying an architecture top-down, to one of composing an execution platform from existing 

“components”. Numerous embedded system projects use such a compositional approach, for which system-

level design is a bottom-up effort to configure an acceptable execution platform using suitable hardware 

and software components [123, 126].  

Typical off the shelf components are complex implementations that provide ample functionality to 

support a variety of applications. Surveys indicate the vast majority of such commercial components, both 

software and hardware, were originally described using an imperative language [23, 83]. These individual 

component descriptions could, in principle, be assembled into a description of system behavior expressed 

as “source code” (including both hardware and software), which may include more functionality than 

required by a particular application. In such component-based design contexts, there is a need for design 

automation tools to assist a designer in the navigation and comprehension of lengthy, complex hardware-

software source code specifications. 

1.2 Characterization of Typical-Case Behavior 

Codesign methods address the simultaneous, or concurrent, design of hardware and software during 

development of embedded systems. Techniques to assist designers in “practical” design environments, such 

as the compositional approach contemplated above, are a relatively new research area [95, 97]. Frequently, 

behavior-dependent metrics, such as performance or energy consumption, guide critical design decisions. 

Evaluation of these metrics can be especially challenging early in the design cycle, since they require a 

thorough characterization of system behavior. Often this information is gathered from a static, structural 
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analysis of a specification, e.g. to find the worst case execution path, or by profiling an executable 

specification, using a characterizing set of inputs representative of typical-case behavior. 

While the preferred approach to characterize typical-case behavior is based on a dynamic analysis, i.e. 

one in which a prototype or simulation “executes” the specification; in circumstances, such as lack of a 

complete executable model, there is a need for techniques to assist a designer in the characterization of 

typical-case behavior, based on a static analysis of a behavioral specification. Our technique works under 

conditions in which traditional dynamic analysis techniques, such as simulation or prototyping, would be 

cost prohibitive or infeasible.  

1.3 Research Problem 

This dissertation addresses the problem of assisting a designer to characterize typical-case behavior in 

support of early, system-level decisions during codesign of component-based embedded systems.  

Specifically, we propose solutions to the problems of (1) navigating, understanding, and exploring a large, 

combined hardware-software source code specification, and (2) interactively identifying a detailed 

characterization of typical-case behavior in such a source code specification. Our solution to the former 

problem, called slicing for codesign, is based on a type of software analysis called program slicing, which 

we extend to model, both, a partial system specification, and hardware-software interactions. Our solution 

to the latter problem is an evaluation scenario, which identifies specific control flows in the combined 

source code specification. 

We assume a design framework in which components are configured into a candidate architecture and 

evaluated based on metrics, the most critical of which are behavior-dependent. Characterization of behavior 

is thus an important step to estimate such a metric. As visualized in Figure 1, hardware and software 

components facilitate a source code description of behavior, using a hardware description language, such as 

Verilog, or a programming language, such as C. Our proposed slicing for codesign filters this initial source 

code specification into a subset relevant to the intended application. This subset is further refined by a 

designer into an evaluation scenario, consisting of a set of control-flows that characterize a typical-case 

behavior.  
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1.4 Research Contributions 

A key contribution of this dissertation extends a form of source code analysis called program slicing to 

enable examination of a combined hardware-software source code specification. We propose extensions to 

model the behavior implemented in hardware and software components, focusing on interactions across the 

hardware-software boundary. We present an algorithm to compute a slice, which identifies a subset of the 

source code that affects the computation at a specific point in the specification, the slice criterion. This 

extended form of slicing for codesign is especially helpful when a designer needs to identify a relevant 

subset of a lengthy, complex source code specification for subsequent analysis. 

The significant differentiating features of our slicing approach, with respect to existing program slicing 

environments, are (1) the ability to model the different types of interaction across the hardware-software 

boundary commonly found in embedded systems, (2) the expression of concurrency as a collection of 

Combined hardware-software source code 
specification describes all behavior

Relevant subset describes 
behavior related to application

Typical-case behavior

software 
components

hardware 
components

Slicing for 
Codesign

Evaluation 
Scenario

 
Figure 1: Visualization of research contributions. 
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asynchronous processes, as opposed to synchronous, and (3) the ability to slice a partial system 

specification. 

A second key contribution of this dissertation is a static analysis technique aimed at specifying a 

characterization of behavior called an evaluation scenario. Intuitively, the evaluation scenario is a set of 

control-flow paths in a combined hardware-software source code specification. The evaluation scenario is 

useful in that it identifies paths that correspond to typical-case behavior, as distinguished from worst-case 

(or best-case) behavioral paths identified in traditional static analysis approaches.  

The proposed analysis technique assists an experienced designer to interactively identify relevant 

evaluation scenarios based on inspection of a hardware-software source code specification—a key feature 

that distinguishes this technique from more traditional approaches that rely on execution of a simulation 

model or a prototype, which may not always be feasible.  

1.5 Outline of Dissertation 

The next chapter introduces program slicing and describes motivational examples for our extensions to 

slicing and the evaluation scenario. Chapter 3 is background material, describing state of the art 

dependence representation and program slicing for software.  Chapter 4 proposes our slicing for codesign, 

including a graph-based dependence representation and our proposed slicing algorithm.  Chapter 5 

proposes our evaluation scenario as a characterization of behavior, defining its representation and an 

algorithm to specify it. We discuss related work at the end of Chapters 4 and 5, to better contrast our 

proposed ideas to existing methods.  The final Chapter 6 summarizes this dissertation and discusses future 

work.  An appendix of various topics provides supporting detail, including a list of acronyms and notation 

used throughout this dissertation. 
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2 Motivating Example 

This chapter begins with an introduction to program slicing, gives a motivating example for slicing as 

applied to embedded system codesign, briefly illustrates our evaluation scenario in contrast to slicing, and 

concludes with a summary. 

2.1 Program Slicing 

Program slicing is a source code analysis technique that identifies a set of program statements, called 

the slice, which may affect the value of a variable at a particular point in a program, called the slicing 

criterion. Program slicing is an application of dependence analysis that examines a source code 

specification to trace the control, dataflow, and other interprocedural dependences, in order to identify 

statements that belong in a slice.  

For example, see the simple program in Figure 2 that demonstrates two program slices. A procedure 

proc1() in the C language is listed in Figure 2(a).  A slice is shown in Figure 2(b) that is based on the 

slicing criterion of line 9, indicated by the box. The if() statement of line 7 is included in the slice due to 

a control dependence, since line 7 determines whether or not line 9 executes. Line 4 is included due to a 

dataflow dependence, since the variable d is defined at line 4 and used at line 9.  Line 1 is included based 

on control and dataflow dependences, as the procedure entry statement determines whether or not the entire 

procedure executes, in addition to defining the input parameters. The slice Figure 2(c) from the criterion of 

line 7 contains only line 1 because of both a control and a dataflow dependence. 

 
Figure 2: Program proc1() listed in (a) and two example slices listed in (b) and (c). 

The slice criterion is indicated with the box in (b) and (c), and the statements that belong 
to the slice are shown in bold. 
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A key novelty of our work is the application of slicing to a combined hardware-software behavioral 

description of an embedded system. For example, Figure 3 illustrates a modern embedded system 

architecture that incorporates three hardware devices, namely, Microprocessor, Memory, and I/O 

Controller. Microprocessor and Memory provide traditional execution and storage resources for software.  

I/O Controller provides a low-level, physical interface to an external medium, and it also provides 

additional, high-level functionality that can offload tasks from software executing on the microprocessor. In 

Figure 3, a bus and interrupt signal enable communication between the three devices, including access to 

shared memory that resides both in Memory and I/O Controller registers. For simplicity, we refer to a 

device with hard coded behavior simply as “hardware,” to differentiate from behavior programmed on a 

microprocessor, referred to as “software.”  

A fundamental challenge in embedded system design is balancing the implementation of behavior 

between hardware (fast but rigid and expensive) and software (slower but more flexible), so understanding 

hardware-software interaction is important.  Software typically interacts with a hardware device via 

memory-mapped I/O, which means program variables are mapped to shared memory, providing both a 

control and data exchange interface. Behavior implemented in hardware can interact with software to signal 

control events with an interrupt, or to exchange data by accessing the common shared memory. A key 

novelty of our slicing approach is that it can model these critical interactions across the hardware-software 

boundary, and thus compute a slice across this boundary. 

 
Figure 3: Typical embedded system architecture. 

Three hardware devices are connected by a bus. Behavior implemented in 
software executes on a microprocessor, and the I/O controller demonstrates 
behavior implemented in hardware.  
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For practical reasons, we assume that when behavior is implemented in software on a microprocessor 

or similar programmable device, that behavior is expressed in a programming language. In turn, when 

behavior is implemented in hardware devices, it is specified in a hardware description language (HDL). 

Together, we call such a combined description of behavior a source code specification, or simply the 

“source code”. 

Our application of slicing in this extended context is especially beneficial for embedded system design 

environments in which existing design specifications are used, such as component-based systems or 

platform-based designs. In these reuse-oriented design approaches, a developer is tasked with analyzing an 

unfamiliar, complex, and lengthy source code specification describing the behavior of both software and 

hardware. A further complication to the application of existing slicing approaches is that the source code 

available to the designer often describes only a portion of an entire system. Still, this lack of a complete 

specification should not preclude a meaningful analysis of the source code. For example, evaluating an 

Ethernet controller and the accompanying device driver should not require analysis of the complete 

operating system kernel source code. Thus, to accurately compute a slice from an embedded system 

specification, it is important both to handle partial specifications, and to consider dependence relationships 

across the hardware-software boundary—capabilities that traditional slicing approaches do not 

accommodate. In the following subsections, we describe a concrete example to illustrate the need for new 

dependences to solve the combined slicing problem. These dependences are presented and discussed in 

Section 4.2.2. 

2.2 Slicing Example 

We propose a novel set of inter-process dependences to enable slicing across the hardware-software 

boundary in Chapter 4. In contrast to current slicing approaches that model concurrency, we define inter-

process, control-oriented dependences as occurring between an individual operation and a process (instead 

of between two operations). Furthermore, while traditional slicing assumes synchronous concurrency, we 

define an inter-process, dataflow-oriented dependence based on the assumption of asynchronous process 

execution (instead of synchronous or threaded programs).  These inter-process dependences often exist 

across the hardware-software boundary, and it is therefore important to consider them in order to accurately 

compute a slice. The following intuitive example describes a transmit sequence that demonstrates the 

importance of these new dependences in a combined source code specification. 
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Consider the informal description of a communications subsystem in Figure 4 that illustrates typical 

interactions across the hardware-software boundary. A transmit sequence is described that involves device 

driver software executing on a microprocessor and an I/O controller (IOC), cooperating to transfer the 
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Figure 4: Example of a transmit sequence in a hardware-software specification. 

Two software processes execute on a microprocessor. A single process and two registers are 
depicted in the hardware I/O controller, on the right. The software transmit_procedure() 
executes as part of Application Process to transfer a buffer, one byte at a time, to a shared 
variable on the I/O Controller (transmit_register). The hardware process is activated when 
the value of transmit_register changes, which is a common relationship in a hardware 
description language. Upon detecting an error, the hardware output_procedure() signals an 
interrupt via a communication channel (the interrupt line), which results in the execution of 
interrupt_handler() in a separate software process.  Traditional slicing techniques do not 
model these interactions across the hardware-software boundary. 
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contents of a buffer to an output medium. Specifically, two concurrent software processes (Application and 

Interrupt Handler) execute on the microprocessor, and a single process implemented in hardware 

(Hardware Output) executes on the IOC. Information flows between all three processes using the shared 

variables transmit_register and status_register, mapped to registers on the IOC. Control flows between the 

processes in two different ways. (1) The software procedure transmit_procedure() (executing in process 

Application) communicates a control event to the IOC by writing to transmit_register. (2) The behavior 

described by hardware procedure output_procedure() (executing in process Hardware Output) initiates 

communication by signaling an interrupt to the microprocessor. Reception of these control events across 

the hardware-software boundary causes the appropriate process to execute, discussed in detail below. 

Let us draw attention to a few features of Figure 4 that motivate our slicing extensions. Note that the 

shared variable transmit_register is both a control and data exchange interface. Another example of a 

control interface is the communication channel between the IOC and the microprocessor, implemented as 

an interrupt line. (A channel is a dedicated communication path with known endpoints.)  Also, observe that 

our partial description of process Application includes only one procedure, software 

transmit_procedure(), and a “cloud” of unspecified procedures, since only transmit_procedure() is 

relevant to the current transmit sequence description. The remaining processes, Interrupt Handler and 

Hardware Output, are each specified using a single procedure, so, when referring to them, we can 

equivalently state either “the process activates” or “the procedure executes”.  

The transmit sequence behavior starts when a buffer is passed to software transmit_procedure() (in 

process Application). This procedure writes one byte at a time to variable transmit_register (mapped to a 

register on the IOC). Each write activates process Hardware Output, which means hardware 

output_procedure() executes. Hardware output_procedure() reads a value from the transmit_register 

and physically sends the byte on the medium.  Assuming an error occurs in this example sequence, 

status_register is updated and an interrupt is signaled. Reception of the interrupt by the microprocessor 

causes software interrupt_handler() to execute as the separate process Interrupt Handler.  

To illustrate the importance of hardware-software interactions when computing a slice, consider a 

slicing criterion based on the operation in the software interrupt_handler() that checks for a transmit 

error. The criterion is an underlying if() statement in software interrupt_handler() that uses the value of 

the transmit error status. A complete and accurate slice must include statements from the device driver 

transmit_procedure(), as those statements initiated the operations that ultimately affect the value of the 

transmit error status.   

Computation of the slice starts from the criterion in software interrupt_handler() (in process 

Interrupt Handler) and leads to the operations from hardware output_procedure()  (in process Hardware 

Output) based on two dependence chains. First, tracing control dependences backwards from the software 
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interrupt_handler(), the procedure itself executes because an operation in hardware output_procedure() 

signaled an interrupt that activated Interrupt Handler. This demonstrates our proposed definition of a signal 

dependence: an individual operation activates a process via a communication channel, i.e. the interrupt 

signal. Second, tracing the value from the read of status_register includes the operation in hardware 

output_procedure() that wrote the particular value.  This demonstrates our proposed definition of 

interference dependence: one operation defines a variable that is used by a second operation in a different 

process. 

Continuing the slice computation example, the hardware process specified by hardware 

output_procedure() executes because transmit_register was written by an operation in the software 

transmit_procedure(), so a dependence arising from this operation needs to be traced.  In this case, no 

explicit communication channel exists, but the hardware process is activated by a write to 

transmit_register. This demonstrates our novel access dependence between the operation that writes the 

variable and the process that is activated. Without tracing these important relationships across the 

hardware-software boundary, the slice computed from software interrupt_handler() incorrectly excludes 

the statements from the software transmit_procedure(). 

2.3 Evaluation Scenario Example 

Our previous discussion on program slicing emphasized its usefulness for analyzing a source code 

specification. However, since the evaluation scenario is a characterization of typical-case behavior, it must 

report more than the just operations that may affect a particular operation, i.e. the slicing criterion.  

Consider the example shown below in Figure 5, which shows the C source code for procedure proc6() 

in (a) and the corresponding control flow graph (b).  (The control flow graph will be described on page 13). 

A slice of proc6() from line 9 (node 15) is shown in Figure 5(c), and an evaluation scenario is shown in 

Figure 5(d). The evaluation scenario has a source node (10) and a target node (15) indicated by the 

pentagon adornments in Figure 5(d).  The slice does not include the if() statement from line 4 (node 13), 

since it has no bearing on whether or not line 9 (node 15) executes. However, the evaluation scenario is 

based on a specific control flow, so all the nodes on a path from the source to the target are included. 

The evaluation scenario is presented in Chapter 5. 
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This chapter briefly introduced program slicing and described a motivating example for our extensions 

to slicing for codesign, and illustrated an evaluation scenario in contrast to a slice.  A more detailed 

example of the utility of an evaluation scenario will be presented in Chapter 5. The next chapter contains 

background material that relates the state of the art program slicing, from which our extensions are defined. 
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      ++err;
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   print (a);
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Figure 5: Example proc6() demonstrates a slice compared to an evaluation scenario. 

The proc6() C code listing (a) and the corresponding control flow graph (b). A slice from 
the criterion of line 9 (node 15) is shown in (c), and an evaluation scenario starting at 
node 10 and ending at node 15 is shown in (d).  The slice only includes nodes that may 
affect the value at the criterion, while the evaluation scenario includes all nodes along a 
control flow path. 
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3 Background: Traditional Slicing 

In this section, we review the traditional, graph-based representation and slicing for software programs, 

by illustrating the concepts using graphs along side source code. After an initial overview, the system 

dependence graph is described in Section 3.2. A state of the art worklist algorithm for context-sensitive, 

interprocedural slicing is described in Section 3.3, which serves as a point of comparison for our new 

algorithm, which is presented in Chapter 4.  

3.1 Overview of Program Slicing 

Slicing software programs is an established area of research as indicated by several survey articles [10, 

14, 16, 70, 127]. Additionally, several slicing tools are documented, ranging from prototypes [55, 80, 104], 

to issued patents [1, 9, 110], and even a mature commercial tool [8]. Slicing was considered in the context 

of threaded programs [79, 101], object oriented languages [85, 144], pointer analysis [90], and hardware 

description languages [33, 63, 131].   

Slicing is a source code analysis technique used by a programmer in the understanding of a large 

source code specification.  There are numerous beneficial applications of program slicing such as a 

debugging [3], function extraction from legacy code [21], source code inspection [8], and test activities [13, 

19, 131].  

The computation of a program slice was formulated by Weiser as an iterative solution to dataflow 

equations for single-procedure programs [134]. Subsequently, the problem of computing an interprocedural 

slice was framed as a graph-reachability problem by Horwitz et al., using a construct called a system 

dependence graph (SDG) [62]. The graph-based approach effectively pre-computes the dependence 

relationships and represents each type of dependence with a different edge class in the system dependence 

graph.   

The system dependence graph served as the conceptual model for several novel extensions to slicing, 

using additional edges to model specialized dependences. These new dependence relationships generally 

advanced the state of graph-based slicing research in one of two significant ways. Either (1) by enabling 

representation of new programming paradigms, e.g. threaded programs [79] or hardware description 

languages [63]; or (2) by improving the computation efficiency or precision of a computed slice, e.g. by 

summarizing dataflow dependences across a procedure call [62, 111, 122].  

A slice is said to be accurate if all statements that might impact the criterion are contained in the slice. 

Many state of the art slicing approaches define a restrictive set of assumptions, including our approach, to 
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insure accurate slice computation, e.g. see [62, 68, 79]. However, due to conservative assumptions during 

analysis, an accurate slice may include extra statements that do not impact the criterion.  The precision of a 

slice increases as it approaches a statement minimum (optimal) slice. Since a minimal slice is neither 

unique nor computable [60], the issue of precision becomes more significant as program complexity 

increases. For example, when multiple procedures exist or concurrency is modeled. Note that the simple, 

single procedure examples first presented in Figure 2 (page 5) demonstrate optimal slices. 

3.2 System Dependence Graph (SDG) 

Our approach to slicing is based on a system dependence graph (SDG) [62]. Several previous works 

that address advanced slicing issues, such as concurrency or specific features of hardware description 

languages, proposed entirely new graph-based representations, e.g. [3, 30, 63, 143, 144]. Rather than 

defining a new (but equivalent) representation, we propose extensions to the “traditional” software SDG, in 

order to reuse previous results and to better contrast our ideas with the large body of work that also uses the 

SDG [6, 27, 28, 61, 62, 79, 85, 91, 101, 111, 122]. 

3.2.1 Procedure Representation 

A recent survey concluded the vast majority of embedded systems are still specified using the C 

programming language and the hardware description languages Verilog or VHDL [23]. While C is an 

imperative language, Verilog and VHDL can also be interpreted as a procedural, imperative description of 

behavior. We thus assume that behavior is specified in such languages, consisting of a collection of 

processes, each comprising a set of procedures. The underlying formal representation for each procedure is 

a control flow graph (CFG), which can be extracted from an imperative language specification using well-

known techniques [4, 7, 99].  

Specifically, a CFG is a directed graph in which the nodes represent operations, and the edges 

represent flow of control [4, 7]. For example, see Figure 6(a), which shows the CFG corresponding to 

proc1(), the procedure first introduced in Figure 2. Each CFG has an accompanying symbol table of 

operands, which lists attributes characterizing each operand. For example, most operands in this work are 

variables, i.e. storage locations. Operations may define an output operand and/or use an input operand, e.g. 

node 4 in Figure 6(a) is an operation that defines variable d, node 5 uses variable b, and node 7 both uses 

and defines d (in addition to using b). Control operations change the flow of control and specify target 

operations, for example a conditional jump or procedure call. A conditional operation performs its action 

based on evaluation of a predicate on input operands. Without loss of generality, we restrict predicates to 

binary relations, as more complicated expressions can be decomposed into multiple conditional control 
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operations. The corresponding outbound edges from a conditional control operation are appropriately 

labeled true (T) or false (F) in the CFG, e.g. node 5 in Figure 6(a). 

Each CFG has exactly one start node, which is a control operation that models activation of the 

procedure—it is labeled with the procedure name in our diagrams.  The CFG also has exactly one end 

node, a special terminal operation used to identify control dependences. A CFG is a Hammock graph, i.e. 

given a node n, there exists a walk from the start node through n to the end node. Parameter passing is 

modeled using assignment operations to/from temporary variables. A formal-in node models an input 
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Figure 6: The proc1() control flow graph (CFG) in (a) and procedure dependence 
graph (PDG) in (b). 

The source code for proc1() is listed in Figure 2. The nodes of the CFG represent 
operations, and the same node set appears in both the CFG and PDG, hence the 
corresponding node numbers. 
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parameter and a formal-out node models a return or output parameter; e.g. in Figure 6(a), nodes 1 and 2 are 

formal-in nodes, and node 9 is a formal-out node modeling the return value.  

Since the CFG represents a procedure, the terms “node” and “operation” are equivalent, but refer to the 

context of a graph and procedure, respectively. See page 105 in the Appendix for a precise definition of a 

CFG, and an illustration of a CFG for a more complex procedure. 

The intra-procedural dependences for a CFG are captured in a procedure dependence graph 

(PDG) [44]. For an example, see the PDG in Figure 6(b) corresponding to proc1(), the procedure first 

introduced in Figure 2. The PDG is a directed graph that shares the same set of nodes from the CFG, but 

rather than control flow, the PDG edge classes model the intra-procedure dependence relationships between 

operations.   

When a first operation determines if a second operation executes in the CFG, there is a control 

dependence edge from the first node to the second node in the PDG. For example, in Figure 6(a), the CFG 

operations of nodes 6 and 7 are control dependent on the if() operation of node 5, so there are control 

dependence edges from node 5 to nodes 6 and 7 in the PDG of Figure 6(b), labeled with the corresponding 

predicate condition from the if() operation. To enhance readability, any unspecified control dependences 

edges are assumed to be “T”, e.g. the seven outbound edges from node 0 in Figure 6(b). Note a counter-

intuitive result in the PDG: node 8 is control dependent on node 0—not node 5 (the if() operation), since 

node 8 always executes regardless of the predicate evaluation at node 5. 

When a first operation defines an operand, and a path in the CFG allows the definition to reach a 

second operation that uses the operand, there is a dataflow dependence edge from the first node (the 

defining operation) to the second node (the using operation) in the PDG. For example, the edge from 

node 1 to node 6 in the PDG of Figure 6(b) means the operation of node 6 uses the variable defined by the 

operation of node 1 in the corresponding CFG. Note that these intra-procedural dependences are defined 

between operations, a condition that will not hold for some of the new inter-process relationships we 

propose in Section 4.2.  

 See the Appendix starting on page 108 for precise definitions of these dependence relations and the 

procedure dependence graph. 
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3.2.2 Multiple Procedure Program Representation 

A system dependence graph (SDG) represents the dependences of a program containing multiple 

procedures. An SDG is a collection of procedure dependence graphs, one per procedure, that are connected 

with interprocedural edges summarizing the call-return relationships [62]. Figure 7 illustrates the procedure 

call site representation.  The source code for procedure call1() is shown in Figure 7(a), and the 

corresponding CFG is shown in Figure 7(b). The procedure call operation or call site (node 23) is 

hierarchically expanded into several specialized nodes (nodes 30-33) to model the procedure call to 

 
Figure 7: Procedure call1() listing (a), the call site detail (b), and the system dependence 
graph (c). 

The procedure call operation of line 3 in (a), modeled by node 23 in (b), is hierarchically 
expanded into specialized operations, nodes 31-33 in (b). The system dependence graph 
(SDG) of (c) consists of two program dependence graphs (PDGs) connected by 
interprocedural edges. These edges are labelled to indicate the specific edge type and 
identify the call site (“30” in this example).  
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proc1(). The PDG for call1() is connected to the PDG for proc1() in Figure 7(c), thus forming an SDG.  

Referring to Figure 7 as an example, a call site is modeled as follows. A call node (30) models the 

conditional flow of control to a procedure, and thus is a source of a control dependence edge to the other 

call site nodes (31-33). The actual-in nodes (31 and 32) model input parameters passed via temporary 

variables (a_in and b_in), and the actual-out node (33) models an output value, again using a temporary 

variable (proc1_out for the return value). Recall that a called procedure, such as proc1(), receives para-

meters at formal-in nodes (1-2) and makes output parameter assignments at formal-out nodes (node 9). To 

link the call site to the called procedure, param-in edges connect actual-in nodes to the corresponding 

formal-in nodes, and param-out edges connect the formal-out nodes to the corresponding actual-out nodes. 

A call edge connects the call node at the call site to the start node of the called procedure. Figure 7(c) 

shows two param-in edges (31→1 and 32→2), one call edge (30→0), and one param-out edge (9→33).  

Each call site in a program is uniquely labeled with a call site identifier.  We use the number of the call 

 
Figure 8: A realizable path leading to a summary edge (a) and a complete traditional SDG. 

The path in (a) is one of many interprocedural paths that shows the assignment at the 
actual-in node (32) reaches the use at the actual-out node (33). 
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node as this identifier, which is shown on the interprocedural edges in Figure 7(c), concatenated with the 

edge type, e.g. “call:30” on the call edge (30→0). Global variables are modeled as passed using parameters, 

so the relevant global variables induce formal-in and formal-out nodes in each CFG.  

Numerous publications describe the call site model in detail and present examples [2, 85, 116, 122, 

127]. See page 109 of the Appendix for a detailed definition of the system dependence graph, including the 

call-return model. 

The traditional SDG is distinguished by use of summary edges at each call site. A summary edge 

represents transitive dataflow dependence between a passed parameter and a returned or output value, and, 

when present, the edge exists between an actual-in node and an actual-out node at the same call site. 

Originally introduced as a “transitive dependence edge”, a summary edge indicates that the definition at the 

actual-in node reaches the use at the actual-out node via a realizable, interprocedural path [62].  For 

example, Figure 8(a) shows a path through a called procedure, proc1(), that leads to the summary edge 

from node 32 to node 33.  This is one of several paths—a unique path is not required, and the path can 

traverse any edge type.  The complete, traditional SDG for the call1()-proc1() example is shown in 

Figure 8(b). Computation of summary edges becomes more challenging in the presence of multiple call 

sites to the same procedure, which we demonstrate in the next example.  

A relative calling context is established whenever interprocedural edges are traversed. Recall that we 

use the call node number as the unique label for each call site. Referring to the path illustrated in 

Figure 8(a), the traversal begins with the param-in edge (from node 32 to node 2) that establishes the 

calling context “30”. The path traversal continues within proc1(), relative to the calling context “30”. 

When the param-out edge is traversed at the end of the path (from node 9 to node 33), it is properly 

followed because the edge is labeled with the same calling context, i.e. the calling context is used to 

“return” to the proper call site. Thus, a valid interprocedural path exists between node 32 and node 33, and 

a summary edge exists between these nodes (edge 32→33).  

An important concept about the transitive dependence represented by summary edges is that only 

realizable, interprocedural paths are considered. A realizable path is restricted to follow interprocedural 

edges that match the relative calling context. See the new example in Figure 9 (below) for an illustration of 

this idea. The C code listed in Figure 9(a) specifies a program with three procedures. The call graph in 

Figure 9(b) is a directed, multiple graph, with a node for each procedure and an edge for each call site. The 

edges are directed from the calling procedure to the called procedure and are labeled with the matching the 

call site identifier. The SDG is shown in Figure 9(c) with two paths indicated.  Path A, from node 26 to 

node 3, demonstrates the lack of an interprocedural path back to node 28, so there is no summary edge from 

node 26 to node 28.   
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Path B in Figure 9(c) is an interprocedural, realizable path that results in a summary edge from node 27 

to node 28.  Starting from node 26, the path descends into the called procedure, mid(), establishing the 

calling context “25”.  When the traversal path reaches node 15, another descending, interprocedural edge is 

followed that establishes a new calling context, namely “13”. The traversal eventually reaches the formal-
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Figure 9: A complete program that illustrates calling context. 

The C code listing (a), the call graph (b), and the SDG (c). There is an edge for each call 
instance in call graph (b), labeled to correspond with the call site in the SDG.  Path A shows 
the definition at node 26 does not transitively reach node 28, hence the lack of summary 
edge from node 26 to node 28.  Path B demonstrates a realizable path, one that uses the 
calling context “25” to follow the correct param-out edge from node 17. This does result in a 
summary edge from node 27 to node 28.  
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out node 4, which has one outbound, param-out edge labeled with the context “13”.  Since the relative 

context matches the label, the traversal ascends back into the calling procedure mid(). The “previous” 

calling context (“25”) is restored as the relative context. When the path traversal reaches node 17, with two 

outbound param-out edges, only the edge that matches the calling context (“25”) is followed. Thus, a 

realizable path exists from node 27 to node 28. 

Conversely, a path that starts from the call site labeled “25” and ends at the call site labeled “29” is not 

a realizable, interprocedural path. Restated in terms of the program in Figure 9(a), there is no feasible 

execution of the program that assigns a value to b in line 8 due to passing the input parameter c at line 7.   

A few terms are used throughout this work. The Path B in Figure 9(c) demonstrates a context sensitive 

path, i.e. it takes into account calling context when traversing the graph. A context insensitive traversal of 

an SDG is a simple transitive closure on the graph. Such a traversal would follow both outbound edges 

from node 17 in the path B example of Figure 9 .  Note that when describing traversal of interprocedural 

edges, the terms ascend and descend are used relative to the call-return relationship in the call graph. We 

descend into a called procedure, and ascend back into the calling procedure. Since the edges Figure 9(c) 

were traversed “forwards”, i.e. from source to target node, the param-in (and call) edges are descending 

edges. If the edges are followed “backwards”, for instance, while computing a slice, then following a 

param-in or call edge causes the traversal to ascend from a called procedure to the calling procedure. 

A final example is shown in Figure 10, which is used to illustrate slice computation in later sections. 

For reference, the complete C program is listed in Figure 10(a) and the corresponding CFGs are shown in 

Figure 10(b).  Note that the C runtime environment is modeled with the CFG of procedure init(). Procedure 

init() makes the initial assignment to global variable g, line 1 in Figure 10(a), and then calls procedure 

main(). This example also demonstrates how the global variable g is modeled as a parameter. As g is 

passed to and returned from each procedure, g is renamed in each local procedure scope as an aid to 

understanding, e.g. g3 in procedure f2(). The traditional system dependence graph for this program is 

shown in Figure 10(c).   
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1  int g=0;  
 
2  void add (int x) 
3  { g = g + x; 
4  } 
 
5  void f1 (int a) 
6  { add(a); 
7    print(g); 
8. } 
 
9. void f2 () 
10 { const int i=2; 
11   add(i); 
12   print(g); 
13 } 
 
14 void main () 
15 { f1(1); 
16   f2(); 
17 } 
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Figure 10: A complete C program (a), the CFGs (b), and the traditional SDG (c). 
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3.2.3 SDG Construction Complexity 

The time complexity analysis to construct the traditional SDG is based on the following parameters. 

n = number nodes in CFG ( or PDG) 

e = number edges in CFG 

n_max = maximum number of nodes in any CFG (or PDG) 

proc = number procedures (or CFGs or PDGs) 

max_pdg_edges = maximum number of edges (control and dataflow) in any PDG 

max_params = maximum number of input parameters to a procedure  

num_params = number of parameters at a call site 

num_call_sites = number of procedure call sites in a program (and a SDG) 

Constructing a PDG requires computing all data and control dependences in a procedure. The 

complexity is reported relative to the number of nodes, n, since the number of CFG edges, e, is bound by 

 n ≤ e ≤ 2(n-1), 

based on our restriction that a CFG only contains simple true/false predicates in conditional operations [4]. 

For arbitrary flow control in a CFG, the time complexity to find all control dependences is O(n2) based on 

determining the post-domination relationships between all nodes [44]. In the case of structured programs, 

control dependence relationships can be computed during syntax directed translation with time complexity 

O(n) [35, 127]. The dataflow dependences are computed in time complexity O(n2) using well-known 

dataflow analysis to build the def-use chains and identify reaching definitions at each operation [4, 7, 127]. 

(See page 108 for an example of def-use chains.) Thus, the PDG is computed with time complexity O(n2). 

There are two steps to construct a traditional SDG. The first step combines the separate PDGs with 

interprocedural edges to form a simplified SDG. The construction and combination of PDGs involves time 

complexity O(proc × n_max2), which is the number of procedures times the cost to construct the largest 

PDG. The time complexity to add the interprocedural edges is O(num_call_sites × num_params), based on 

one outbound interprocedural edge from each node at a call site. The number of nodes at any call site is 

dominated by max_params, the maximum number of input parameters; since there is only one call node 

and the number of return values is no more than one plus the number of input parameters (the “one” is due 

to the function return value). Note that we use the number of input parameters to be consistent with 

previous work [108]. Thus, the time complexity depends on the number of call sites and input parameters. 

The combined asymptotic complexity time cost function is 

 O(proc × n_max2 + num_call_sites × max_params). 
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We observe that the call sites, including parameters, are themselves represented as nodes, and therefore 

grow more slowly than the maximum number of nodes in the graph, given by proc × n_max. Thus, the 

asymptotic time complexity to construct a simplified SDG reduces to 

 O(proc × n_max2).  

The second step to build a traditional SDG is computation of the summary edges at the call sites. As 

described by Reps et al. [108, 109], the summary edges are computed with time complexity  

 O(proc × max_pdg_edges × max_params + num_call_sites × max_params3). 

To arrive at this cost function, the computation of valid interprocedural paths to find the summary 

edges was framed as a generalized graph-reachability problem, in which labels on the edges are used to 

filter out paths that are not of interest. For slicing, the labels are open/close parentheses to mark call-return 

direction, and they are annotated with a call site identifier.  A valid interprocedural path is then identified 

by a matching string of open and close parentheses, which can be expressed with a context-free language. 

Thus, the interprocedural path problem was reduced to a context free language-reachability problem, which 

can be solved in cubic time in the number of nodes in the graph [108]. The key benefit of summary edges is 

an efficient, context-sensitive slice computation after the initial cost of computing the summary edges; 

however, a complete program is required to apply this technique [112].  

3.3 Computing a Program Slice 

In graph-based approaches, a slicing criterion is a node in the SDG. We are interested in computing a 

slice that can be categorized as static, backward, and closure [133]. A static slice is computed without 

regard to program inputs, i.e. based on a static analysis of the source code, whereas a dynamic slice is 

computed based on an execution trace, which effectively restricts the slice to a single control flow path [75, 

127]. A backward slice computes the set of statements that may affect the criterion, which means the 

dependence edges are followed in reverse order, i.e. from the target node to source node at each edge. In 

contrast, a forward slice is the set of statements that may be affected by the criterion. A closure slice 

contains the set of statements that are related to the criterion based on a closure of dependence 

relationships—thus, the computed slice is not necessarily an executable program.  

3.3.1 Slicing a PDG 

The slice for a single procedure program is simply a transitive closure from the criterion node in the 

procedure dependence graph (PDG). The worklist algorithm MarkReachingNodes, listed in Algorithm 1, 

computes such a slice by marking the nodes that belong to the slice [110]. This straightforward algorithm 

computes a slice with linear time complexity in the size of the graph [62, 127]. 
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For example, consider the slice on proc1() first shown in Figure 2(b). The corresponding PDG was 

introduced in Figure 6(b) on page 14, and the criterion is node 7.  The traversal of the PDG by 

MarkReachingNodes (Algorithm 1) is summarized in Table 1. The input parameters to the algorithm are 

ExcludedEdgeSet=∅ and Criteria=node 7. Each row of Table 1 summarizes an iteration step through the 

worklist, with step 0 as the initialization step. A current node (variable n in MarkReachingNodes) is 

removed from the worklist and marked as belonging to the slice. The allowed inbound edges at the current 

node are examined, based on the input ExcludedEdgeSet, and each unmarked source node (variable m in 

MarkReachingNodes) is added to the worklist. Note that Table 1 lists the nodes added to the worklist as 

“nodes added to slice” in order to simplify the presentation, since MarkReachingNodes only visits each 

node in the slice once [110]. 

Table 1: Graph traversal for slice of proc1() from node 7 in Figure 6(b). 

Step 
Current 
Node 

Nodes Added 
to Slice Step 

Current 
Node 

Nodes Added 
to Slice 

0 n/a 7 3 0 -- 
1 7 2, 4, 5 4 4 -- 
2 2 0 5 5 -- 

algorithm MarkReachingNodes 
input Criteria : node(s) in Sdg, the slicing criterion 
 Sdg : system dependence graph  (with or without summary edges) 
 ExcludedEdgeSet : Set of edges not to follow (possibly empty) 
declare Visited : Sets of nodes already visited 

WorkList : Set of Sdg nodes 
 m, n : Nodes in Sdg.  

begin MarkReachingNodes 
WorkList := Criteria  //initialize with slicing criterion 
while Worklist ≠ ∅  do 

Select and remove node n from WorkList 
Mark n  // part of slice 
// Examine allowed, inbound edges: 
foreach unmarked m with edge (m, n) ∉ExcludedEdgeSet do 

Insert m into Worklist  // unspecified ordering prevents duplicates 
endfor // inbound edge examined 

endwhile  // non empty worklist 
end MarkReachingNodes 
 

Algorithm 1: MarkReachingNodes computes a slice without context. 
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3.3.2 Context Sensitivity 

MarkReachingNodes computes a context-insensitive slice on an SDG, and therefore may include 

statements that are not part of a realizable control flow in a multiple procedure program. For example, see 

Figure 11 showing a slice from line 7 (node `14). The graph is a simplified version of the SDG previously 

introduced in Figure 10 on page 21. The graph traversal by MarkReachingNodes is listed in Table 2.  

When the graph traversal eventually reaches node 2 (step 21), both param-in edges are followed, 

resulting in the addition of nodes 22 and 42 to the worklist. The same behavior is exhibited for the other 

ascending, interprocedural edges from node 0 (in step 10) and node 1 (in step 15). Note, however, that in 

step 10, only node 40 is added, since node 20 was already visited processed in step 8. The final result of 

this traversal without context includes most of procedure f2(), and the call to it from main() at line 16 

(node 70). However, line 16 is not part of a realizable control-flow path that affects the criterion of line 7, 

and therefore this slice lacks precision.  
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Table 2: Graph traversal for slice without context in Figure 11. 

Step 
Current 
Node 

Nodes 
Added 
to Slice Step 

Current 
Node 

Nodes 
Added 
to Slice Step 

Current 
Node 

Nodes 
Added 
to Slice 

0 n/a 14 11 40 30 22 22 12 
1 14 10, 23 12 30 70 23 12 62 
2 10 60 13 70 -- 24 62 51 
3 60 50 14 3 1, 2 25 51 91 
4 50 90 15 1 21, 41 26 91 81 
5 90 80 16 21 11 27 81 -- 
6 80 -- 17 11 61 28 42 31 
7 23 20, 4 18 61 -- 29 31 71 
8 20 -- 19 41 32 30 71 63 
9 4 0, 3 20 32 -- 31 63 15 
10 0 40 21 2 22, 42 32 15 -- 

 
Figure 11: Context-insensitive slice on a simplified SDG. 

The slice is a transitive closure from the criterion node 14 
(line 7). Note that nodes from f2() are included in the slice, 
even though there is no realizable control flow that affects the 
criterion. 

 
1  int g=0; 
 
2  void add (int x) 
3  { g = g + x; 
4  } 
 
5  void f1 (int a) 
6  { add(a); 
7    print(g); 
8  } 
 
9  void f2 () 
10 { const int i=2; 
11   add(i); 
12   print(g); 
13 } 
 
14 void main () 
15 { f1(1); 
16   f2(); 
17 } 
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Table 3: Graph traversal for the context-sensitive slice in Figure 12. 
 

Step 
Current 
Node 

Nodes 
Added 
to Slice Step

Current 
Node 
(Context)

Nodes 
Added 
to Slice Step 

Current 
Node 
(Context) 

Nodes 
Added 
to Slice 

0 n/a 14 8 20 -- 16 2 (f1) 22 
1 14 10, 23 9 4 (f1) 0, 3 17 22 12 
2 10 60 10 0 (f1) -- 18 12 62 
3 60 50 11 3 (f1) 1, 2 19 62 51 
4 50 90 12 1 (f1) 21 20 51 91 
5 90 80 13 21 11 21 91 81 
6 80 -- 14 11 61 22 81 -- 
7 23 20, 4 15 61 --    
 

A context-sensitive slice selectively follows param-in and call edges based on the “history” of the 

graph traversal. For example, see the slice in Figure 12 that is also based on the simplified version of the 

SDG of Figure 10. The criterion is again line 7 (node 14). A context-sensitive traversal is listed in Table 3. 

When the traversal follows the param-out edge (backwards) in step 7 from node 23 to node 4, a calling 

context from this specific call site in f1() is established. When the traversal subsequently reaches node 2 in 

step 16, only the param-in edge that returns into the same call site in f1() is followed (to node 22). 

 
Figure 12: Context-sensitive slice on a simplified SDG. 

When edge (4, 23) is followed backwards, the f1() calling 
context is established while traversing add(). Later, the 
interprocedural edges with context f2(), namely (40,0), (42,2), 
and (41,1), are not followed.  

 
1  int g=0; 
 
2  void add (int x) 
3  { g = g + x; 
4  } 
 
5  void f1 (int a) 
6  { add(a); 
7     print(g); 
8  } 
 
9  void f2 () 
10 { const int i=2; 
11   add(i); 
12   print(g); 
13 } 
 
14 void main () 
15 { f1(1); 
16   f2(); 
17 } 
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Likewise, only the edges from node 0 (in step 10) and node 1(in step 12) that return into the f1() context are 

followed. Note, again, that in step 10, nothing is added to the worklist since node 20 was already processed 

in step 8. The context-sensitive slice of Figure 12 is more precise compared to the slice without context 

shown in Figure 11. A brute-force approach that tracks such calling context during graph traversal is 

exponential in time complexity, because nodes are repeatedly processed for different calling contexts. 

However, empirical studies demonstrate such an approach is practical, as the worst case runtime is 

uncommon [2, 78].  We return to this important point later, in Section 4.3.4, while discussing our proposed 

solution to the context-sensitive slicing problem. 

3.3.3 Slicing a Traditional SDG 

As previously mentioned, the summary edges in a traditional SDG encode the transitive dataflow 

dependence between input and output parameters due to the calling context.  These summary edges allow a 

slice to be computed with linear time complexity, after the initial computation of summary edges that 

involves polynomial time complexity [62]. The two-pass slicing algorithm that operates on the traditional 

SDG, called MarkTraditionalSdg, is listed in Algorithm 2 [110]. As before, the algorithm marks the 

nodes of the SDG that belong to the slice. In the first pass, the worklist is initialized to the slicing criterion, 

and nodes are marked by following the dataflow, control, summary, param-in, and call edges, i.e. the 

param-out edges are not followed. By following only this edge set, the traversal avoids descending into any 

called procedures. In the second pass, the worklist is initialized with the marked nodes from the first pass. 

Then, nodes are marked by following the dataflow, control, summary, and param-out edges, i.e. the call and 

param-in edges are not followed. The second pass amounts to descending into all called procedures. Any 

dataflow through a called procedure is accounted for by following the summary edges. 

algorithm MarkTraditionalSdg 
input Criteria : set of node(s) in Sdg, the slicing criterion 
global Sdg : traditional system dependence graph with summary edges 
declare NodeSet : Set of nodes  
begin MarkTraditionalSdg 

// Phase 1: Slice without descending into called procedures 
MarkReachingNodes(Sdg, Criteria, { param-out }) 
// Phase 2: Slice called procedures without ascending to call sites 
NodeSet := all marked vertices in Sdg 
MarkReachingNodes(Sdg, NodeSet, {call,  param-in }) 

end MarkTraditionalSdg 
 

Algorithm 2: MarkTraditionalSdg computes a slice for the 
traditonal SDG in two passes. 
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For example, Figure 13 demonstrates the traditional, two-pass algorithm MarkTraditionalSdg starting 

from the criterion of node 14 (line 7). The graph traversal is listed in Table 4. The nodes marked in the 

first pass are shown in Figure 13(a), with the “X” near node 23 indicating the param-out edge was not 

followed in step 7 of Table 4. The first pass slices “up” the call tree and includes the dataflow effects from 

any procedure calls (due to the summary edges). Note that all the param-in and call edges are followed 

because there is no specific calling context established. The second pass completes the slice as shown in 

f2()
30

init()
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90

91

92

main()

60

50

61
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15

11
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21
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22

20

14

f1()
10

35

31

32

40

41

34
43

42

4

1

2

3

add()
0

 
(a) 

1  int g=0; 
 
2  void add (int x) 
3  { g = g + x; 
4  } 
5  void f1 (int a) 
6  { add(a); 
7    print(g); 
8  } 
9  void f2 () 
10 { const int i=2; 
11   add(i); 
12   print(g); 
13 } 
14 void main () 
15 { f1(1); 
16   f2(); 
17 } 

 

 
(b) 

1  int g=0; 
 
2  void add (int x) 
3  { g = g + x; 
4  } 
5  void f1 (int a) 
6  { add(a); 
7    print(g); 
8  } 
9  void f2 () 
10 { const int i=2; 
11   add(i); 
12   print(g); 
13 } 
14 void main () 
15 { f1(1); 
16   f2(); 
17 } 

 

Figure 13: The two-pass algorithm applied to a traditional SDG. 

In the first pass (a), all edges except param-out are followed.  The summary edges (21,23) 
and (22,23) reflect the dataflow dependences due to  call to add(). The second pass (b) 
“descends” into the called procedure, and does not follow any call or param-in edges. 
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Figure 13(b) by descending into the called procedures via the param-out edges.  Since the param-in and call 

edges are ignored in this pass, there is no need to selectively follow them as was necessarily in the brute-

force approach demonstrated in Figure 12.  

The slicing algorithm MarkTraditionalSdg computes an accurate slice for a complete program. As 

demonstrated in the previous example of Figure 13, a context sensitive slice from a criterion inside the 

procedure f1() properly excludes f2(), since f2() executes “after” f1(), as specified in the main() procedure.  

The example of Figure 14 shows a slice of the same program from the criterion of line 12, inside procedure 

f2().  This slice properly includes f1(), but only because of the control-flow specified in main() results in 

Table 4: Summary of traditional slicing algorithm steps as applied in Figure 13. 
Nodes annotated with an asterisk (*) were previously marked. 

 
Phase 1 Phase 2 

Step 
Current 
Node 

Nodes 
Added to 
Slice Step 

Current 
Node Nodes Added to Slice 

Initial n/a 14 Initial n/a 
80*, 81*, 90*, 91*, 50*, 51*, 60*, 61*, 
62*, 10*, 11*, 12*, 20*, 21*, 22*, 23*, 14* 

1 14 10, 23 1 80* -- 
2 10 60 2 81* -- 
3 60 50 3 90* -- 
4 50 90 4 91* -- 
5 90 80 5 50* -- 
6 80 -- 6 51* -- 
7 23 20, 21, 22 7 60* -- 
8 20 -- 8 61* -- 
9 21 11 9 62* -- 
10 11 61 10 10* -- 
11 61 -- 11 11* -- 
12 22 12 12 12* -- 
13 12 62 13 20* -- 
14 62 51 14 21* -- 
15 51 91 15 22* -- 
16 91 81 16 23* 4 
17 81 -- 17 14* -- 
   18 4 0, 3 
   19 0 -- 
   20 3 1, 2 
   21 1 -- 
   22 2 -- 
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the dataflow dependence edge from node 63 to node 71 in Figure 13 (or equivalently, Figure 10, showing 

more detail).  The slice in Figure 13 accurately reflects how both f1() and f2() manipulate the global 

variable g because a complete program is given, i.e. all potential control flows are specified. 

Unfortunately, traditional SDG approaches cannot be used to properly model a partial program; a 

problem frequently encountered in a design environment. For example, Figure 15 shows a partial program 

example in which f1() and f2() are specified without a top-level main() routine.  The nodes (80 and 81) 

related to the runtime environment initialization of the global variable g are shown in Figure 15(a), but 

there are no edges to f1() and f2(). In this example, an intuitive approach suggests the since both f1() and 

f2() result in a definition of global variable g, they should both be included in a slice that includes a node 

that uses variable g. Additionally, the initial definition of g in line 1 should also be included in such a slice.  

The counter example of Figure 15(b) demonstrates a slice using MarkTraditionalSdg, from inside 

f2(), does not include f1(), nor does it include line 1 (an assignment to g).  Because there is no top-level 

control-flow specified, the traditional SDG does not find a dataflow dependence between the disjoint 

PDGs, even though they both are connected to a common called procedure.  The second slice in 

Figure 15(c) demonstrates that both f1() and f2() are properly included in a slice (since there is no calling 

context established when slicing from line 3), but the assignment to g in line 1 is still improperly excluded 

from the slice.    

In summary, the traditional SDG and the two-pass algorithm cannot properly model a partial 

specification. Since only algorithm MarkTraditionalSdg makes use of summary edges, our proposed 

extensions begin with a simplified SDG.  

  
1  int g=0; 9  void f2 () 
 10 { const int i=2; 
2  void add (int x) 11   add(i); 
3  { g = g + x; 12   print(g); 
4  } 13 } 
  
5  void f1 (int a) 14 void main () 
6  { add(a); 15 { f1(1); 
7    print(g); 16   f2(); 
8  } 17 } 
  

Figure 14: Slice of complete program includes f1() due 
to dataflow of global variable. 
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1  int g=0; 
 
2  void add (int x) 
3  { g = g + x; 
4  } 
5  void f1 (int a) 
6  { add(a); 
7    print(g); 
8. } 
9. void f2 () 
10 { const int i=2; 
11   add(i); 
12   print(g); 
13 } 

(b) 
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(a) 

1  int g=0; 
 
2  void add (int x) 
3  { g = g + x; 
4  } 
5  void f1 (int a) 
6  { add(a); 
7    print(g); 
8. } 
9. void f2 () 
10 { const int i=2; 
11   add(i); 
12   print(g); 
13 } 

(c) 

Figure 15: Partial program modeled with a traditional SDG (a) and two inaccurate “slices” 
(b) and (c). 

The SDG in (a) is based on the SDG of Figure 10, but without the main() procedure, thus 
creating a partial program. Note the nodes representing the global definition statement of 
line 1 are “unconnected” in this traditional SDG.  The “slice” (b) from line 12 (node 34) 
excludes line 1 and statements from f1(). The “slice” (c) from line 3 also excludes line 1. 
Since these excluded statements can affect the value of the criterion, the computed “slices” 
are inaccurate, and not technically slices.  
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4 Slicing for Codesign 

In this chapter, we propose our extensions to slicing, beginning with a review of our contributions. 

Section 4.2 defines our novel dependence representation model for a combined hardware-software 

specification, and Section 4.3 presents our algorithm to compute a slice in this extended codesign context. 

Section 4.4 is a detailed comparison to related work, and Section 4.5 is a summary.  

4.1 Contributions 

The focus of this chapter is to extend graph-based slicing to a combined hardware-software source 

code specification, concentrating on analysis of the software–hardware boundary commonly found in 

embedded systems. In this chapter, we (1) describe an adaptation of existing software techniques to slice a 

partial or incomplete source code specification, and, more importantly, we (2) define extensions to model 

and compute a slice for a combined hardware-software specification, i.e. slicing for ‘codesign’. The 

underlying representation model defined in this chapter also supports the evaluation scenario that is 

described in the next chapter. 

Indeed, a key research contribution of this work is extending the system dependence graph with a 

novel set of inter-process dependences, which are suitable for modeling software and hardware interaction. 

This includes a new access dependence that models a control-flow side effect of a variable access [116]. 

Additionally, we clarify minor conflicts in previous work regarding dependences in a hardware description 

language, especially the “signal dependence”. A further contribution in terms of dependence modeling 

enables correct slicing of a partial source code specification, focusing on treatment of global variables.  

Lastly, we present an algorithm to compute a slice on a combined hardware-software source code 

specification based on our proposed extended system dependence graph.  

4.2 Extended System Dependence Graph 

This section begins with a discussion of a typical embedded system codesign environment, which 

provides the scope for our novel extensions to the system dependence graph. These extensions are defined 

in Section 4.2.2, and construction of our extended system dependence graph is outlined in Section 4.2.3. 

Computation of a slice based on this new, extended system dependence graph is the subject of Section 4.3.  

4.2.1 Features of a Codesign Environment 

Our motivation for slicing a combined source code specification stems from the need for design 

automation tools to assist a designer in the analysis of one or more complex component specifications to 
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obtain insight into their potential impact on an architecture. Recall that we assume system functionality is 

expressed in source code as a collection of procedures organized into concurrent processes. This subsection 

introduces important terminology related to a partial or incomplete specification, the source code used in a 

combined hardware-software specification, and the concurrency inherent to embedded systems. 

4.2.1.1 Partial and Incomplete Specifications 
Often a designer focuses on only a subset of the entire system functionality due to practical reasons, for 

example, the overwhelming size of a complete system specification, unavailable portions of a specification, 

or a need to focus on incremental changes to an existing platform. We further classify specifications that 

are not complete, with respect to the location in the call tree of any missing procedures. That is, if a missing 

a procedure is absent from the top or bottom of a call tree. As discussed below, we refer to the former as a 

partial specification and the latter as an incomplete specification. 

We use the term partial specification to refer to a collection of procedures that lacks some top-level 

procedure, for example the absence of a main() procedure in a C program. As demonstrated in Figure 15, 

the traditional system dependence graph does not compute an accurate slice for a partial software 

specification.  In the next section (page 39), we propose a solution to this problem with extensions to the 

system dependence graph based on the following terminology. 

A procedure group is a set of procedures defined by a unique top-level procedure and all the 

procedures it transitively calls. In terms of a call graph, all procedures in a procedure group are connected, 

and there is a path from the top-level procedure to every procedure within the group. A complete, single-

process program contains one and only one procedure group, and hence one top-level procedure. For 

example, the complete program shown in Figure 10 is one procedure group, while the partial program 

example in Figure 15 contains three procedure groups, identified by the top-level procedures: init(), f1(), 

and f2().  

A procedure may belong to multiple procedure groups, but it may be a top-level procedure in no more 

than one procedure group, i.e. a top-level procedure of a first program group may be transitively called 

from a top-level procedure of a second program group. The distinction of a top-level procedure is important 

both when specifying a process, to be discussed in a following subsection, and when global variables are 

treated as parameters. In our extended system dependence graph, to be presented in Section 4.2.2.1, each 

global variable “flows” in and out of a procedure group via parameters in the top-level procedure.   

As indicated above, we use the term incomplete specification to refer to a collection of procedures for 

which some targets of procedure calls are not specified, i.e. leaf procedures are missing from the call tree. 

We assume these missing procedures are either characterized by a predefined procedure dependence graph 

(PDG) or treated as special operations. Note that assuming existence of a library of PDGs is reasonable, as 
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demonstrated by one commercial program slicing tool that includes a characterization of the standard C 

library [53]. In the absence of any knowledge of the behavior of a called procedure, a PDG can be 

generated using a conservative approach that assumes each output parameter is dataflow dependent on each 

input parameter, see for example [8, 28, 110]. 

Alternatively, treating a procedure call as a special operation is a view consistent with programming 

language theory [99, 120]. It is also a useful way to treat procedures defined in standard libraries that 

perform low-level actions. For example, the inb() and outb() procedures in the Linux kernel allow a device 

driver to read or write a particular memory location [114]. Such procedure calls will appear as a single node 

in a control flow graph (CFG) and give rise to the appropriate dependence relationships. As another 

example, the procedure print() used in Figure 10 through Figure 15 was modeled in this manner. 

4.2.1.2 Imperative Language Source Code 
In the experiments and examples reported in this work, we use the C language to express software 

behavior and the Verilog hardware description language (HDL) to describe behavior implemented in 

hardware. While HDLs contain both declarative and imperative language features [64, 66]., we interpret 

Verilog source code as an imperative language specification. These imperative languages are widely used 

in industry for embedded systems [23, 41, 84]. We choose to use Verilog instead of VHDL, primarily 

module top_container;

function integer proc1;
    input a, b;
    integer c, d, e;

    begin
        c=0;
        d=1;

        if(b)
        begin
            c=a+1;
            d=d+b;
        end
        e=c+d;
        proc1=e;
    end
endfunction
endmodule

module specifies
structure, similar
to class in C++

function inputs

local variables

specifies
return value

begin/end are
like { } in C

assignments
proceed in
sequence

proc1(a,b)

d= 1

if(b)

c=a+1

d=d+b

e=c+d

proc1_out=e

ne

a=...

b=...

c= 0

(a) (b)
 

Figure 16: Example proc1() specified in Verilog (a) and the resulting CFG (b). 
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because the syntax of Verilog resembles that of the C language; however, the results are applicable to either 

of the these two imperative languages, i.e. Verilog or VHDL [66, 64]. 

The formal representation of a procedure is a control flow graph (CFG), which was introduced on 

page 13, and formally defined on page 105 of the Appendix.  The translation of an imperative language, 

source code specification into a set of CFGs is a straightforward application of syntax-directed translation 

as described in several textbooks on software compilation [4, 7, 99]. The same techniques are used to 

translate an HDL specification into a set of CFGs, except an additional elaboration phase occurs.  

Elaboration interprets the structural aspects of a specification, primarily by instantiating procedures into 

processes.  

See Figure 16(a) that demonstrates a Verilog specification of the example procedure introduced using 

C in Figure 2.  The resulting CFG for proc1() in Figure 16(b) is the same for both the software and 

hardware specification. However, in general, constructs like procedures are seldom used in HDL source 

code. A second, more practical Verilog example is shown in Figure 17, which will be explained in the next 

subsection. These examples illustrate a typical difference between a hardware and software specification: 

hardware describes numerous processes, usually containing a single procedure; while software describes 

relatively few processes, often comprised of many procedures. Thus, as a general rule, interprocedural 

issues are important when slicing software, and concurrency is important when slicing hardware. 

We assume the hardware description language uses a synthesizable subset of the language [65]. As a 

result, the significant restrictions concerning use of the language are: (1) no blocking operations (e.g. wait 

or sleep), (2) no parallel execution blocks (e.g. fork/join blocks), and (3) any explicit time delays in the 

source code are ignored. This is reasonable, since nearly all hardware designs are specified using a level of 

abstraction called Register Transfer Level (RTL) code, which uses the synthesizable subset of an 

HDL [23].  

4.2.1.3 Asynchronous Concurrency 
We assume asynchronous process execution, i.e. the order in which processes execute is 

nondeterministic and individual operations in separate processes can be arbitrarily interleaved [114]. Note 

that while the simulation of Verilog precludes interleaving of individual operations, i.e. a process executes 

to completion once scheduled, the synthesis model allows such interleaving [65]. Additionally, the 

disparate execution rates of software and hardware effectively interleaves process execution at the 

operation level. See Figure 17 for an example of Verilog source code that specifies two asynchronous 

processes that implement a counter. 
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In our formal representation of behavior implemented in hardware, each CFG is associated with 

exactly one process, i.e. processes cannot share CFGs, and procedure calls cannot cross a process 

boundary. A process executes based on sensitivity to an event, such as a change in value of a variable or 

execution of a process control operation. We say a process is activated when an event in the sensitivity list 

occurs. Once activated, a process executes until completion, starting with a top-level CFG designated as a 

process entry point. A complete process specification will contain only one process entry point, while 

several may be designated in a partial specification. Accordingly, in our formal representation, at least one, 

and possible more, top-level CFG is identified as a process entry point in a partial specification. When 

relevant to an example, the start node of a top-level CFG that is a designated process entry point is adorned 

with the process sensitivity list, as shown in Figure 17(b). Note that the start node of the top-level CFG is 

the actual “point” from which process execution begins; however, in our discussion we may refer to either 

the top-level CFG or its start node as the “process entry point”. 

The example in Figure 17 also illustrates several concepts we use in the next section. The module 

statement on line 2 is a structural description, with the symbols enumerated on line 2 defining ports. These 

 
1  // Verilog example: 4-bit counter. 
2  module top (clk, reset, count, step); 
3  input [3:0] step; 
4  input clk, reset; 
5  output count; 
 
6  reg [3:0] count, next_count; 
 
7  always @(posedge clk or posedge reset) 
8  begin: P0 
9    if (reset) count=0; 
10   else count = next_count; 
11 end 
 
12 always @(count or step) 
13 begin: P1 
14   next_count = count + step; 
15 end 
16 endmodule 
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Figure 17: Two processes specified in Verilog (a) and corresponding CFGs (b). 

The two processes implement a four-bit counter.  Process P0 specifies a hardware latch said 
to operate synchronous to “clk” but asynchronous to “reset”. This description of synchro-
nous behavior refers to the underlying hardware latch (not the relationship between P0 and 
P1). Process P1 specifies combinatorial hardware logic and executes whenever the variables 
“count” or “step” change value. The processes P0 and P1 execute asynchronously based on 
the Verilog simulation model. 
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structural elements are interpreted as communication channels. (In this example, the processes connected to 

the other end of the channels are not specified.) Note also that the variable next_count, declared on line 6, 

is a shared variable because it is referenced across process boundaries; whereas a global variable is only 

referenced within one process. Even though both variables are declared on line 6, count is interpreted as a 

communication channel because of the structural information on lines 2 and 5.  

In contrast to the majority of concurrent slicing work [27, 29, 76, 79, 101, 142, 143], we assume 

asynchronous process execution, among other things, to account for the disparate execution speed of 

behavior implemented as software and hardware. As one would expect, hardware description languages 

directly express the concurrent and asynchronous nature of processes. Naturally, a synchronous hardware 

system can still be implemented, by using a set of synchronous events in the sensitivity lists of the affected 

processes, e.g. see Figure 17. 

Software concurrency, however, is implemented using a multi-tasking operating system, and the 

organization of software procedures into processes is typically specified using compile directives, or other 

means of expression beyond that of the C language. For example, Figure 18 shows source code from a 

serial port device driver in the Linux 2.4 kernel that specifies a concurrent process.  In Figure 18, the 

/*  Declaration of the interrupt handler procedure. */ 
static void rs_interrupt (int irq, void *dev_id, struct pt_regs * 
regs); 
 
/* A procedure that executes during device initialization */ 
static int startup(struct async_struct * info) 
{ 
 ...[snip]... 
 /* This call registers the interrupt handler. */ 
 retval = request_irq( /* procedure declared in <linux/sched.h> */ 
   state->irq,  /* interrupt number being requested */ 
   rs_interrupt, /* the handler procedure, declared above */ 
   SA_SHIRQ, /* flag indicated shared interrupt */ 
   "serial", /* name of the owner in /proc/interrupts */ 
   &IRQ_ports[state->irq] /* private struct for int. sharing */ 
 ); 
 ...[snip]... 
 return 0; 
} 
Figure 18: Linux driver source code showing interrupt handler registration. 

This code snippet is from the serial driver of the Linux 2.4 kernel (drivers/char/serial.c). 
The procedure “startup()” is executed by the kernel to initialize the device driver and the 
hardware I/O controller. In terms of our process model, “rs_interrupt()” is a top-level 
procedure whose CFG start node is specified as a process entry point by the call to 
“request_irq()”.  
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procedure startup() executes during system initialization of the device driver. The code shown is a system 

call that registers procedure rs_interrupt() to execute in response to an interrupt. In terms of our process 

model, this system call specifies that the CFG representing rs_interrupt() is a process entry point, for a 

separate interrupt process that activates in response to a hardware interrupt event [114]. This example 

demonstrates specification of a concurrent software process based on the programming convention for the 

Linux kernel, as opposed to explicit specification based on language syntax. The system call in Figure 18 is 

an example of a process control operation, since it determines whether or not the process containing 

rs_interrupt() may be activated.  

In a partial specification, there are more combinations to the relationships between top-level CFGs, 

process entry points, and a process. Each process has at least one process entry point, and there may be 

several entry points due to a partial specification, since the top of the call tree is absent. Every process entry 

point is a top-level CFG, by definition. However, a top-level CFG is not required to be a process entry 

point, as it may simply define some procedure group that is transitively called, in an unspecified manner, 

by a top-level CFG that is a process entry point. When relevant to our examples, multiple process entry 

points may be adorned with the process sensitivity list, since any one of them may be the first CFG to 

execute when the process is activated. Once this first CFG executes, any top-level CFG may execute in an 

arbitrary order, whether or not it is a process entry point, again, since the top of the call tree is missing. 

Note that program slicing based on a traditional SDG assumes a single process, so the previously 

introduced SDG in Figure 15 (page 32) does not include the sensitivity list adornments. 

4.2.2 Novel Extensions to the SDG 

In this section, we define our proposed extended system dependence graph representation, abbreviated 

“eSDG” (to distinguish it from the traditional SDG). First, the extensions to model a partial source code 

specification are defined, concentrating on the treatment of global variables. Afterwards, we propose a set 

of inter-process dependences arising from the concurrency present in a source code specification that is 

typical of a codesign environment.  

Our starting point for a representation is a simplified system dependence graph (SDG), which is a set 

of program dependence graphs (PDGs) connected with interprocedural edges. As discussed in Section 3.2, 

each node in a PDG corresponds to a node in the respective control flow graph (CFG), so a node in either 

graph models the same operation from the source code specification. The PDG edges represent control and 

dataflow dependences between the operations.  The SDG interprocedural edges that model procedure calls 

are: call edges, param-in edges, and param-out edges. The simplified SDG does not include summary edges 

found in a traditional SDG.   
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4.2.2.1 Partial Specification 
The ability to handle partial specifications precludes use of summary edges, because computation of 

the transitive dataflow dependences, using an efficient, polynomial time algorithm requires a complete 

program [112]. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 15 on page 32, a traditional SDG with summary edges 

does not allow the computation of an accurate slice for a partial program specification, because dataflow 

dependences for global variables are not present between the top-level procedures. Thus, we use a 

simplified SDG as the starting point to model program dependences. 

The proposed extended SDG (eSDG) models global variable dataflow between procedure groups as 

parameters passed between all top-level procedures. Recall that a procedure group is a set of procedures 

 
 
 
1  int g=0; 
 
2  void 
   add (int x) 
3  { g = g + x; 
4  } 
 
5  void f1(int a) 
6  { add(a); 
7    print(g); 
8. } 
 
9. void f2 () 
10 { int i=2; 
11   add(i); 
12   print(g); 
13 } 
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Figure 19: Source code of a partial program (a) and the eSDG representation (b). 

There are three procedure groups in this partial specification, identified by the top-level 
procedures init(), f1(), and f2(). The new “global” node 99 is the connection point for global 
edges, which model interprocedural dataflow dependences due to global variable “g”. The 
separate node facilitates incremental construction of the eSDG and reduces the number of 
global edge pairs in the drawn graphs.  
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defined by a top-level procedure and all other procedures it can transitively call, as described in 

Section 4.2.1.1. Since the partial specification still establishes a total ordering of operations within the 

procedure group, normal dataflow techniques are used to model the dataflow of global variables from the 

start to the end of the top-level procedure, i.e. from its formal-in node to its formal-out node corresponding 

to the global variable. 

Accordingly, we propose a new global edge to model global variable dataflow between procedure 

groups. A new global node is instantiated for each global variable instance, primarily to facilitate 

incremental construction of an eSDG. For example, see Figure 19 that shows the eSDG for the partial 

program first introduced in Figure 15 on page 32.  Global variable g is defined in line 1 of Figure 19(a). In 

the eSDG of Figure 19(b), node 99 represents the declaration of the global variable and node 81 represents 

the initial value assignment from the definition of g.  The formal definition of the global dataflow 

dependence represented by the global edge follows. 

Definition 1 

Let nglobal be a synthetic node that represents both a definition and use of global variable v. Let 

G1 be a CFG with a formal-in node nin and a formal-out node nout.  Then: 

1. Node nin is global dataflow dependent on nglobal if variable v is used by nin. 

2. Node nglobal is global dataflow dependent on node nout if variable v is defined by nout. 

The preceding definition is an adaptation of intra-procedural dataflow dependence [4, 7]. The synthetic 

node (nglobal in Definition 1) models an external definition and use of a particular global variable. If a 

procedure group uses the global variable, then a corresponding formal-in node is present in the top-level 

CFG. For example, in Figure 19(b), nodes 12 and 31 are global dataflow dependent on synthetic node 99. 

Likewise, the top-level procedure has a formal-out node if any procedure defines the particular global 

variable, and this formal-out node is the source of a global dataflow dependence. For example, in 

Figure 19(b), nodes 15, 35, and 82 are sources of the global edges. The normal dataflow of a global 

variable within a procedure group is also demonstrated in Figure 19(b), showing the local instances of 

global variable g flowing through the procedure group defined by f1() via the path through nodes {12, 22, 

2, 3, 4, 43, 35}. This path is also present the traditional SDG of the complete program example in Figure 10 

on page 21. 

To further illustrate that top-level procedures directly participate in global variable dataflow, consider 

an example in which a transitively called procedure in a first procedure group is designated as the top-level 

procedure in new, second procedure group. Specifically, a lower level procedure that manipulates a global 

variable may be called by several procedures, and we may wish to model the possibility that it could be 

called by some unspecified procedure. 
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For example, see Figure 19 in which the top-level procedure f1() defines a procedure group consisting 

of procedures f1() and add(), and the top-level procedure f2() defines a procedure group consisting of 

procedures f2() and add().  The procedure add() participates in dataflow based on the call sites in f1() and 

f2().  However, the procedure add() could be also be designated a top-level procedure, thus defining a new 

procedure group consisting of add(), while add() is still a member of the other two procedure groups. The 

affect on Figure 19 would be to add two new global edges 99→2 and 4→99.  

We again reiterate that the proposed new global edge is only required by partial specifications.  Thus, 

the eSDG for a complete specification of a software program is identical to a simplified SDG. Indeed, a 

complete software specification includes an init() procedure, which models the initialization of global vari-

ables by the runtime environment, and the invocation of the main(), or its equivalent top-level procedure. 

Thus, the dataflow of all global variables is specified, and eSDG would not contain global edges. 

4.2.2.2 Concurrency 
In this section, we define four inter-process dependence relationships to model the concurrency present 

in a combined hardware-software source code specification.  These four relationships appear as distinct 

edges in the extended system dependence graph (eSDG). The relationships are summarized below, 

followed by detailed definitions. 

• Interference—established between two operations in distinct processes, based on a shared 

variable.  

• Process control— established between a special control operation and a target process, based 

on semantics of the operation.  

• Signal— established between an operation and a process, based on a communication channel. 

• Access— established between an operation and process, based on a shared variable. 

The detailed definitions follow. Note that in the preceding, informal description, most of the 

dependence relationships involve a process. However, in the formal definitions that follow, the target of the 

actual dependence is expressed equivalently in terms of a top-level CFG of the process, and in the eSDG, 

the start node of the top-level CFG is the target of the corresponding dependence edge. 

Definition 2 

Let G1 and G2 be CFGs with a shared variable v.  Let n1 be a node in G1 and let n2 be a node 

in G2.  Node n2 is interference dependent on n1 if and only if 

1. n1 and n2 may potentially execute in parallel; and 

2. n1 defines v and n2 uses v. 
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For example, see Figure 20(a) for an HDL source code example, the corresponding CFGs in 

Figure 20(b), and the eSDG in Figure 20(c). Using a synthesizable subset of Verilog, the source code 

specifies two, single-procedure processes (P0 and P1), three operands (count, clk, and reset), and one 

shared variable (shared). The processes are sensitive to the operand clk, as indicated by the adornments on 

the start nodes in Figure 20(b). The definition of operand shared in P1 and the use of shared in P0 

demonstrates interference dependence, and, hence, the interference edges 12→1 and 13→1 in the eSDG of 

Figure 20(c). (The clk node (20) represents the unspecified operation that is the source of the signal 

dependence, which will be defined on page 44.) 

 
Figure 20: Demonstration of interference dependence. 

The Verilog source code (a), CFG representation (b), and eSDG (c).Two processes are 
specified in a synthesizable subset of Verilog. The “always @( )” syntax specifies the 
process sensitivity list, i.e. the conditions under which the process executes. The 
corresponding CFGs have sensitivity list adornments on the start nodes.  Since a shared 
variable is defined by an operation of P1 and used by an operation of P0, the 
interference dependence exists. Node 20 represents an unspecified source of the signal 
dependence. 
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Note also that, irrespective of a partial specification, our inclusion of interference dependence in the 

eSDG precludes use of summary edges because dataflow relationships are not always transitive in the 

presence of concurrency [79]. 

It is important to mention that several works propose a similar “interference” definition [27, 79, 101], 

but these works restrict the interference to complete, threaded programs that specify synchronous 

processes. See the discussion on related work in Section 4.4.3 for a more detailed contrast.  

Definition 3 

Let G be a top-level CFG, and let n1 be any node (possibly in G).  The CFG G is process 

control dependent on n1 if and only if execution of node n1 may activate G. 

This definition is similar to the intra-procedure control dependence, which exists between two nodes, 

but a process control dependence exists between a node and a top-level CFG, since a process entry point is 

a top-level CFG.  

For example, consider the source code snippet of Figure 18 on page 38.  This code example is a system 

call, request_irq(), that registers an interrupt handler, rs_interrupt().  When the system call is interpreted 

as an operation, the CFG representing rs_interrupt() is process control dependent on the request_irq 

node.  See page 110 in the Appendix for another, more detailed example of a specification that includes a 

process control dependence. 

Before proceeding with the next formal definition, a brief discussion of the meaning of a 

communication channel is in place. A communication channel is a structural, message passing medium 

used to “connect” processes, i.e. operations within the connected processes can read and write the channel. 

The channel has a name in the operand table, i.e. it is a type of operand, and an operation can define or use 

a channel in the same way any other operand is manipulated. For example, the operands count, clk, and 

reset in Figure 20(a) are channels.  In our use, a communication channel only holds the most recent value 

written to it.  

Definition 4 

Let G1 be a CFG and G2 be top-level CFG with a common communication channel w.  Let n1 

be a node in G1.  The CFG G2 is signal dependent on n1 if and only if 

1. G1 and G2 may execute in parallel; and 

2. node n1 writes a message to w such that G2 may be activated. 
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For example, see the source code specification in Figure 21(a), the corresponding CFGs in 

Figure 21(b), and the eSDG in Figure 21(c). This example is a portion of the detailed source code 

specification for the communication subsystem introduced in Figure 4 on page 6. Specifically, the hardware 

process assigns a value to the interrupt channel, and the software procedure is invoked by an operating 

system process in response to the interrupt. The source code describing int_handler() demonstrates a 

partial specification, since the “operating system process” is not included in the source code. Note further, 

/* C interrupt handler */
1 int_handler ( )
2 {
3
4   status=*(STAT_REG_PTR);
5
6 }

so
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10 reg int_sig; // output signal
12 wire error_found; // set the int
13 wire clear_error; // clear int

14 always @(posedge clk)
15 begin : send_int
16    if (error_found) int_sig= 1;
17    else if (clear_error) int_sig=0;
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Figure 21: Demonstration of signal dependence. 

The C/Verilog source code snippets (a), CFG representation (b), and eSDG (c).The source 
code snippet (a) describes software and hardware behaviour, the CFGs (b), and the SDG 
(c). Though only a portion of the source code is shown, the hardware variable “int_sig” 
drives the hardware interrupt connected to the microprocessor. Using edge triggered 
semantics, the operating system schedules a process that invokes the software procedure 
“int_handler()”. Thus, the process with top-level CFG specifying “int_handler()” is 
sensitive to the rising edge of “int_sig”. 
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the fact that the procedure int_handler() is sensitive to the rising edge of the interrupt is specified by 

convention in the source code, and explicitly indicated with the adornment on node 30 in Figure 21(b). 

Again, some brief comments on related work are in place. Previous work inconsistently defined signal 

dependence in the context of HDL specifications. Some work defined it between two operations [63, 67], 

while other work, as do we, defined signal dependence between an operation and a process [34, 131]. 

However, our definition explicitly requires a communication channel, and the dependence is always 

defined between an operation and process. Note the communication channel alluded to above can be 

directly specified in an HDL, such as Verilog, but a channel in software is implemented by some 

programming convention; for example, by registering a software procedure as an interrupt handler. 

Note finally that, if an individual operation uses the value of the message from the communication 

channel, this generally results in an interference dependence between the sending operation and the 

operation that uses the value. 

Definition 5 

Let G1 be a CFG and G2 be top-level CFG.  Let n1 be a node in G1. Let variable v be a shared 

variable that G1 can access. The top-level CFG G2 is access dependent on n1 if and only if 

1. G1 and G2 may execute in parallel; and 

2. node n1 uses or defines a variable v; and 

3. a use or definition of v may activate G2 . 

For example, see Figure 22, which shows a software procedure that transfers a byte to an I/O 

controller. The source code of Figure 22(a) represents a portion of the detailed specification for the 

communication subsystem introduced in Figure 4 on page 6.  The hardware process specified in lines 32-35 

is a typical description of combinatorial logic in an HDL. Line 32 specifies that the hardware process is 

sensitive to a write of the shared variable TRANS_REG, demonstrating access dependence. The CFGs are 

shown in (b), and the eSDG is shown in (c).  Note that the use of TRANS_REG by node 71 results in the 

interference edge (61→71), which is a distinct relationship from the access edge (61→70). 

The key novelty of our access dependence is that no explicit communication channel exists between 

the operation and the activated process. A hardware description language can explicitly specify this 

relationship, but software relies on programming conventions to specify process activation, as a side effect 

of a variable access.  
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4.2.3 Construction of eSDG 

The construction of the eSDG from a source code specification is outlined as follows. 

Step 1 Translate the source code into a set of control flow graphs (CFGs). An initial elaboration phase 

interprets the structural elements of the source code, and identifies the processes, the procedures within 

each process, and the procedure group membership (for a partial specification). Elaboration also 

resolves important details such as communication channels, the shared versus global scope of oper-

ands, sensitivity lists, and top-level procedures. After elaborating the structure, each procedure specifi-

cation is translated into a CFG, including addition of the formal-in/out nodes to model global variables. 

Step 2 Build the procedure dependence graph (PDG) from each control flow graph (CFG).  This amounts 

to adding the edges for the control and dataflow dependences.  Dataflow analysis also yields 

// Variable declarations
30 reg [7:0] TRANS_REG;
31 reg [7:0] hold_reg;

// Assign internal variable
32 always @(TRANS_REG)
33 begin : set_hold_reg
34    hold_reg = TRANS_REG;
35 end

/* C routine to transmit */
20 tran_char ( char val)
21 {
22
23   *(TRANS_REG_PTR)= val;
24
25 }

so
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Figure 22: Demonstration of access dependence. 

The C snippet and Verilog source code (a), CFG representation (b), and eSDG (c). 
Though not explicitly specified in this partial source code, the shared variable 
“TRANS_REG” is a hardware register that is accessed via a hard-coded pointer in 
the software. The hardware source code shows this variable in the process 
sensitivity list (line 32), so the software operation that updates “TRANS_REG” via 
a pointer (line 23) is the source of an access dependence, show between nodes 61 
and 70. Since the hardware process also uses the value of the shared variable 
(line 34), an interference edge also exists from node 61 to node 71. 
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information about which operations reference shared variables or communication channels, used in a 

later step. 

Step 3 Add each PDG to the extended system dependence graph (eSDG). As each PDG is added, any 

common symbols are resolved into a single instance, based on the appropriate scope. For example, all 

operations that reference a communication channel named “clk” are resolved to define or use the same 

operand with an inter-process scope.   

Step 4 Within each process, add the interprocedural edges.  Each call site is uniquely labeled based on the 

call node. Then, each call site is linked to the called PDG using the param-in, param-out, and call 

edges, which are also labeled with the call site identifier. For incomplete programs, default dataflow 

dependences are generated at the call site for every unresolved procedure call. This finalizes the 

traditional interprocedural edges found in a simplified SDG.  

Step 5 Within each process, add the global edges. For each global variable, create a synthetic global 

node.  Then, for each of top-level PDG, add an edge from the relevant global node to the 

corresponding formal-in node, and add an edge from each formal-out node to the corresponding global 

node. This finalizes the edges representing global dataflow dependence (Definition 1). 

Step 6 Add the inter-process edges. For each shared variable in each PDG, add an interference edge from 

each definition to each use (Definition 2). For each top-level PDG sensitive to a shared variable, add 

an access edge from the node accessing the variable to the PDG start node (Definition 5). For each 

process control operation in each PDG, add a process control edge from the operation to the start node 

of the top-level PDG of the target process (Definition 3). For each communication channel, add an 

interference edge between all pairs of operations that write and read the channel (Definition 2). For 

each communication channel that appears on a process sensitivity list, add a signal edge from each 

write operation to the start node of the top-level PDG of the process (Definition 4). 

Additional details on practical issues regarding construction of the eSDG are described in the appendix 

starting on page 111. 

4.2.4 Construction Complexity of eSDG 

The time complexity to construct the eSDG is dominated by PDG construction. Starting with the set of 

control flow graphs built in step 1, steps 2-4 essentially build a simplified SDG, with time complexity 

 O(proc × n_max2 + num_call_sites × num_params)  

as discussed in Section 3.2.3 (page 22). Recall that proc is the number of CFGs (or PDGs), n_max is the 

maximum number of nodes in a PDG, num_call_sites is the number of call sites in the eSDG, and 

num_params is the maximum number of parameters at a call site. 
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Step 5 involves adding n_global nodes, and connecting at most two edges between the global node and 

each PDG. The time complexity is 

 O(n_global + n_global ×  proc) = O(n_global ×  proc). 

 Step 6 requires resolution of all pairs of nodes that reference operands with inter-process scope, 

namely shared variables and communication channels. Finding all such pairs requires time complexity 

O(num_process_vars2) [102], where num_process_vars is the total number of nodes involved in inter-

process dependence relationships. Thus, the asymptotic time complexity to construct the eSDG is 

 O(proc × n_max2 + num_call_sites × num_params + n_global×  proc + num_process_vars2) 

Since the num_process_vars, (num_call_sites × num_params), and (n_global×  proc) each represent a 

quantity of specialized nodes, and the number of these specialized nodes cannot exceed the maximum 

number of nodes in the eSDG, these quantities grow no faster than the maximum number of nodes in the 

graph.  Hence, 

 O( num_process_vars ) = O(proc × n_max) 

 O(num_call_sites × num_params) = O(proc × n_max) 

 O(n_global×  proc) = O(proc × n_max). 

Therefore, the asymptotic worst case time complexity to construct an eSDG is given by 

 O(proc × n_max2). 

4.2.5 Summary of eSDG 

We defined an extended system dependence graph, abbreviated “eSDG” to distinguish it from previous 

work. The eSDG is based on a simplified system dependence graph, which is a collection of program 

dependence graphs connected with interprocedural edges that model call-return relationships. The 

simplified SDG models sequential programs and does not include summary edges present in a traditional 

SDG. Partial programs are modeled in the eSDG by the addition of global nodes and global edges to track 

global variable dataflow between top-level procedures.   

The concurrency present in a combined software hardware source code specification is modeled in the 

eSDG with the addition of four new edge classes that model inter-process dependence relationships. The 

interference dependence edge connects operations in distinct processes based on a shared variable. The 

process control dependence edge connects a special control operation to a process. The signal dependence 

edge connects an operation to a process, when a write by the operation to a communication channel 

activates the process. Lastly, the access dependence edge connects a memory access operation to a process, 

where a side effect of the memory access is activation of a process.  
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4.3 Slicing a Codesign Specification 

This section presents our algorithm to slice the eSDG.  A set of assessment experiments is reported in 

Section 4.3.2. The execution of the algorithm is illustrated on several complete examples in Section 4.3.3, 

and a complexity analysis of the algorithm is presented in Section 4.3.4.  

4.3.1 Slicing Algorithm for eSDG 

Our proposed worklist algorithm MarkExtendedSdg, listed below in Algorithm 3, computes a slice 

on the extended system dependence graph (eSDG). As the algorithm executes, the nodes are removed one 

at a time from the worklist, marked as belonging to the slice, and then processed by following inbound 

edges to find predecessor nodes, which are then added to the worklist. Recall that MarkReachingNodes, 

listed in Algorithm 1 on page 24, computes a transitive closure on a graph in a similar fashion. However, to 

implement a context-sensitive traversal of the eSDG, two new data structures are introduced: (1) a context 

stack to record calling contexts and (2) a set to track visited nodes.  

The significant data structures in algorithm MarkExtendedSdg include the context stacks 

source_stack and current_stack, the set Worklist, and the set Visited. A context stack records the history of 

interprocedural edge traversals from the criterion node to a specific node.  A call site context is pushed on 

the stack when a descending edge (param-out) is followed, and the most recent context is popped from the 

stack when an ascending edge (call or param-in) is followed. When an empty context is popped, the result 

is still an empty context. Each element contained in the Worklist and Visited sets is a pair consisting of a 

node and a context stack.  In the transitive closure algorithm previously presented, MarkReachingNodes 

(Algorithm 1 on page 24), the fact that a node was processed is indicated by its mark, since each node is 

visited at most once. In our algorithm, a node can be visited multiple times due to different calling contexts, 

hence the use of set Visited. 

Beyond marking nodes in the slice, algorithm MarkExtendedSdg accomplishes two significant 

actions to traverse the eSDG: (1) deciding if a node should be added to the worklist and (2) propagating a 

calling context to later decide if an ascending interprocedural edge should be followed. The decision to add 

a node to Worklist has two steps: (1a) deciding if an inbound edge to the current node should be followed, 

and (1b) then deciding whether the predecessor node was previously processed, relative to a context stack. 

Deciding to follow the inbound edge, step (1a), depends on the current calling context, i.e. the top of the 

context stack, and is described later. Deciding if a node was already processed, step (1b), is equivalent to 

checking if the predecessor node/context stack pair is a member of Visited.  
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algorithm MarkExtendedSdg 
input Sdg : extended system dependence graph 

Crit : set of nodes in Sdg, the slicing criterion 
declare WorkList : set of pairs, {node in Sdg, context stack}; associates a context stack with a node 

Visited : set of pairs, {node in Sdg, context stack}; indicates a node/stack pair was visited 
p, m, n : nodes in Sdg.  
source_stack, current_stack : call context stacks, with the following methods: 

.top() : returns (possibly empty) current call context 

.push() : puts new call context on context stack (descends call tree) 

.pop() : removes call context from context stack (ascends call tree) 
begin MarkExtendedSdg 

foreach n ∈ Crit do  
Add the pair {n, empty stack} into WorkList 

endfor 
while Worklist ≠ ∅  do 

Select and remove pair {n, current_stack} from WorkList 
Mark n  // part of slice 
Insert pair {n, current_stack} to Visited  // visited node with context history 
foreach inbound edge (m,n) do 

if ok_to_follow_edge ( (m,n) , current_stack.top() ) then 
source_stack := predecessor_context_stack( (m,n), current_stack ) 
if {m, source_stack} ∉Visited then 

if (m,n) ∈ {access, signal, process control } then // Special processing  
Mark m // in slice, but not completely visited 
foreach edge (p,m) of type {control }do 

// same stack since control edge 
if {p, source_stack} ∉Visited then 

Add {p, source_stack} into Worklist 
endif 

endfor 
else  // Normal processing: add predecessor to worklist 

Add {m, source_stack} into Worklist 
endif 

endif  // m ∉Visited 
endif  // ok to follow the edge (m,n) 

endfor  // each inbound edge to current node n 
endwhile  // non empty worklist 

end MarkExtendedSdg 
Algorithm 3: MarkExtendedSdg computes a slice for an eSDG. 
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The appropriate calling context is propagated through the graph traversal by adding a node and context 

stack pair to the worklist. When following an inbound edge from the current node, the calling context is 

relative to the node added to the worklist, not the current node. For intra-procedural edges, the context is 

the same at both nodes; otherwise adjustments are made, as will be explained in a few paragraphs. The 

purpose of propagating a context stack with each node in the worklist is to match the current context 

against the label on an ascending interprocedural edge (call or param-in), to determine if the edge should be 

followed.  

Throughout our description of MarkExtendedSdg, we direct the reader to slice examples that are 

described in Section 4.3.2 starting on page 55.  Each example references a table of the worklist steps, where 

each step shows the current node, the current context stack, and the nodes added to the worklist. Though 

not shown in the table, the current node and current context stack were paired together when the node was 

added to the worklist. The table caption indicates the figure containing the eSDG, which is either located in 

the Section 4.3.2or was previously introduced. When we refer to a traditional SDG, the summary edges are 

ignored, thereby interpreting the graph as a simplified SDG. 

The detailed operation of MarkExtendedSdg (Algorithm 3) proceeds as follows. The algorithm is 

passed an eSDG and a criterion set of nodes. The Worklist is initialized with the criterion set, where each 

node is added with an empty context stack, e.g. step 0 in Table 8, or step 0 in Table 14 showing two nodes 

in the criterion set. Until Worklist is empty, a current node/stack pair, {n, current_stack}, is removed and 

processed by (1) marking the current node n as belonging to the slice and (2) adding the node/stack pair to 

Visited, thereby indicating node n was processed at a specific context history, i.e. current_stack. Note that 

the entire context stack, i.e. the history of interprocedural edge traversals, is paired with a node instead of 

just the most recent context.  Thus, the size of the context stack indicates the call depth relative to the 

procedure containing the criterion node, e.g. steps 10-13 in Table 9 on page 62 show a context stack with 

two entries based on a traversal history that includes interprocedural edges 35→72 and 4→43 in Figure 10 

on page 21. 

From current node n, each inbound edge is followed based on function ok_to_follow_edge. This 

function is passed two input parameters: edge m→n and the current context current_stack.top(). The logic 

behind the decision process implemented in function ok_to_follow_edge, listed in Algorithm 4, is as 

follows. If the current context is empty, the edge is always followed, e.g. steps 2-8 in Table 8. Otherwise, if 

the edge is an ascending interprocedural edge (call or param-in), the edge is followed only if the passed 

context, target_context, matches the call site label on the passed edge, e.g. step 12 in Table 8 follows edge 

21→1, but not 41→1. All other edge types are followed, meaning the stack does not play a role when 

deciding to follow intra-procedure as well as inter-process edges.  
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When an inbound edge m→n is followed (backwards) by MarkExtendedSdg, the source_stack 

associated with the source node, m, is computed by the function predecessor_context_stack. This function 

is passed the inbound edge m→n and current_stack, which is associated with current node n. The computa-

tion logic for the return value, source_stack, is implemented in function predecessor_context_stack, listed 

function ok_to_follow_edge 
input (m,n) : edge from an system dependence graph 
 target_stack : context stack associated with target node n 
return Boolean : true indicates edge should be followed 
begin ok_to_follow_edge 

if target_stack.top() is empty then 
return true 

elseif (m,n) ∈ { call, param-in } then 
if (m,n) labeled with target_stack.top() then 

return true 
else  

return false 
endif 

else // all other edges 
return true 

endif 
end ok_to_follow_edge 
 
function predecessor_context_stack 
input (m,n) : edge from an system dependence graph 
 target_stack : context stack associated with target node n 
return source_stack : context stack to be associated with source node m 
begin predecessor_context_stack 

if (m,n) ∈ {call , param-in } then 
source_stack := target_stack.pop()  // popping empty stack yields empty stack 

elseif (m,n) ∈ { param-out } then 
source_stack := target_stack.push( (m,n) label) // saves call context 

elseif (m,n) ∈ {global, interference, signal, process control, access } then 
Reset source_stack 

else // control, dataflow 
source_stack := target_stack 

endif 
return source_stack 

end predecessor_context_stack 
Algorithm 4: Supporting functions for MarkExtendedSdg. 
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in Algorithm 4, as follows. If the edge is a descending interprocedural edge, the call site label is pushed on 

the context stack, e.g. step 7 in Table 8 follows a param-out edge to add node 4 to the worklist, and step 9 

shows the context stack associated with node 4. If the edge is an ascending interprocedural edge, the 

context stack is popped, e.g. step 12 in Table 8 follows a param-in edge to add node 21 to the worklist, and 

step 13 shows the context stack associated with node 21. If the edge is a global dataflow edge, the source 

stack is cleared. For intra-procedural edges, the source node context stack is the same as the target node 

context stack. This “propagates” the context stack as the slice progresses through a procedure, e.g. steps 9-

11 in Table 8 propagate the context <20> through procedure add().  For inter-process edges, the stack is 

reset to empty, since there is no calling context across process boundaries.  In effect, the source node that 

resides in a new process is a fresh slicing criterion within that process. 

Once the context stack at the source node is computed and returned to MarkExtendedSdg, the 

node/stack pair, {m, source_stack}, is checked for membership in Visited. If the pair is a member of 

Visited, processing stops and node m is not added to Worklist, e.g. step 8 in Table 8 does not add the 

immediate predecessor (node 10) of current node 20 to the worklist because node 12 was already processed 

in step 10. If a node in Visited is paired with an empty stack, then all membership queries for the node 

succeed, since a slice from a node with no calling context is a superset of a slice from a node with a 

particular calling context. If the node/stack pair is not a member of Visited, then, based on edge type, we 

either process the node in a special manner or simply add it to the worklist. The special processing occurs 

at a node that is a source of an inter-process, control-related dependence, which we describe in the next 

paragraph.  

The special processing improves the precision of a slice by selectively following the inbound edges at 

the source node, m, instead of the normal action that adds m to the worklist; which effectively causes all  

inbound edges to be followed. The inter-process edges that influence control flow and therefore receive 

special treatment are process control (defined on page 44), access (defined on page 46), and signal (defined 

on page 44). A key observation enables this increased precision: the source operation for each of these 

dependences need only execute in order to activate the target process (assuming un-conditional execution 

of the operation). The value computed at the operation, if any, is not important when determining if the 

target process is activated, and therefore inbound dataflow edges to this source node, m, can be ignored. 

Thus, only the control dependence edges inbound at the source node, m, are followed when m was reached 

via an inter-process, control-related edge.  

In MarkExtendedSdg, when node m is identified for special processing, i.e. edge m→n is one of the 

inter-process, control-related dependences, node m is marked, but not added to Worklist. Instead, each 

inbound control edge, p→m, is examined to identify each control predecessor node p. The calling context at 

node p is the same as at node m, since edge p→m, a control dependence, is an intra-procedural edge. The 
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final action in MarkExtendedSdg is to add the pair {p, source_stack} to Worklist if the pair is not already 

a member of Visited, e.g. step 3 in Table 13 (page 67) marks node 31 and adds node 30 to Worklist. Thus, 

MarkExtendedSdg “skips” normal processing of a source node of an inter-process, control-related 

dependence. The node is marked as belonging to the slice, but it is not inserted in Visited, meaning the 

graph traversal may still arrive at this “skipped” node by some other edge, thereby resulting in normal 

processing of the node, e.g. step 4 in Table 14 adds the “skipped” nodes 1 and 11 to Worklist. 

Note that a node is added to the worklist whether or not it is marked, which can result in marked nodes 

being visited several times. This is the mechanism that propagates different calling context stacks through 

the same procedure, e.g. steps 26-29 in Table 9 on page 62 propagate a different context through procedure 

add() compared to steps 10-13.  

The next section describes our validation effort in terms of a prototype slicing tool and a set of 

experiments. In the subsequent section, several slice examples are summarized, to illustrate the step-by-step 

operation of MarkExtendedSdg.  

4.3.2 Prototype Implementation and Assessment Experiments 

To validate our solution to the slicing for codesign problem, we implemented a slicer that embodies the 

algorithm MarkExtendedSdg, as listed in Algorithm 3. Most aspects of this prototype slicer were 

constructively reduced to practice as described in U.S. patent application 10/429370, which is currently in 

prosecution [115]. The prototype slicer was applied to several eSDGs that exercise various aspects of our 

algorithm, so called corner cases. Additionally, all the summary tables in this chapter were generated using 

our slicer. 

Our prototype slicer was implemented in C++, in order to leverage existing utilities. The Boost C++ 

Libraries were used for the internal graph representation (the BGL package), as well as parsing the eSDG 

description (the Spirit package) [18]. The implementation consists of over 18,000 physical source lines of 

code [135]. Focusing on the slicing algorithm, the prototype tool accepts as input an eSDG encoded as a 

directed graph using the DOT language from the Graphviz package [40].  

The three main algorithms presented in this chapter were implemented: MarkReachingNodes 

(Algorithm 1), MarkTraditionalSdg (Algorithm 2), and MarkExtendedSdg (Algorithm 3). Additionally, 

to verify operation of MarkExtendedSdg on some software test cases, a fourth algorithm was 

implemented that computes a context sensitive slice on a simplified SDG, based on the algorithm specified 

in [2]. See Section 4.4.2 for a discussion of this related work.  

Comparing our algorithm to previous approaches in a comprehensive manner is difficult since we 

propose several new dependences across the hardware-software boundary. Our focus on validation, 
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therefore, seeks to define interesting or “corner” cases that exercise the special features of our algorithm 

MarkExtendedSdg. Previous works that report empirical results exhibit significant variation when 

defining the experimental “universe” of slices relative to a specific SDG. The criteria selection varies from 

computing a slice from every node in a program [15, 61, 98, 105, 122], through slicing from each 

parameter at every procedure [2, 78], to choosing a few “representative” criteria [101, 129]. The first two 

approaches are frequently used when assembling a quantitative comparison of algorithms. The latter 

approach is often used to demonstrate fundamental or novel extensions to slicing, which is what our 

extensions to slicing accomplish.  

We therefore define our universe of slicing experiments based on a relatively few slices for each of our 

corner test cases.  We started with a set of test conditions, listed in Table 5, that target different aspects of 

MarkExtendedSdg. Specific test cases were then designed to exercise these conditions, where a test case 

is a slice, identified by the criterion on a specific eSDG. These test cases define our experiment universe of 

slices. However, while developing our prototype slicer, we did implement exhaustive test suites, i.e. tests 

that compute a slice from every node in an eSDG, in order to both compare MarkExtendedSdg to other 

algorithms, and regression test our slicer as it evolved. 

Though frequently reported, summarizing empirical results with regard to slice size is difficult.  Many 

authors compare different slicing algorithms, especially when claims of increased precision are made, by 

comparing the size of the slices as measured by the number of nodes [2, 15, 78].  We believe the 

quantitative comparison of algorithms in terms of slice size, especially those incorporating calling context, 

is sensitive to the definition of the experiment universe of slices.  For example, consider a criterion in a leaf 

procedure for a context sensitive algorithm, e.g. the example traversal listed in Table 11 on page 64. The 

graph traversal only ascends the call tree, so there is no specific calling context established, which yields 

the same result as a simple transitive closure.  

While we report slice sizes to illustrate the effects of our context sensitive algorithm, we do not 

summarize the results over multiple slices with an arithmetic mean, since our experiment universe was 

created to exercise the algorithm, and therefore does not represent a population of independent samples. 

The summary of the corner test conditions and the specific test cases to exercise those conditions are 

shown in Table 5. The tests are categorized in three groups: the source of the initial dependence leading to 

the criterion, an intermediate path, and general behavior of the algorithm. The test cases are not 

independent, and only some of the specific slices that cover the test case are reported. 
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Table 5: Corner test case summary for MarkExtendedSdg. 

Corner Case Graph Criterion 
Source: same procedure, dataflow 
dependence proc1 8 
Source: same procedure, control 
dependence proc1 7 
Source: calling procedure, param-out edge f1f2_trad 23 
Source: called procedure, call edge (no 
context) c1c2_v2 7 
 f1f2_trad 0 
Source: called procedure, param-in edge 
(no context) c1c2_v2 7 
Source: multiple levels of called procedure c1c2_v2 7 
Source: initial assignment of global 
variable f1f2_trad 62 
Source: disjoint procedure group g2_v1 106 
Source: intersecting procedure group, from 
common procedure f1f2_v6 3 

Source: intersecting procedure group, from 
above a common procedure f1f2_v6 34 

Source: separate process, {signal, access, 
process control} edge inter1 20 

 inter1 5 

 hdl_counter_full 20 

 con1_v1 15 
Intermediate path: called procedure, call 
edge, no context g1_v1 27 
Intermediate path: called procedure, 
param-in edge, no context g1_v1 13 
Intermediate path: called procedure, call 
edge, with context c1c2_v2 73 
 f1f2_trad 23 

Intermediate path: called procedure, 
param-in edge, with context c1c2_v2 73 
 f1f2_trad 23 

Intermediate path: multiple call levels c1c2_v2 73 
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Corner Case Graph Criterion 
Intermediate path: multiple call levels, 
context propagates through leaf proc. con1_v1 32 
Intermediate path: across disjoint 
procedure groups g2_v1 155 
Intermediate path: across intersecting 
procedure groups g2_v1 106 

Intermediate path: across processes inter1 24 

Intermediate path: multiple g1_v1 51 

Duplicate node added to worklist f1f2_v6 3 
Node marked by special inter-process 
processing hdl_counter_full 0 
Previously node marked by special 
processing, added to worklist hdl_counter_full 0, 21 
Node marked by special inter-process 
processing, no other edges reach inter1 24 

Multiple nodes in criterion set hdl_counter_full 0, 21 
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Statistics from operation of MarkExtendedSdg for a few representative test cases are shown in 

Table 6.  The statistics primarily represent a count of MarkExtendedSdg actions, and the last three lines 

of Table 6 report the execution time of the test tool in terms of the time to parse the graph specification, the 

time to translate the graph parse tree into the internal eSDG representation, and the time to compute the 

slice. 

 

 

A summary of the eSDGs used to build test cases is shown in Table 7.  For each graph, size measures 

are reported as the number of nodes, edges, processes, procedures, and top-level procedures. When the 

number of processes is reported as zero, there is one, implied process in the specification.  The number 

Table 6: Measures from MarkExtendedSdg applied to several test cases. 
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Slice Nodes 34 22 25 26 14 9 19 74 
Max. worklist size 2 2 4 3 4 2 4 5 
Worklist iterations 39 22 34 31 14 5 19 86 

Previously marked 
nodes processed 5 0 9 5 0 0 0 12 

Nodes added to 
worklist 38 21 33 30 13 4 18 85 

Duplicates added to 
worklist 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 2 

Nodes marked, but 
not added 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
Nodes examined, but 
not added 27 14 26 21 6 0 8 60 
Edges examined 71 38 66 57 23 8 26 167 

Edges not followed 
due to context 6 3 6 6 2 0 0 20 

Parse Time (s) 8.3 8.1 5.6 5.6 5.8 4.5 5.0 22 
Translate Time (ms) 110 94 62 78 63 47 47 282 

Slice Time (ms) 31 15 15 16 15 1 16 94 
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procedures and top-level procedures are reported across all processes. The remaining columns report 

existence of a feature of the eSDG, indicated by yes/no. The interprocedural edges, i.e. param-in, call, and 

param-out, exercise context sensitive aspects of MarkExtendedSdg.  The global edges allow 

MarkExtendedSdg to correctly slice a partial specification. The presence of inter-process, control-related 

edges, i.e. access, signal, and process control, facilitate the special processing of such edges by 

MarkExtendedSdg; though, whether or not this occurs, depends on the eSDG, the criterion, and the order 

in which nodes are removed from the worklist. 

4.3.3 Slicing Examples 

This section presents several slice examples that illustrate how MarkExtendedSdg traverses a graph. 

Our goal is to demonstrate the step-by-step operation of MarkExtendedSdg, in order to foster a better 

understanding of it. Each example refers to a diagram of an SDG, the corresponding source code (when 

available), and a step-by-step summary. We use the terms “SDG” to include both our eSDG and a 

traditional SDG, as MarkExtendedSdg correctly slices a traditional SDG if the summary edges are 

ignored. Several examples are based on a traditional SDG to facilitate comparison to existing algorithms. 

An algorithm summary table reports on each iteration through the outer loop, predicated on Worklist ≠ 

∅, of MarkExtendedSdg (Algorithm 3 on page 51). For each step, the table reports the step number, the 

current node (n), the context stack (current_stack), and any predecessor nodes added to the worklist (m or 

Table 7: Summary of eSDGs used in test cases. 
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proc1.sdg 10 17 0 1 0 N N N N N N N N 
c1c2_v1.sdg 27 51 0 3 2 N Yes Yes Yes Yes N N N 
c1c2_v2.sdg 41 82 0 4 1 N Yes N Yes Yes N N N 
f1f2_trad.sdg 38 73 0 5 1 N Yes N Yes Yes N N N 
f1f2_v2.sdg 25 44 0 4 3 N Yes Yes Yes N N N N 
f1f2_v6.sdg 27 46 0 4 3 N Yes Yes Yes N Yes N N 
con1_v1.sdg 26 46 1 3 1 N Yes N Yes Yes N N N 
inter1.sdg 18 26 2 4 2 Yes Yes N Yes N N Yes Yes 
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p). The initialization of the worklist with the criterion node occurs in step 0, e.g. see Table 8 with criterion 

node 14. Notice the initial calling context is empty, indicated by “<empty>”.  A non-empty context stack 

lists the topmost context on the left, e.g. context stack “<20>” has one entry and “<40/70>” has with two 

entries, where “40” is the top.  

Some nodes listed in a table have additional marks to indicate special status. A node that was 

previously marked is indicated with an asterisk, e.g. step 26 in Table 9.  A node that was manipulated, but 

not added to the worklist, is enclosed in parenthesis. A node marked with a caret “^” was not added to the 

worklist because it would be a duplicate entry, e.g. step 3 in Table 12. This can happen when multiple paths 

lead to the same node before it can be removed from the worklist. A node can be listed multiple times as 

being added to the worklist, but this is due to a different context stack each time.  

The first example contrasts the traversal by our MarkExtendedSdg to the traditional slicing algorithm, 

MarkTraditionalSdg (Algorithm 2 on page 28). The graph and source code are shown in Figure 10 on 

page 21, and the criterion is node 14. This traditional SDG illustrates the use of calling context when 

computing a slice. The summary of MarkExtendedSdg is listed in Table 8. Contrast this to the summary 

of MarkTraditionalSdg, which was first shown in Table 4 on page 30. Both algorithms compute the same 

slice, but with different graph traversals and a different number of worklist steps. 

Table 8: MarkExtendedSdg applied to the SDG of Figure 10 with criterion node 14. 
This example demonstrates a context-sensitive slice. Contrast this result to the same slice 
computed by MarkTraditionalSdg, listed in Table 4. 

Step 
Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist Step 

Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist 

0 n/a n/a 14 12 1 <20> 21 
1 14 <empty> 10, 23 13 21 <empty> 11 
2 10 <empty> 60 14 11 <empty> 61 
3 60 <empty> 50 15 61 <empty> -- 
4 50 <empty> 90 16 2 <20> 22 
5 90 <empty> 80 17 22 <empty> 12 
6 80 <empty> -- 18 12 <empty> 62 
7 23 <empty> 20,  4 19 62 <empty> 51 
8 20 <empty> -- 20 51 <empty> 91 
9 4 <20>  0,  3 21 91 <empty> 81 
10 0 <20> -- 22 81 <empty> -- 
11 3 <20>  1,  2     
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A second slice by MarkExtendedSdg on the same SDG (Figure 10 on page 21), from the criterion 

node 72, is listed in Table 9.  This example shows multiple context stacks propagating though the leaf 

procedure add(), e.g. steps 10-13 and 26-29 that process nodes 4, 0, 3, and 1.  

Table 9: MarkExtendedSdg applied to the SDG of Figure 10 with criterion node 72. 
This example demonstrates that nodes are processed multiple times due to different 
calling contexts. Nodes annotated with an asterisk (*) were previously marked. 
 

Step 
Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist Step 

Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist 

0 n/a n/a 72 20 63 <empty> 60, 15 
1 72 <empty> 70, 35 21 60 <empty> -- 
2 70 <empty> 50 22 15 <60> 10, 23 
3 50 <empty> 90 23 10 <60> -- 
4 90 <empty> 80 24 23 <60> 20,  4* 
5 80 <empty> -- 25 20 <60> -- 
6 35 <70> 30, 43 26  4* <20/60>  0*,  3* 
7 30 <70> -- 27  0* <20/60> -- 
8 43 <70> 40,  4 28  3* <20/60>  1*,  2* 
9 40 <70> -- 29  1* <20/60> 21 
10 4 <40/70>  0,  3 30 21 <60> 11 
11 0 <40/70> -- 31 11 <60> 61 
12 3 <40/70>  1,  2 32 61 <empty> -- 
13 1 <40/70> 41 33  2* <20/60> 22 
14 41 <70> 32 34 22 <60> 12 
15 32 <70> -- 35 12 <60> 62 
16 2 <40/70> 42 36 62 <empty> 51 
17 42 <70> 31 37 51 <empty> 91 
18 31 <70> 71 38 91 <empty> 81 
19 71 <empty> 63 39 81 <empty> -- 
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A partial program modeled with an eSDG was shown in Figure 19 on page 40. Previously, two 

incorrect slices were shown in Figure 15 (page 32) to demonstrate the problem of modeling a partial 

program with a traditional SDG. The correct computation of the both slices is presently demonstrated with 

MarkExtendedSdg on the eSDG of Figure 19. The first slice, from criterion node 34, is listed in Table 10; 

contrast this to the incorrect “slice” demonstrated in Figure 15(b).  The second slice, from criterion add 3, is 

listed in Table 11; contrast this to the incorrect “slice” demonstrated in Figure 15(c). 

 

Table 10: MarkExtendedSdg applied to eSDG of Figure 19, criterion node 34. 
 
Contrast this correct slice of a partial program to the example in Figure 15(b). Nodes 
annotated with an asterisk (*) were previously marked. 
 

Step 
Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist Step 

Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist 

0 n/a n/a 34 16 81 <empty> 80 
1 34 <empty> 30, 43 17 80 <empty> -- 
2 30 <empty> -- 18 15 <empty> 10, 23 
3 43 <empty> 40,  4 19 10 <empty> -- 
4 40 <empty> -- 20 23 <empty> 20,  4* 
5 4 <40>  0,  3 21 20 <empty> -- 
6 0 <40> -- 22 35 <empty> -- 
7 3 <40>  1,  2 23  4* <20>  0*,  3* 
8 1 <40> 41 24  0* <20> -- 
9 41 <empty> 32 25  3* <20>  1*,  2* 

10 32 <empty> -- 26  1* <20> 21 
11 2 <40> 42 27 21 <empty> 11 
12 42 <empty> 31 28 11 <empty> -- 
13 31 <empty> 99 29  2* <20> 22 
14 99 <empty> 82, 15, 35 30 22 <empty> 12 
15 82 <empty> 81 31 12 <empty> -- 
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Table 11: MarkExtendedSdg applied to eSDG of Figure 19, criterion node 3. 
Also contrast this correct slice of a partial program to the example in Figure 15(c). 
Nodes annotated with an asterisk (*) were previously marked and those with a 
caret(^) were an attempt to enter a duplicate in the worklist. Nodes enclosed in 
parenthesis were examined in detail, but not added to the worklist. 
 

Step 
Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist Step 

Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist 

0 n/a n/a 3 18 82 <empty> 81 
1 3 <empty>  0,  1,  2 19 81 <empty> 80 
2 0 <empty> 20, 40 20 80 <empty> -- 
3 20 <empty> 10 21 15 <empty> 23 
4 10 <empty> -- 22 23 <empty> 4 
5 40 <empty> 30 23 35 <empty> 43 
6 30 <empty> -- 24 43 <empty> 4 
7 1 <empty> 21, 41 25 4 <20>  0*,  3* 
8 21 <empty> 11 26  0* <20> -- 
9 11 <empty> -- 27  3* <20>  1*,  2* 

10 41 <empty> 32 28  1* <20> -- 
11 32 <empty> -- 29  2* <20> -- 
12 2 <empty> 22, 42 30  4* <40>  0*,  3* 
13 22 <empty> 12 31  0* <40> -- 
14 12 <empty> 99 32  3* <40>  1*,  2* 
15 42 <empty> 31 33  1* <40> -- 
16 31 <empty> (99^) 34  2* <40> -- 
17 99 <empty> 82, 15, 35     
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Based on the SDG first presented in Figure 9 on page 19, computation of a slice from criterion node 32 

is listed in Table 12. This SDG introduced transitive dataflow dependence through multiple levels of 

procedure calls. This example also shows an attempt to add a duplicate node to the worklist in steps 3 

and 6.  

Table 12: MarkExtendedSdg applied to SDG of Figure 9, criterion node 32. 
This slice demonstrates multiple procedure call levels and an attempt to add 
duplicate nodes to the worklist (steps 3 and 6). Nodes annotated with a caret(^) 
were an attempt to enter a duplicate in the worklist. Nodes enclosed in parenthesis 
were examined in detail, but not added to the worklist. 

Step 
Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist Step 

Current 
Node Context 

Nodes 
Added to 
Worklist 

0 n/a n/a 32 8 13 <29> -- 
1 32 <empty> 29, 17 9 15 <29> 12 
2 17 <29> 10, 16 10 12 <29> 31 
3 10 <29> -- (29^) 11 29 <empty> 20 
4 16 <29> 13, 4 12 20 <empty> -- 
5 4 <13/29> 0, 2 13 31 <empty> 24 
6 0 <13/29> -- (13^) 14 24 <empty> -- 
7 2 <13/29> 15     

 

To showcase inter-process slicing, a complete HDL source code example is shown in Figure 23, with a 

corresponding eSDG. To introduce the HDL source code, a detailed description of Figure 23(a) follows. 

The Verilog code describes three modules, i.e. structural groupings: counter (lines 1-17), clock (lines 18-

29), and top (line 30-34). Modules counter and clock describe behavior, and module top specifies only 

structure.  In module top, lines 32 and 33 instantiate the modules counter and clock, connecting them with 

a communication channel, declared in line 31.  This structure is interpreted during elaboration, a part of 

translation that was described in Section 4.2.3 on page 47. The final result is five processes, with one CFG 

per process.   

A slice on the HDL example of Figure 23, from criterion node 20, is listed in Table 13. The nodes 

displayed in parenthesis with an asterisk, e.g. “(31*)” in step 3, were marked due to special processing, but 

were not add it to the worklist. (Recall that the source node of an inter-process, control-related dependence 

receives special processing.) A second slice, from criteria nodes 20 and 21, is listed in Table 14.  This slice 

demonstrates that a node which was previously marked due to the special processing, can also be added to 

the worklist when encountered by following a different edge, e.g. step 4 adds the nodes 1 and 11, which 

were previously marked in step 1.  
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1  module counter(clk_in); 
2  input clk_in; 
3  reg[1:0] count; 
4  reg[1:0] next_count; 
 
5  initial 
6  begin : P_counter_init 
7      count=0; 
8  end 
 
9  always @(clk_in) 
10 begin : P_next_count 
11     count = next_count; 
12 end 
 
13 always @(count) 
14 begin : P_increment 
15     next_count = count + 
1; 
16 end 
17 endmodule 

18 module clock(clk_out); 
19 output clk_out; 
20 reg clk_out; 
 
21 initial 
22 begin : P_clock_init 
23     clk_out=0; 
24 end 
 
25 always 
26 begin : P_next_clk 
27     #1 clk_out = ~ clk_out; 
28 end 
29 endmodule  
 
30 module top; 
31 wire clk; 
 
32 clock clock_obj(clk); 
33 counter counter_obj(clk); 
34 endmodule 

(a) 

control dep.
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accessaccess

inter
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(b) 
Figure 23: HDL example demonstrating inter-process dependences. 
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Table 13: MarkExtendedSdg applied to eSDG of Figure 23, 
criterion node 20. 
Nodes annotated with an asterisk (*) were previously marked 
and those with a caret (^) were an attempt to enter a duplicate in 
the worklist. Nodes enclosed in parenthesis were examined in 
detail, but not added to the worklist. 

Step Current Node Context Nodes Added to Worklist 
0 n/a n/a 20 
1 20 <empty> (1*), 0, (11*), 10 
2 0 <empty> -- 
3 10 <empty> (31*), 30, (41*), 40 
4 30 <empty> -- 
5 40 <empty> -- 

 

 

Table 14: MarkExtendedSdg applied to the eSDG of Figure 23 
with criteria nodes 20 and 21. 
Nodes annotated with an asterisk (*) were previously marked 
and those with a caret(^) were an attempt to enter a duplicate in 
the worklist. Nodes enclosed in parenthesis were examined in 
detail, but not added to the worklist. 

Step Current Node Context Nodes Added to Worklist 
0 n/a n/a 20, 21 
1 20 <empty> (1*), 0, (11*), 10 
2 0 <empty> -- 
3 10 <empty> (31*), 30, (41*), 40 
4 21 <empty> 1*, 11* 
5 1* <empty> -- 
6 11* <empty> -- 
7 30 <empty> -- 
8 40 <empty> -- 

 

The examples listed in Table 8 through Table 14, as well as all the other examples shown earlier in the 

chapter, were generated by our prototype slicer, discussed in Section 4.3.2. 
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4.3.4 Complexity Analysis 

The worst case space complexity of MarkExtendedSdg depends on the number of node/stack pairs 

removed from the worklist, since each pair is inserted in the set Visited.  The time complexity also includes 

the number of inbound edges examined for each processed node.  We assume the maximum number of 

inbound edges has a constant bound, so the space and time complexity exhibit the same asymptotic growth 

rate. 

In the worst case, each node can be processed once for each unique context stack. A context stack 

records the descending interprocedural edges that were traversed, so the number of unique context stacks is 

the number of unique traversals through call sites that reach the a node. If n is the number of nodes in the 

eSDG, and num_context is the number of unique contexts, then the worst case complexity to compute a 

slice is O(n × num_context). 

The worst case size of num_context depends on the number of call sites, s, 

and the number of procedures, p, in the eSDG.  See Figure 24 for an illustration 

of the call relationships that result in a maximum number of traversals from the 

root procedure in the call graph, proc0, to the leaf procedure, procp. (In this 

example, there actually are p+1 procedures). In the call graph of Figure 24, each 

node is a procedure, each outbound edge is a call site, and ci represents the 

number of call sites at each level.  This arrangement of multiple calls between 

each level of the call graph results in a multiplicative effect on the number of 

contexts: 

 num_context = c1 × c2 … × cp = O(cp) 

Note that num_context is a maximum when each c=s/p, and it is reasonable to assume s > p: 

 num_context = O(cp) = O( (s/p)p ) = O(sp), 

and the resulting complexity to compute a slice is 

  O(n × sp).   

However, there are several assumptions behind this worst case behavior that are unlikely to all occur in 

a real design.  

• The single sequence of calls from root to leaf procedures.  A more typical call graph would 

have outbound edges to different nodes, thereby reducing the maximum depth of a traversal. 

• The several calls from one procedure to the next.  This relationship is unlikely to be present 

near the root of the call graph.  

 
Figure 24: Worst 
case call graph. 
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• A single top-level procedure is assumed.  A partial specification further reduces the maximum 

depth of a call graph traversal. 

• The slice criterion includes results in all call sites being included in the slice.  This is not a 

useful result, as the slice includes most of the graph. 

Even with more typical conditions, the resulting worst case complexity can still be exponential in the 

maximum depth of a call graph traversal from the procedure containing the slice criterion.  However, two 

empirical studies that measured execution time, to compute various slices, suggest the worst case is rarely 

encountered. The studies report that slice computation time depends more on the size of the slice than the 

exponential or polynomial complexity of the algorithm [2, 15, 78]. This result matches the intuition of the 

execution time correlating to the number of worklist iterations. Ideally, a complex algorithm produces 

smaller slices, and therefore iterates fewer times through the worklist; while a simple algorithm, e.g. a 

transitive closure, will include more nodes in the slice, and therefore more nodes will be processed through 

the worklist. 

4.4 Related Work 

Our approach extends a simplified SDG with new nodes and edges in order to model a combined 

hardware-software source code specification. A few publications refer to our “simplified SDG” as an 

“interprocedural PDG” (IPDG) [2, 77]. We expect our approach of extending the SDG to facilitate 

comparison to other works that similarly extend the SDG with the addition of edges and/or nodes [28, 49, 

79, 85, 101, 122]. Several publications proposed entirely new graph-based representations, making it more 

difficult to compare slicing approaches [3, 27, 30, 43, 63, 143, 144]. Moreover, several of these works 

incorporated the features of the SDG, but redefined a graph from fundamentals [27, 143, 144].  

The key challenges of applying slicing in our anticipated embedded system design environment are the 

presence of a partial program, the existence of concurrency, and the use of a hardware description 

language.  Accordingly, we compare and contrast our ideas to relevant publications within these areas of 

program slicing. 

4.4.1 Slicing Partial Program Specifications 

Recall that we describe a partial system as one lacking a top-level procedure that defines total control 

flow between all procedures, an issue indirectly addressed in a few publications.  

In the context of slicing a class in an object-oriented language, Larsen et al. proposed a synthetic 

program element called a “frame’ that served as a main procedure to invoke all public class methods [85]. 

Chen proposed a similar solution to slice object-oriented Java programs [28]. Clarke, et al. modeled VHDL 
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systems by mapping processes to procedures and then creating a synthetic main routine that continuously 

calls the procedures to model the non-halting, reactive nature of VHDL processes [33]. 

Reps, et al. described a tool implementation to construct a traditional SDG, including details on 

computing summary edges [62, 110].  The authors observe that the traditional SDG models neither a partial 

nor incomplete system, and they propose a conservative approximation that produces slices far less precise 

than our slicing approach.  Their solution to model a partial system defined a dataflow dependence between 

all the parameters of all top-level procedures.  Specifically, a dataflow dependence is defined from each 

output parameter to every other parameter,  across all top-level procedures. This includes edges between 

output parameters [110]. For example, see Figure 25(a). In addition to assuming every returned value 

somehow impacts every input value, this approach results in dataflow dependences between all global 

 
Figure 25: Previous solutions to model a partial system specification. 

A partial system lacks the equivalent of a main() procedure that provides calling context. 
This example is derived from Figure 10, where the entire PDGs for f1(), f2(), and add() 
are shown. A conservative solution (a) creates synthetic dataflow dependences between 
the parameters of all top-level routines (shown as edges with a double-headed arrow).  
This causes all global variables to appear in every slice.  A slightly less conservative 
solution (b) creates an artificial control-flow graph that invokes all procedures in an 
arbitrary order. 
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variables. In contrast, our approach to a partial system assumes an arbitrary control flow between top-level 

procedures, with dataflow only between instances of the same global variable. 

Larsen et al. proposed a slightly less conservative approximation in the context of slicing classes in an 

object-oriented language [85].  They define an SDG with extensions to model a stand-alone class 

specification, which meets our definition of a partial system. They proposed modeling a class by adding a 

“frame”, which is an artificial top-level procedure that invokes all public methods in an arbitrary order.  

Class data members are treated like global variables and are modeled as parameters in the call-return model 

of the traditional SDG. Thus, the arbitrary control-flows specified in the frame results in dataflow 

dependences between class data members.  As applied to the example from Figure 10 (shown as a partial 

program in Figure 15), the frame would take the place of a main() procedure and result in the SDG shown 

in Figure 25(b). The Larsen et al. approach resulted in similar dataflow dependences compared to our 

solution; however, the frame-solution introduced extra work in that the control dependences and summary 

edges are still computed for the global variables [41]. 

Though proposed in the context of a complete “program”, the idea of using a frame to introduce 

arbitrary control flows was also used by Clarke et al. to model the non-halting behavior VHDL processes 

[33].  They modeled each VHDL process with a procedure, and used a top-level frame to continuously 

invoke the processes. Their solution prohibited use of global variables, but the VHDL signal acts like a top-

level temporary variable that connects input and output parameters between the VHDL processes 

(procedures).  The end result was proper dataflow between processes in a manner similar to Figure 25(b). 

4.4.2 Non-Traditional Context Sensitive Slicing 

Several works have proposed SDG slicing algorithms that explicitly track procedure calling context [2, 

15, 61, 78]. 

Agrawal and Guo conducted an empirical study of two slicing algorithms to measure the impact of 

using calling context versus ignoring calling context, i.e. transitive closure [2]. Their slicing experiments 

use a representation called an Interprocedural Program Dependence Graph (IPDG), which is identical to 

our “simplified SDG”. Their first, context insensitive algorithm is a simple transitive closure that is 

equivalent to MarkReachingNodes (Algorithm 1), and their second algorithm is similar to our 

MarkExtendedSdg (Algorithm 3), as applied to a software-only program. However, instead of using a 

stack data structure to track calling context, Agrawal and Guo use a call string. They claim to correctly 

slice recursive procedures, by eliminating any cycles recorded in the string; however, the proper operation 

of this mechanism was refuted by Krinke [78].   This issue does not impact comparison to our algorithm, 

since we assume a specification without recursion. 
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The important result of Agrawal and Guo was to demonstrate the practicality of a slicer that explicitly 

tracks calling contexts as it traverses a graph, i.e. one with worst case exponential complexity.  The 

experiment reports execution times to compute numerous slices on several programs, and results suggest a 

slicer similar to our MarkExtendedSdg is reasonable in practice. They claim the context-sensitive slice 

computation, on average, was only twice as long as the simple, transitive closure algorithm. However, their 

use of descriptive statistics to support this claim is problematic, as they use an arithmetic mean to 

summarize a set of ratios, which is more appropriately characterized with a geometric mean [107]. 

In practice, the computational burden of constructing a traditional SDG may be so costly that a 

simplified SDG is preferred. Harman and Gallagher observe that slicing is a challenging problem, and 

traditional slicing shifts the computational burden to SDG construction [60].  In a recent update to the 

commercial tool CodeSurfer, the user may choose to disable computation of summary edges and perform 

context-insensitive slices [52].  The Agrawal and Guo study found that over half of the slices were the same 

whether or not calling context was considered [2], which suggests a demand-driven approach based on a 

simplified SDG may be acceptable.  Other studies have demonstrated that a demand-driven approach to 

computing interprocedural slices is reasonable in terms of execution time, from a user pointer of 

view [61, 105]. 

4.4.3 Slicing Concurrent Programs 

An early work that applied slicing to concurrent (software) programs was proposed by Cheng in the 

context of a single procedure, multi-threaded program [30].  Cheng assumed a program representation 

called a nondeterministic control-flow net (CFN) that explicitly specified nondeterministic selection nodes 

and parallel execution fork/join nodes, in addition to the more traditional operations found in a CFG. A 

program dependence net (PDN) representation defined edge classes for the dependences of control, data, 

nondeterministic selection, inter-process synchronization, and inter-process communication [29, 30]. The 

author stated that traditional graphs (CFG and PDG) are special cases of the new graphs (CFN and PDN, 

respectively) without further discussion. A subsequent work, by Zhao, Cheng, & Ushijima, built upon the 

CFN and PDN to model the object oriented language Compositional C++ (CC++) [144].  They defined a 

class dependence net (CDN), which added concurrency elements to a previous work on representing 

sequential, object oriented programs by Larsen and Harrold [85]. Zhao, et al. subsequently defined a system 

dependence net (SDN) as collection of CDNs with call site connections and summary edges identical to 

those found in the traditional SDG (as define in [62]). Another work five years later by Zhao defines 

another set of graphs to model concurrent Java programs [142]. He proposed the threaded dependence 

graph (TDG) to model a class and a multithreaded dependence graph (MDG) to model an entire program. 
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The edge sets for the SDN and the MDG are nearly identical, and model the same inter-process 

dependences of synchronization and communication. 

These interdependent works of Cheng et al. define a new set of graphs to model concurrent 

specifications [29, 30, 142, 144]. In contrast to our approach, these works require a complete program and 

are limited to a specification of synchronous processes. They also define a synchronization dependence 

(that we do not address). Cheng et al. apply an existing slicing algorithm originally defined for sequential 

programs and claim linear time complexity to compute a slice (based on an initial polynomial complexity 

analysis to build the graph). This stands in contrast to a result by Mueller-Olm and Seidl which shows 

slicing concurrent languages is undecidable in general, and NP-hard in the absence of procedure calls and 

loops [100]. Thus, we interpret the slicing “algorithm” of [29, 30, 142, 144] to be a transitive closure on the 

graph representation.  

 
Figure 26: Demonstration of interference dependence in previous work. 

The Verilog in (a) specifies concurrency using fork/join, resulting in two synchronous 
processes P3 and P4. The CFG representation (b) shows the synchronous control flows 
through P3 and P4 that rendezvous at the join operation. This specification is typical of the 
threaded programs upon which previous work defined interference dependence.  The 
“interference” is directly shown on the CFGs since the eSDG does not model the 
synchronous fork/join. 
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A different approach to handling concurrency by Krinke defined a single procedure program 

representation that is called a threaded CFG (tCFG) such that all parallel threads are explicitly indicated 

[79]. Krinke defined a threaded PDG (tPDG), which is a tCFG augmented with data and control 

dependences, plus an interference dependence arising from a shared variable between two operations in 

separate threads. Krinke showed that interference dependence is not transitive when feasible execution 

ordering of threads is considered. The slicing algorithm of Krinke includes a check that the operations 

related by interference dependence can execute in parallel, resulting in a slice computation with polynomial 

time complexity.  

Nanda and Ramesh extended Krinke’s work to model programs with threads contained in loops [101]. 

In contrast to our work, the works of Krinke and Nanda et al. are constrained to complete, threaded 

programs in which the threads are synchronously specified, i.e. a single, top-level control flow graph 

embeds the threads using fork/join. Additionally, the works do not address programs with multiple 

procedures. In comparison, the definition of interference dependence by Krinke is differentiated from our 

definition by our assumption of an incomplete specification with asynchronous processes. 

The assumption of a synchronous or asynchronous specification of processes is fundamental. For an 

example, contrast Figure 26 with the example that was used to demonstrate our definition of interference 

dependence in Figure 17 on page 37. The Verilog example of Figure 26 demonstrates a typical, 

synchronous specification used in the recently discussed work [27, 79, 101]. The fork/join statements in 

Figure 26 describe the concurrency, but these constructs are not part of the synthesizable subset of Verilog. 

A few other works describe slicing for concurrent programs. Muller-Olm and Seidl showed that 

optimal slicing is undecidable for multi-threaded programs with parameter-less procedures [100]. Their 

analysis was based on a synthetic language that described programs similar to those specified by the 

threaded CFG of Krinke [79, 101].  Chen & Xu improved slicing precision based on a representation for 

concurrent Java programs called the Concurrent CFG (CCFG) [27].  This representation combined and 

transformed CFGs from individual threads into one CCFG in order to eliminate sequential control flows 

that are infeasible due to inter-thread synchronization operations.  The dependences of control, data, 

synchronization, and inter-thread data were represented in a concurrent PDG (CPDG). This work, 

compared to the hardware-software specifications addressed in our work, is limited to complete programs 

whose threads are synchronous to one another.  Furthermore, these works model synchronization 

operations between threads, a feature we exclude from our hardware specifications. 

A work by Goswami et al. applies slicing to concurrent UNIX processes  [50]. This work describes a 

prototype slicing tool without developing detailed descriptions of the dependences.  Some of the 

dependences that are mentioned are data, control, fork, shared, semaphore, and synchronization; however, a 

thorough contrast to our work is not possible due to the lack of detail in [50]. 
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4.4.4 Slicing Hardware Description Languages 

There are two main sources of graph-based slicing of hardware description languages.  The first set of 

graph-based HDL slicing work proposed by Iwaihara, Ichinose, et al. was based on the simulation model of 

VHDL [63, 67]. Iwaihara, Ichinose, et al., proposed a model of concurrent processes in which each process 

is a CFG and communication occurs only via the signal type in VHDL [64], which leads to their definition 

signal dependence.  

In a general sense, their definition of signal dependence is incomplete, as it is defined between two 

VHDL statements that reside in separate processes. An example in [63] showed a statement that defines 

(sends) a signal and then the dependent statement executes. However, in VHDL, the mechanism that 

determines if a statement executes is activation of the process that contains the statement. Thus, if signal 

dependence is to be a variation of control dependence, the dependent element needs to be a process. 

However, in examples with multiple statements per process, the only dependent statement is the one that 

uses the signal value, which implies the definition in [63] is a variation of dataflow dependence.  

Our application of slicing to the hardware source code of a combined specification is distinguished 

from Iwaihara, Ichinose, et al, based on several points. (1) We proposed a more precise definition of signal 

dependence between an operation and a process, as a form of a control dependence. (2) We use an 

interference dependence on a shared variable to model inter-process dataflow dependence. (3) We allow the 

use of functions in a hardware source code specification. (4) The issue of asynchronous processes is not 

discussed by Iwaihara, Ichinose, et al. Their examples use a synchronization dependence and they show a 

flow-graph specification in which all processes synchronously execute. 

The second set of graph-based HDL slicing is applied to VHDL in the context of a verification tool 

[33, 34]. The authors propose mapping the VHDL constructs to a software control flow graph 

representation for which slicing tools exist, i.e. a tool that handles C programs [8].  The VHDL processes, 

concurrent assignments, functions, and procedures are mapped to software procedures. The authors map a 

signal dependence to a function call, and introduce a synthetic master process that continuously invokes all 

non-halting VHDL processes. This technique does not explicitly represent the concurrent and asynchronous 

nature of hardware processes, as the authors were motivated to reuse an existing infrastructure for slicing C 

programs. Clarke et al. defined signal dependence between an operation and a process, which is the same 

manner we treat signal dependence. 

A few recent publications have suggested the application of software analysis techniques to HDL 

specifications [11, 137]; however, insufficient detail is provided to support an application such as slicing. 

The work by Zaki and Tahar addresses a very limited subset of the Verilog language. They also proposed a 

CFG representation that imposes a synchronization on all concurrent processes [137], a restriction we find 
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unrealistic for use in typical hardware designs. The work by Baresi et al. assumes a typical CFG 

representation and proposes dataflow analysis to extract properties from a VHDL specification, the most 

interesting of which is a set of reaching definitions that take into account time delays [11]. We ignore time 

delays in assignment statements based on the use of a synthesizable subset of Verilog. 

Though not a work that discusses graph-based slicing, Vedula et al. presented a slicing approach for 

hardware testing based on dataflow equations.  They defined a signal dependence between an operation and 

a process [130].  

4.5 Summary of Slicing for Codesign 

We defined an extended system dependence graph (eSDG) based on a simplified system dependence 

graph, which is a collection of program dependence graphs connected with interprocedural edges that 

model call-return relationships. We proposed modeling a partial source code specification in the eSDG with 

global nodes and global dataflow edges, which represent dataflow of global variables between top-level 

procedures.  We proposed modeling concurrency in a source code specification with four novel inter-

process edge classes in the eSDG. The interference dependence edge connects operations in distinct 

processes based on a shared variable. The process control dependence edge connects a special control 

operation to a process. The signal dependence edge connects an operation to a process entry point, when a 

write by the operation to a communication channel activates the process. Lastly, the access dependence 

edge connects a memory access operation to a process, where a side effect of the memory access is 

activation of the process. 

The worklist algorithm MarkExtendedSdg was proposed to slice the eSDG. The algorithm computes 

a context-sensitive slice by recording calling contexts as the eSDG is traversed, which is important when 

slicing software source code.  The algorithm computes a slice based on the new inter-process edges, 

including special handling of control-related dependences to improve slice precision.  

Our proposed extended system dependence graph and accompanying slicing algorithm are 

fundamentally different compared to existing slicing work, since we model a partial specification that 

includes asynchronous concurrency.  As such, our validation effort focused on constructing a prototype 

slicer and defining test conditions that exercise features of MarkExtendedSdg. A handcrafted set of test 

cases that contained varying features of the eSDG were assembled, and the resulting slices from our slicer 

were verified against the expected slice, as well as slices computed by other slicing algorithms. 
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5 Evaluation Scenario 

In this chapter, we introduce the need for an evaluation scenario based on an example and previous 

work in the next section.  Section 5.2 briefly describes background in terms of a slightly different procedure 

representation. Section 5.3 proposes notation to annotate the underlying representation of a source code 

specification.  Section 5.4 presents a systematic technique to interactively specify an evaluation scenario, 

Section 5.5 discusses related work, and Section 5.6 is a summary. 

5.1 Introduction 

Slicing for codesign helps an embedded system designer better understand the behavior described in a 

combined, hardware-software source code specification. In this chapter, we consider the problem of 

assisting the designer to identify and characterize typical-case behavior. This characterization of behavior, 

called an evaluation scenario, defines specific control flows through the source code, relying substantively 

on a designer’s domain knowledge to identify flows representative of system behavior. 

As discussed in previous chapters, a hardware-software source code specification can be translated into 

a set of control flow graphs organized into processes. In specifying an evaluation scenario, a designer is 

required to judiciously annotate the conditional control flows to define a walk through the control flow 

graphs—this walk is the “typical-case characterization” of system behavior. In this chapter, we propose a 

framework to assist the generation of such evaluation scenarios.  

We begin with a motivational example and a statement of our contribution. The next section provides 

some background in terms of related work, as well as minor enhancements to the source code 

representation used in previous chapters.  

5.1.1 Motivating Example 

A prudent use of slicing can help an embedded system designer comprehend the complex interactions 

within the source code, including identification of the subset of the hardware-software source relevant to 

the intended system functionality.  One should note, however, that when a designer needs to evaluate a 

behavior-dependent metric, such as energy consumption, then a more detailed, control flow analysis needs 

to be applied to this critical subset in order to characterize some relevant behavior, which we refer to as 

typical-case. Our proposed evaluation scenario, and our systematic technique to specify it, addresses this 

need.  
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As a concrete example, consider a hypothetical design in which an embedded system designer is tasked 

with estimating the energy consumption of some new functionality, which will be added to a mobile device 

with limited battery life. The behavior is described by the source code from components that implement the 

new functionality. Assume that the designer has basic an estimation method for energy consumption that 

takes a sequence of operations and combines it with an energy “cost” per operation, based on the execution 

platform, to estimate energy consumed, e.g. see [81, 82, 87, 119]. A critical step in this estimation approach 

is to identify a representative sequence of operations, i.e. a characterization of behavior. 

A traditional technique to characterize typical-case behavior, i.e. generate a representative sequences of 

operations in this example, requires building a prototype of the execution platform, instrumentation of new 

hardware and software in order to trace its execution, and then stimulating the system with “appropriate” 

inputs. Defining such inputs can be quite challenging, in that it requires a deep understanding of the new 

behavior described by the source code. Once an execution trace is captured, the relevant sequence of 

operations can be identified and used in the energy estimation method, to evaluate the energy consumption 

of the new behavior [87, 119]. 

An alternate approach, useful when an actual prototype is unavailable, is to construct a hardware-

software co-simulation model of the execution platform, a so called virtual prototype, e.g. see [47, 54, 69].  

The same execute-and-measure approach can then be used to generate a representative execution trace.  

Note that, in this approach, the simulation time may be quite prohibitive, because other, non-critical system 

behavior may be included in the simulation, e.g. booting an operating system. Once captured, though, the 

trace can be examined to extract the sequence of operations for the estimate of energy consumption of the 

new behavior [87, 119]. Notice that both, this approach and the previous one, require the designer’s 

experience and understanding of the source code, in order to define the inputs that stimulate typical-case 

behavior. 

Our proposed evaluation scenario is yet another approach to address the problem of characterizing 

behavior, i.e. generate a representative sequence of operations. In our approach, instead of executing a 

prototype or simulation model, the sequence of operations is specified as a flow of control directly on the 

source code specification. A key challenge for the designer is choosing start and end points of the flow of 

control to be examined, as an appropriate selection depends on many factors, including the desired 

functionality, familiarity with the execution platform, and an understanding of the behavior described in the 

source code. Slicing can be very effective, as a navigation tool, to help a designer understand the source 

code and narrow the context in which the evaluation scenario will be built, and, in particular, help the 

designer identify operations that serve as the start and end of a flow of control.  

Once a relevant the endpoints of a flow of control are identified in the source code, the designer 

directly annotates the underlying flow graph(s), to specify a representative flow of control between the 
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endpoints. This flow of control is “built up” by repeatedly annotating individual conditional control 

operations, which eventually results in a walk on CFG(s). A collection of walks, which can visit a node 

multiple times due to loops or procedure calls, is what we call an evaluation scenario. By following the 

walk, a pseudo-trace can be easily generated, providing the representative sequence of operations for the 

estimate of energy consumption for the new behavior in this hypothetical design example [119]. 

Determining the best approach to characterize behavior, prototype execution, simulation, or our 

evaluation scenario, depends on several factors such as design resources, availability of models, and desired 

accuracy. Our approach is especially useful when only a partial hardware-software source code 

specification is available, i.e. no execution model (simulation or prototype) exists. 

5.1.2 Previous Work Involving Typical-Case Behavior 

The vast majority of the design automation tools support generative designs with hard constraints, such 

as real-time systems, where worst case conditions must be identified and addressed [56, 88, 94, 124, 136]. 

However, for many classes of embedded systems, typical-case operating conditions are the key design 

drivers, and thus it is important to identify such conditions and consider them when evaluating design 

alternatives. The availability of a combined source code specification suggests using a simulation-based 

approach to explore such alternatives [20, 25, 86]; however, conducting such a dynamic analysis during 

system-level design often proves to be an insurmountable challenge, due to both, the resources required to 

construct an executable model, and the actual time to conduct the simulation.  We suggest that, in proper 

circumstances, the effort put forth by an experienced designer to construct an executable model and 

determine the proper inputs will exceed the effort required to guide an interactive, static analysis technique 

to characterize typical-case behavior, as proposed in our work. 

Several recent codesign publications proposed static analysis techniques guided by typical-case 

behavior [26, 57, 81, 124], yet these works all assume some initial dynamic analysis was used to 

characterize behavior, which was combined with a cost model to estimate a metric such as performance or 

energy.  This final dissertation topic proposes the evaluation scenario as a novel approach to characterize 

behavior without the need for an initial dynamic analysis. 

5.1.3 Contributions 

In this chapter we define a semi-automated technique to specify a control-flow using annotations 

applied to a flow graph representation.  We present a notation to label the outbound edges from conditional 

control operations, so as to define a finite walk on the flow graphs, which is the evaluation scenario. In 

addition, we show that such edge annotations may generate dataflow facts and control flow constraints, 

which can be propagated across the graph. 
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Our proposed algorithm to specify the evaluation scenario guides a designer, based on a worklist of 

conditional control operations that need to be annotated. Some annotations must be provided by the 

designer, for example loop bounds, yet our algorithm attempts to automate the process, as much as 

possible. The automated process uses control flow constraints and a variation of the program dependence 

graph to identify conditional control operations that can be pruned from the worklist. Furthermore, 

dataflow facts are propagated through the system dependence graph to, either, discover new annotations on 

conditional control operations, or provide guidance to a designer with the manual specification of 

annotations.  

5.2 Background 

This section describes a slight modification to our source code representation and introduces some 

examples that are used throughout this chapter.   

5.2.1 Source Code Representation 

In this section, we define an underlying representation that is better suited than the CFG (defined on 

page 13) to capture control flow.  A flow graph (FG) for a procedure is a directed graph where the nodes 

represent basic blocks and edges represent flow of control. As in the CFG, there are two special nodes: the 

start node, labeled with the procedure name, and the end node, labeled ne. A flow graph is a Hammock 

graph, i.e. given a node n, there exists a walk from the start node through n to the end node.  At the out-

bound edges from a node containing a conditional control operation, an edge label indicates the condition 

that activates the flow, relative to the predicate of the conditional control operation. See the example in 

Figure 27, which shows proc1() from previous chapters: the C code in (a), the control flow graph in (b), 

and its flow graph representation in (c). The FG representation is equivalent to the control flow graph rep-

resentation; however, instead of representing each individual operation as node, a sequence of operations 

from the CFG is gathered into a basic block, i.e. one node in the FG.  The FG is commonly used in the field 

of compilers and can be derived in the same manner as a control flow graph [4, 71, 99].   

In the control flow graph (CFG), each node represents an operation, while in the flow graph a basic 

block represents a maximal sequence of operations that can be entered only at the first operation, and, once 

entered, all operations execute sequentially [99]. When a basic block ends in a conditional control 

operation, there are two outbound edges; otherwise, there is a single outbound edge. The multiple outbound 

edges are labeled with the corresponding predicate result from the conditional control operation. A basic 

block simply introduces a level of hierarchy to a control flow graph [71]. In terms of representing source 

code, the CFG and flow graph are interchangeable; however, we use flow graphs for this part of the work 

because they represent control flow more concisely.  
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Figure 27: Control-oriented representation of proc1() demonstrating the flow graph. 

The C listing of proc1() in (a), the control flow graph representation (b), and the flow graph 
representation (c).  The flow graph groups a sequence of operations into a single node, 
which is called a basic block.  The program dependence graph (d) and control dependence 
graph (e).   
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To simplify the description of our proposed technique, we assume all control operations are based on a 

simple predicate containing one binary operator that evaluates true or false, and each outbound flow is 

labeled with the activating condition, “T” or “F”, corresponding to the predicate.  

We further assume all control flow is structured as nested hammock regions. A hammock is a flow 

graph region with all incoming edges targeting a single entry node, and all outgoing edges targeting a 

single exit node that is outside of the region. See page 105 of the Appendix for the formal definition. Most 

imperative languages enforce a structured style of control constructs that lead to nested hammock regions, 

and transformations can easily be applied to convert a flow graph into such a structured representation 

[138].  

A strongly connected hammock region is a loop, often called a structured loop, with the entry node 

referred to as a header node [99]. Note that a header node is visited exactly once per iteration of the loop. 

To simplify presentation of the evaluation scenario, we further assume that there is exactly one outgoing 

edge from a loop (hammock) region.   

The flow graph is interpreted as a total ordering of operations, where each operation executes in 

sequence as listed in a basic block. This restriction is consistent with the control flow graph and our 

definition of data dependence, formally defined on page 108 of the Appendix. 

A control dependence graph (CDG) for a procedure is a directed graph where the nodes represent 

basic blocks of the procedure. The edges represent control dependences between basic blocks, i.e. an edge 

from n1 to n2 means n1 determines whether or note n2 executes. Each edge is labeled with the control 

predicate that corresponds to the flow graph edge label. For example, see the control dependence graph in 

Figure 27(e) for proc1(),  in contrast to the program dependence graph (PDG) shown in Figure 27(d). 

Recall that the PDG was introduced on page 15. The CDG is essentially a PDG with only control edges and 

the nodes grouped into basic blocks.  

5.2.2 Example Flow Graphs 

In this section, we introduce the procedures and their representations used in the examples throughout 

this chapter. The procedure proc2() is shown in Figure 28. This example demonstrates basic control 

structure due to if() statements and while() loops. The C source code is listed in Figure 28(a), the flow 

graph representation is shown in Figure 28(b), and the control dependence graph is shown in Figure 28(c).  

The basic blocks are indicated on the source code (a) with the numbered boxes, which correspond to the 

node numbers in (b) and (c). 
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Our second illustrative procedure, proc4(), is shown in Figure 29.  It contains several loops, and also 

includes control structures typical of real code, e.g. the input parameters are check for validity. The C 

source code is listed in Figure 29(a), the flow graph representation is shown in Figure 29(c), and the control 

dependence graph is shown in Figure 29(b).  For simplicity, in the source code listing of Figure 29(a), 

statements that are not important to the example are removed, and instead replaced with the statement 

“BLAH”. 

int proc2( int a, int b)
{
   int c=2;
   int d=b+1;
   int e,f;

   if ( d>4 )
   {
      e=0;
      do
      {
         e=e+d;
         d = d+1;
      } while (d < 10 );
   }
   else
   {
      e = c * b;
      d = e - a;
   }

   f = e+d;
   return f;
}
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Figure 28: The proc2() C code (a), flow graph (b) and control dependence 
graph (c). 
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int proc4( int a, int b)
{
   int i,j;

   if (a<0) return 1;
   if (b<1) return 2;

   if (a==b) BLAH
   else      BLAH

   i=0;
   while(i<a)
   {   if(i==0)  BLAH
       ++i;
   }
   i=0;
   while(i<b)
   {  j=0;
      while(j<a)
         ++j;
      ++i;
   }

   return 0;
}
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Figure 29: The proc4() C code (a), control dependence graph (b), and flow 
graph (c). 
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5.3 Evaluation Scenario Representation 

This section defines our notation to represent an evaluation scenario, shows that it is finite in length, 

and discusses its relationship to dataflow facts in a procedure. 

5.3.1 Terminology 

Before proposing our representation for an evaluation scenario, we summarize terminology used to 

describe operations, procedures, and flow graphs. 

A procedure described in an imperative language specifies a flow of control for operations. Operations 

are primitives that can potentially: (1) use operands to compute a result; (2) define the value of an operand; 

(3) conditionally execute based on a predicate; and (4) specify other operations as targets when modifying 

flow of control.  A conditional control operation modifies the flow of control in a procedure, based on the 

result of a predicate. A predicate is a function whose range is {true, false}, and we restrict it to a binary 

relation over input operands. A predicate constraint exists if the predicate always evaluates to the same 

value, i.e. true or false.  

A dataflow fact expresses a constraint on one or more operands, represented as a conjunction of 

relations, where each term is restricted to a predicate that is a binary relation. For example, the dataflow 

fact that operand len is between 0 and 256 is expressed as: “(len > 0) ∧ (len < 156)”. Note that a predicate 

constraint can be interpreted as a dataflow fact with a single term, since predicates are binary relations on 

operands. 

As discussed in the previous section, a procedure can be represented by a flow graph (FG), which is a 

directed graph where the nodes represent basic blocks and the edges represent the possible flows of control.  

Each basic block, represented by a flow graph node, is sequence of operations, where the last operation 

may be a conditional control operation.   

A conditional control node (CCN) is a node in the flow graph that represents a basic block whose last 

operation is a conditional control operation. We may refer to a “predicate” of a CCN, by which we mean 

the predicate of the conditional control operation, in the basic block represented by the conditional control 

node (CCN). With our assumed conditions, a CCN has exactly two outbound edges, which are formally 

called conditional control-flow edges, since they describe potential flow of control that is resolved as 

occurring (or not) based on the conditional control operation. However, to improve readability, we refer to 

conditional control-flow edges as CCN edges, i.e. the outbound edges from a CCN.  The CCN edges are 

labeled, T or F, to correspond to the predicate of the CCN. 

Also recall that a control dependence graph (CDG) models the control dependences present in a 

procedure. The CDG is a directed graph where the node set is identical to the flow graph, and each edge 
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represents a control dependence between the source and target nodes.  The source node of an edge in the 

CDG is always a conditional control node (CCN), and the outbound edge labels reflect the predicate result 

of the conditional control operation in the CCN that would cause the dependent basic block, represented by 

the target node, to execute. 

Recall that we assume well-structured (or natural) loops, and the nodes in the flow graph that belong to 

a loop form a hammock region. All incoming edges to the region are directed at the entry node of the 

hammock region, and the outgoing edge from the region is directed at the exit node, which is outside the 

region. The loop header node is the region entry node, and exactly one CCN is the source of the outgoing 

edge from the region. 

5.3.2 Sequence Labels 

An evaluation scenario is one or more finite walks specified on a set of flow graphs.  A scenario walk 

is a finite traversal of edges in one flow graph (FG), specified by a source node, a target node, and a set of 

edge annotations. The edge annotations, to be defined below, are placed on CCN edges, which are the 

outbound edges from a node representing a basic block that ends in a conditional control operation. A walk 

that crosses FG boundaries may be defined by combining multiple scenario walks. For example, the edge 

annotations at a node representing a procedure call can “link” to a scenario walk defined on the target flow 

graph, which we will explain in more detail later.  

The evaluation scenario, then, is a collection of scenario walks that may represent one continuous 

control flow, several flows through the same procedure, or multiple disjoint flows, at the discretion of a 

designer.  Since the purpose of the evaluation scenario is to characterize some representative system 

behavior, i.e. a typical-case, the designer is responsible for assigning meaning to specific flows of control 

included in an evaluation scenario. 

To facilitate describing a scenario walk that might cycle through a loop, we first define a context as 

identifying an iteration scope associated with a procedure or a loop, i.e. a hammock region of the flow 

graph. Contexts form a hierarchy within a flow graph, rooted by the context containing, either, the scenario 

source node, or the flow graph start node. Each context has an implicit index counter whose initial value is 

zero. For a context identifying a procedure, the index counter is constant; however, for a loop, the counter 

is advanced once per loop iteration, upon exiting the loop header node. A scenario walk that visits the same 

node multiple times uses this implicit index counter in the edge annotations to describe the graph traversal. 

Note, also, that multiple contexts can be defined for the same iteration scope in order to define distinct 

traversals of the same region. Our previous assumption of structured loops allows the loop contexts to be 

readily identified, and, in some instances, the counter can be related to a program variable; however, this is 

not a requirement, as will be discussed in Section 5.3.4.  
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Refer to the example flow graph in Figure 29 on page 84 for the following 

demonstration of contexts. The first while() loop (lines 8-11) has the context 

“loop1”, identifying the hammock region induced by nodes 9-12. The context 

“loop_outer” identifies the hammock region induced by nodes 14-18, which 

also includes the nested context “loop_inner” that identifies the nested 

hammock region induced by nodes 16-17.  The hierarchy of contexts is shown 

to the right in Figure 30. A root context exists for each procedure, denoted 

“default” in Figure 30, and multiple contexts at each level of the hierarchy may be defined. This is shown 

in Figure 32, which will be described after we define the edge annotations.  Additionally, multiple scenario 

walks through a flow graph can be specified by defining additional contexts. 

A scenario walk on a CFG is specified in terms of edge annotations, called sequence labels, on the 

outbound edges of conditional control-flow nodes. Specifically, each CCN edge is assigned a weight 

relative to an iteration context. The following grammar defines the edge annotation. (Our interpretation of 

BNF notation is described on page 111 in the Appendix.) 

sequence label  ::=  context ‘:’ weight 

context  ::=  hier | hier ‘<’ count ‘>’ 

hier ::= hier ‘.’ name | name 

count  ::=  ‘#’ n 

weight  ::= prob | prob ‘[’  name ‘]’ 

where: 

name  = a string or other symbolic identifier 

n  = an integer 

prob  = 0 | 1  

 

The weight specifies whether or not an edge is followed, where prob=1 implies the edge is followed, 

and prob=0 implies the edge is not followed. There is an optional name, enclosed in brackets, that is used to 

“insert” a pre-defined scenario walk that is identified by a context, e.g. a walk through a called procedure. 

The sequence labels annotated on the outbound edges from the same node define mutually exclusive 

conditions, with respect to a context. We refer to a sequence label as simple if the same outbound edge is 

always followed in a given context, and a sequence label as complex if it uses the “< count >” syntax, thus 

specifying how many times the label should be followed relative to the context index counter. It is implied 

that after the index count threshold is reached, the opposite outbound edge is always followed. 

default

loop_outer

loop_inner
loop1

 
Figure 30: Context 
hierarchy of proc4(). 
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For example, see Figure 31 that shows sequence labels for a portion of proc4() from Figure 29. The 

CCN edges from node 5 are annotated to always follow the “F” edge to node 7 for the “default” context.  

The edge representing the conditional control-flow from node 9, specified by the while() statement in 

line 8 of Figure 29(a), is annotated to repeat the loop four times. The nested if() operation of line 9 that is 

represented by node 10 is annotated to take the “T” edge to node 11 only one time. Observe that only one 

CCN edge is annotated per node, as the specification to follow (or not follow) the second edge is implied. 

The example in Figure 32 illustrates several scenario walks on the same flow graph.  The sequence 

label “scenario2.loop<#5>:1”, on the loop back edge from node 3, specifies that the scenario walk follows 

this edge five times, and then follows the other outbound edge to leave the loop. The hierarchy of the 

contexts is expressed in this annotation, i.e. “scenario2” is the root context, and “loop” is a context 

associated with the hammock region induced by node 3, which defines a loop.  In Figure 32, three distinct 

scenario walks are defined which are identified by the respective root contexts.  Observe that scenario walk 

“scenario3” annotates the CCN associated with the loop using a simple sequence label, and therefore does 

not need to refer to a context associated with the loop. 

Our use of nested contexts to define sequence labels can be compared to a related work by Engblom 

and Ermedahl that defines a constraint specification language for high-level flow facts [42], in the context 

of worst-case execution time estimation using implicit path enumeration [89]. Their language expresses 

basic block execution count constraints within local scopes that accommodate nested loops, for instance. 

This work assumes partial flow facts are available, and focuses on how to translate the local facts, 
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Figure 31: Sample annotations for a 
portion of the flow graph of proc4(), 

defined in Figure 29. 
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expressed in their language, into global constraints suitable for use in an integer linear programming solver. 

Their constraint specification language is similar to our sequence labels, especially in the use of nested 

scopes. However, their aim is to express dataflow facts directly, and our intent is to directly define a path 

on a flow graph.  Our sequence labels allow a path to be completely specified, whereas Engblom and 

Ermedahl use there specification language to describe an incomplete set of constraints on the program. 

5.3.3 Finiteness of Scenario Walk 

In this section, we show that the sequence labels specify a finite scenario walk on the flow graph when 

properly applied. In preparation, we define a dominant annotation to be the sequence label that specifies 

how CCN edges are followed once a sufficiently large value of the context index counter is reached. For 

example, in Figure 32 , the implied sequence label on edge 3→5 is the dominant annotation, as the edge is 

always followed after the first five traversals of the edge 3→3. In the case of a simple sequence label, this 

threshold is zero. 

In this discussion, we assume the target node is the procedure end node, and we further assume the 

dominant annotation is expressed in a positive manner such that the “dominant annotation” is present on 

the edge that is followed. 

 
Figure 32: Multiple annotations on the flow 

graph of proc2(), defined in Figure 28. 
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Since a FG is a Hammock graph, there is a walk from each CCN to the end node of the FG.  Therefore, 

we need to demonstrate that the end node is reachable from each CCN by following the edges indicated by 

the dominant annotation.  Conditional control operations can be classified as controlling a loop or not 

controlling a loop.  For non-loop conditional control operations, following either outbound edge from the 

corresponding node results in a walk that reaches the FG end node, by definition of the flow graph as a 

Hammock graph. Therefore, annotating such edges never prevents a finite walk from being specified.  

Since all loops are hammock regions themselves, all inbound edges are directed to the header node 

and, per our assumed conditions, one CCN edge is the outgoing edge from the region to the exit node. This 

exit node has a path to the end node of the flow graph, by definition. Thus, so long as annotations guarantee 

the walk exits the loop, the portion of the walk through the loop is finite. 

We claim that a dominant annotation that specifies that a walk follows the outgoing edge of the loop is 

sufficient to define a finite walk through the loop. The sufficiency proof is outlined as follows. Each 

iteration of the loop is a path through the strongly connected region that is the loop. This path includes the 

header node and the CCN with the outbound edge to the loop exit node, i.e. the loop outgoing edge. Each 

time the header node is visited, the index counter increments.  The count eventually exceeds the threshold 

of the sequence label at the CCN, so the dominant annotation is followed, which results in the walk leaving 

the node.  A simple sequence label meets this condition on the first iteration of the loop. Thus, the 

dominant annotation follows the outgoing edge and specifies a finite walk through the loop region. 

If we relax the restriction that the target node is the flow graph end node, our discussion is modified as 

follows. Rather than considering all conditional control nodes in the FG, we need now only consider those 

CCNs that can reach the target node.  Specifically, for each CCN in the flow graph, determine if a walk in 

the flow graph exists from the CCN to the target node. If no such walk exists, then the corresponding CCN 

is removed from further consideration, since it cannot be part of a walk to the target node.   

Otherwise, if such a walk exists to the target node, and the CCN is included in the scenario walk, there 

must be a dominant annotation on a CCN edge that is the first edge of a walk to the target node. If the CCN 

is the predecessor to the loop exit node, then this condition is identical to the condition that suffices for a 

finite loop, since only one edge leads to a walk outside of the loop. However, this restriction needs to be 

observed for a non-loop CCN, since one of the edges may preclude a walk that reaches the target node. 

5.3.4 Practical Issues 

There are two practical issues related to the semantics of the procedure. The first issue is whether a 

sequence label, applied to a CCN edge, implies a predicate constraint on the conditional control operation 

represented by the CCN. The second practical issue is whether the scenario walk corresponds to a feasible 

execution of the procedure.  
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Concerning the first issue, we claim that a simple sequence label on a CCN edge is a necessary and 

sufficient condition for a predicate constraint on the conditional control operation represented by the CCN. 

We support this claim as follows. Firstly, a simple sequence label specifies that an edge is always followed, 

and since that edge is labeled with the predicate result that activates the flow of control represented by the 

edge, the edge label is the predicate constraint. Thus, sufficiency is demonstrated.  Secondly, the predicate 

result of the conditional control operation represented by the CCN specifies which one of the two outbound 

edges is followed. When the predicate is constrained, the corresponding outbound edge is always followed. 

Thus, that edge is annotated with a simple sequence label to specify that it is always followed. Thus, the 

necessary condition is demonstrated. 

Unfortunately, no definite claim can be made concerning complex sequence labels, since the label 

describes a dataflow fact on the implicit index counter. However, it may be possible to infer a relationship 

between operands in the flow graph and the implicit index counter, and thus derive a dataflow fact about 

operands. 

The second issue, whether the scenario walk defines a feasible execution of the program, is an 

undecidable problem in general [48]. We rely on the experience of a designer to insure that a meaningful 

scenario walk is specified, since the purpose of the evaluation scenario is to specify what executes, in terms 

of operations, not how it executes.  By this, we mean, the sequence of operations is important to specify, 

but not the value that is computed.  For example, say a loop executes eight times, and on every even 

iteration, as determined by an inner if() statement, the loop computes and accumulates some value based 

on the loop index. Clearly, executing the if() statement on the even iterations is important to the final 

value. However, in a scenario walk, all we care about is specifying the inner if() clause executed four 

times, and the outer loop executed eight times.  Thus, in a scenario walk, we can annotate the loop to repeat 

eight times, and the inner if() statement to repeat four times, i.e. during iterations 1-4.  The respective 

sequence labels in this example are “loop_context<#8>:1” for the loop and “loop_context<#4>:1” for the 

inner if() statement. 

5.4 Scenario Specification 

This section describes the interactive technique to specify a scenario walk and concludes with an 

example to illustrate the automated portions of the algorithm. 

5.4.1 Algorithm Description 

To define a scenario walk all CCN edges need to be labeled. A worklist approach is used, in which the 

initial worklist consists of all CCNs in a flow graph. When the outbound edges a CCN are annotated, the 

CCN is removed from the worklist.  A manual portion of our technique requests a sequence label from the 
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designer, and an automated portion converts this annotation into a predicate constraint, attempts to prune 

any unreachable nodes, and then propagates dataflow facts in an attempt to discover new predicate 

constraints.  Each new predicate constraint that is discovered results in another cycle of pruning and 

propagation. 

5.4.1.1 Initial Pruning 
The overall scenario specification technique is outlined in Figure 33.  The algorithm starts with a 

special, automatic pruning based on the designer-supplied source and target nodes of the scenario. These 

nodes may identify performance critical operations or simply indicate the top-level procedure entry and 

return points. The automatic analysis proceeds by examining the dependence chain between these two 

nodes in the control dependence graph.  Since we know the target node definitely executes, each non-loop 

control dependence edge in the chain indicates which of two control-flows is followed such that the target 

node executes. The control dependence edge label is the predicate constraint for the conditional control 

operation represented by the corresponding CCN.  

For example, consider the control dependence chain analysis for the CDG in Figure 29. If the source 

node is the flow graph start node (proc4), and the target is node 2, the dependence chain consists of two 

edges: proc4→1 and 1→2. The edge 1→2 is labeled “T”, so the predicate constraint for the conditional 

control operation represented by node 1 is “T”. The edge proc4→1 is labeled “T”, meaning this procedure 

is activated.  

Once predicate constraints are extracted from the dependence chain, the corresponding CCN(s) are 

removed from the worklist. The predicate constraints are passed to the automatic constraint cycle, 

described in the subsequent section.  The first step in the automatic constraint cycle is to generate the 

appropriate annotations, which will result in simple sequence labels, since, as discussed in Section 5.3.4, 

the predicates are associated with loop independent conditional control operations.  

5.4.1.2 Automatic Constraint Cycle 
The automatic constraint cycle begins with one or more predicate constraints, and generates 

corresponding sequence labels, when possible; otherwise, the remaining automatic cycle is skipped. 

Assuming sequence labels were generated; the flow graph is annotated and then analyzed to prune any 

unreachable nodes. 
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Continuing the example from the previous section, the predicate constraint of “T” for node 1 in the 

flow graph Figure 29 results in a label of “default:1” for the “T” flow and “default:0” for the “F” flow. A 

straightforward reachability analysis shows nodes 3-19 can be pruned.  Any predicates in the pruned nodes 

are constrained to “∅” and  the corresponding CCNs are removed from the worklist, resulting in an empty 

worklist for this simple example.  At the source code level of Figure 29(a), this example amounts to 

specifying that line 5 evaluates TRUE such that the procedure always returns without executing the 

remainder of the statements. 

The dataflow facts from the predicate constraints are propagated through the flow graph after pruning 

in an attempt to reduce the complexity of this analysis; i.e. ideally, there are fewer nodes to consider.   

If the dataflow propagation results in any new predicate constraints, the automatic constraint cycle 

iterates by removing the corresponding CCNs from the worklist and generating the appropriate sequence 
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Figure 33: Scenario specification process. The shaded 

steps are illustrated in Figure 34. 
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labels.  If no predicate constraints are discovered, and the worklist is nonempty, a manual constraint cycle 

begins.   

Our approach to propagating dataflow facts in order to discover new predicate constraints is similar to 

techniques used in path slicing, as described by Jhala and Majumdar [68].  Path slicing starts with a path in 

a program, and removes operations that do not contribute to the value computed at the target node, 

effectively using dataflow fact propagation to remove operations from the path. Conversely, we use 

dataflow fact propagation to further constrain conditional control operations, in order to include all 

operations in a path.   

5.4.1.3 Manual Constraint Cycle 
A manual constraint cycle starts when dataflow fact propagation fails to yield new predicate 

constraints and there are still CCNs left in the worklist. Each iteration prompts the designer to specify the 

sequence labels for the CCN edges. This label is fed to the automatic constraint cycle, which attempts to 

prune the flow graph and discover any other constraints resulting from dataflow propagation. If a user-

supplied sequence label does not convert to a predicate constraint, the propagation of dataflow facts is 

skipped, i.e. there are no facts to propagate. 

To insure that a finite scenario walk is specified, care must be taken when specifying a sequence label 

directly. If the eventual dominant sequence label defines a path to the target node, then a finite scenario 

walk is insured.   

Our technique allows the designer to select the next CCN to annotate. The “best” order to annotate the 

CCNs, in terms of the automate features of our approach, is an open issue. However, there are a few 

favorable strategies we observed during application of this technique in our case studies.   

• Commercial software often begins a procedure with conditional statements to check the validity of 

input.  Constraining these predicates can be easy since they operate only on passed values, and the 

constraints often result in dataflow facts that can be propagated. 

• During the automatic pruning based on start and target nodes, loop predicates are skipped.  This is 

often a good place to start manual annotations, as there is partial information available.  For 

example, the control dependence chain may indicate a loop body executes at least once, and the 

designer can decide how many times it should execute.   

• Once the above strategies are tried, a good follow-up is to examine the end of the scenario, 

proceeding backwards from the target node to find a CCN to annotate.  This may result in fewer 

control paths to consider, and generally, the designer is familiar with the statements near the target 

node, since there is some understanding of the procedure that lead to its designation as the target 

node. 
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5.4.1.4 Algorithm Summary 
In summary, the worklist is the set of conditional control operation nodes (CCNs). The CCNs are 

removed from the worklist as a result of: (1) predicate constraint extraction from the dependence chain 

between end nodes, resulting in CNN edge annotations, (2) removal of unreachable CCNs during automatic 

pruning, (3) dataflow fact propagation that discovers a new predicate constraint that implies a sequence 

label, and (4) designer-supplied annotations. 

At the end of a scenario specification, a by-product is a set of dataflow facts describing the flow graph 

input. These input constraints could be used to drive a traditional program profile. 

5.4.2 Initial Pruning Example 

In order to further illustrate our approach, consider the example of automatic pruning shown in 

Figure 34, which shows the progression from the initial conditions of a user-specified source and target 

node pair. Figure 34 shows the first few basic blocks from proc4(). Recall that Figure 29 shows the source 

code, the entire flow graph (FG), the complete control dependence graph (CDG).  

The initial pruning analysis based on the scenario end nodes proceeds as follows. 

1. The user identifies the source and target nodes, which are marked with the stars in Figure 34.  

2. The dependence chain in the CDG is identified from start node “proc4()” to target node “19”.   

3. Automatic analysis of the CDG results in three predicate constraints: Edge proc4→1 yields con-

straint “T” for procedure activation, edge 1→3 yields “F” for node 1, and edge 3→5 yields “F” at 
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node 3. 

4. The simple sequence labels for each constraint are generated for the “default” context and applied 

to the flow graph.  

5. The resulting unreachable nodes are pruned from the flow graph, i.e. nodes 2 and 4. 

6. The last step propagates the dataflow facts.  This does not result in any new predicates, so the 

manual constraint cycle begins.  

Even thought the dataflow facts do not discover a new predicate constraint, the fact “b >=1” does 

indicate that the second while() loop of line 17 in Figure 29(a) executes at least once. This information 

may help the designer manually specify a sequence label. 

5.4.3 Final Remarks on the Approach  

The dataflow analysis and propagation of dataflow facts is based on well-known compiler theory [4, 7, 

99]. Since relation-based constraint propagation is a research area in its own right, e.g. [113], we do not 

claim that a robust technique is available. However, we expect that basic, single term dataflow facts can be 

propagated through the flow graph and yield further predicate constraints.  

Since the proposed technique is interactive, an efficient interface should display the source code in 

conjunction with the flow graph, and allow the user to specify sequence labels directly on the flow graph 

or, when possible, in terms of predicate constraints on source code variables.  The manual constraint cycle 

in Figure 33 indicates the designer specifies the sequence labels, but an efficient implementation of this 

technique would allow a designer to specify the annotation directly or in terms of a predicate constraint. 

Our expectation that a designer supplies annotations is not unique. For instance, in a discussion of 

conditioned slicing, which uses a first order logic formula over input variables to restrict control flow paths, 

De Lucia et al. acknowledge the need for designer interaction, as the general problem of evaluating the path 

constraints is undecidable [36]. 

5.4.4 Case Study: Specifying an Evaluation Scenario  

In this section, we apply our technique to several small examples and one large device driver from a 

commercial operating system. 

The execution of our algorithm to define a scenario walk is summarized in Table 15 for our example 

procedure proc4(), listed in Figure 29, and two embedded system benchmark programs [58]. The program 

size is reported as the number of nodes in the flow graph, including the number of CCNs, which is the 

initial size of the worklist. The effort is reported as the number of automatic iterations and the number of 

user supplied constraints.  The “resulting automatic annotations” are those predicate constraints that were 
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discovered due to dataflow fact propagation, converted to sequence labels, and then applied to CCNs in the 

worklist.  Thus, this quantity represents CCNs that were automatically annotated. 

Table 15: Scenario walks specified on example programs. 

 Program Size Effort 

Program 
Total 
Nodes CCNs 

Initial 
Automatic 
Constraints 

User 
Constraints 

Resulting 
Automatic 
Annotations 

crc32 10 3 1 2 0 
FFT 35 12 4 3 5 
proc4 22 7 2 3 2 

 

A second analysis examined a device driver source code for an Ethernet I/O controller. The C source 

code was packaged as a single file specifying 14 procedures with 1,650 lines of code.   Table 16 

summarizes this analysis.  

The evaluation scenario occurs across two processes: an interrupt handler and a receive portion of the 

driver executing as a regular process. The walks comprising the evaluation scenario cross procedure 

boundaries via procedure calls, so sub-scenarios were defined in the called procedures, in order to reuse the 

scenario walks. For the most part, these called procedures performed a utility function, like reading a 

register from the I/O controller. The reported number of CCNs in the FGs represents how many constraints 

needed to be determined (17 in the interrupt handler and 13 in the receive driver). Note that relatively few 

CCNs required designer specified annotations (only two). 

Table 16: Evaluation scenario applied to device driver. 

Major Procedure: Interrupt 
process 

Driver 
process

Module Size 
Local procedure calls (sub-
scenarios) 

2 3 

Support library calls 4 4 
Total nodes in local FGs  177 123 

Scenario Specification Summary 
CCNs (to be constrained) 17 13 
   Automatic constraints found 4 10 
   Pruned CCNs 11 3 
   CCNs manually annotated 2 0 
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5.5 Related Work 

This section identifies work related to our evaluation scenario in terms of slicing approaches that 

identify paths in a specification, design approaches the use typical-case characterization with static 

analysis, and the most common technique to characterize typical-case behavior, profiling.  

5.5.1 Program Slicing 

Certain approaches to program slicing are particularly related to our evaluation scenario. Dynamic 

slicing uses information from an execution trace, captured from a software program, to identify paths that 

are not realized during execution, and therefore exclude them from a slice [3, 37, 55, 59, 73-75, 104, 132, 

139, 141]. Since dynamic slicing is based on program execution, applications typically focus on debugging 

[55, 59, 73] or analysis of safety critical systems [37].  In general terms, our evaluation scenario is the 

opposite of a dynamic slice: a designer specifies constraints on control operations to specify a control flow 

path, whereas dynamic slicing records a “control flow”, and uses this information to construct a slice. 

A somewhat more closely related area of program slicing is one we label “constraint-based slicing,” 

due the diverse terminology in use [12, 22, 31, 36, 45, 68, 80, 91].  Simplistically, such approaches apply 

constraints to the inputs or variables, and propagate these facts to identify realizable paths in the program, 

thereby reducing the size of the slice.  This approach has been termed parametric slicing [45], conditioned 

slicing [22], amorphous slicing [12], slicing based on specification [31], and path slicing [68]. Many of 

these slicing approaches are not graph-based, and instead use equation-based dataflow analysis. For 

example, De Lucia et al. describe conditioned slicing, which constrains control flow with a first order logic 

formula over the input variables [36].  Whereas Chung et al. define a formal program model that uses pre 

and post conditions on the program to generate a slice [91]. The path slicing approach uses dataflow 

equations to achieve dataflow fact propagation [68]. 

Much of the dataflow constraint propagation used by these approaches is directly applicable in our 

technique, since we also propagate dataflow constraints, which are most often derived from designer-

supplied constraints on conditional control operations.  The significant difference compared to our 

evaluation scenario, as demonstrated in the Section 5.1.1, is that a slice seeks to increase precision by 

excluding all statements that do not affect the criterion. Conversely, the goal of the evaluation scenario is to 

identify all operations that execute before reaching the target node, which roughly corresponds to a slice 

criterion in this comparison. 

In an approach that uses a slice for program testing, Jhala and Majumdar proposed a technique called 

path slicing that takes, as input, a program path, removes operations based on dataflow analysis, and feeds 

the resulting slice to a counter-example program analyzer to verify the path slice is a feasible path [68].  
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The idea is to identify a path to a point in a program, particularly one that indicates an error condition, and 

then check that this path is feasible based on dataflow restrictions along the path. Path slicing is distinct 

from existing, constraint-based slicing that involve constraints, e.g. dynamic slicing [3, 75] or conditioned 

slicing [22, 31], because the path identified may be infeasible based on dataflow relationships.  While the 

goal of path slicing is to identify constraints on the program input, and thereby constrain conditional control 

operations, the starting point of their proposed algorithm is a path in a CFG; whereas our goal is to identify 

a path, i.e. their starting point. However, there we find similarity between the path slicing approach and our 

“automatic cycle” of the scenario specification algorithm, described in Section 5.4.1.1.   

5.5.2 Design Evaluation  

Several design techniques for real-time systems rely upon a static analysis of the software structure to 

find the worst-case execution path [56, 72, 89]. The codesign tool Cinderella implements a static analysis 

technique that implicitly considers all possible execution paths to find the extreme basic block execution 

counts [88].  The execution time of each basic block is derived from data book values. 

Static, abstract performance estimation models are present in codesign methodologies to facilitate 

quick computation, e.g. POLIS [124], COSYMA [136], and TOSCA [5]. These environments rely upon a 

restricted specification language, which is biased towards a custom-specified (or generative) design 

approach, rather than the component-based approach used in our technique. 

Dynamic estimation techniques are essentially based on a simulation of a system, from which perfor-

mance is measured, e.g. Ptolemy [93, 125].  While such approaches are beneficial and considered state of 

the art, an evaluation scenario is an alternative technique, when the time and resources required to setup a 

simulation or prototype are too costly.  

A few recent publications have reported estimation techniques for a typical-case behavior based on a 

so called “static” model. In a processor evaluation scheme, Gupta et. al  proposed a static model that 

operates on a compiler intermediate representation with accompanying basic block execution counts to 

schedule program operations [57]. Lahiri et al. focused on bus communication using a previously captured 

execution trace [81]. The abstract s-graph representation in POLIS was used to estimate typical values, 

where profiling determined the typical-case path through the graphs [124]. Though these approaches 

operate on static models, they all require an initial dynamic analysis to characterize the behavioral paths. In 

contrast, our proposed technique assists a designer in the specification of the evaluation scenario using only 

static models.   

The static analysis of control flow in software programs, especially those using dynamic data 

structures, recursive procedures, and unbounded loops, are difficult to accomplish, and thus require 

designer-supplied constraints [106, 124]. A case in point is the COSYMA codesign environment in which a 
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user annotates a specification to identify infeasible control flow paths [136]. In our proposed algorithm for 

specifying a evaluation scenario, we make a similar assumption, namely, that an experienced designer 

supplies constraints in order to identify meaningful behavior.   

5.5.3 Traditional Profiling 

The flow of control characterization, or program profile, is often expressed as basic block execution 

counts and branching probabilities. These profile data are collected by executing instrumented software 

with a set of user specified input, and are typically used for code optimization [24, 51]. Profile data can be 

collected by executing software, or a model of the software, on a simulation of the system using one of a 

variety of available simulation tools; described, for example, in a survey work by El Shobaki [39]. 

Though profiling is a proven technique, many design domains make software profiling impossible or 

cost prohibitive. Software implemented as a kernel extension, i.e. as part of the operating system, can be 

difficult to profile since the normal profiling instrumentation relies upon user mode facilities [114]. 

Furthermore, a recent survey reports that few embedded operation systems even provide profiling tools 

[46]. Software that interacts with hardware may be too sensitive to timing to be profiled, i.e. the 

instrumentation of the code perturbs the regular operation of the system. Such limitations require that a 

profile be derived from a system simulation [32, 125]. Additionally, the instrumentation overhead and data 

collection may introduce unacceptable performance penalties in normal software [96, 121, 140].  

5.6 Summary of the Evaluation Scenario 

Our proposed evaluation scenario is an alternative technique to characterize typical-case behavior.  The 

evaluation scenario is a set of individual scenario walks, where each scenario walk is a walk on a flow 

graph representation of a procedure. Each scenario walk is defined by a source node, a target node, and a 

set of sequence labels. We proposed a notation for sequence labels that allows a walk to visit a node 

multiple times in relation to a loop or procedure context, using an implied index counter associated with 

each walk.   

We proposed an algorithm that allows a designer to systematically specify the scenario walk. An initial 

pruning of the flow graph is based on the control dependence chain between the source node and target 

node.  A manual constraint cycle accepts an annotation from the designer, and an automatic constraint 

cycle further prunes the flow graph and propagates data flow facts to discover new constraints. We 

illustrated the scenario walk specification operation on several examples, including a case study on a 

commercial device driver that suggests the utility of our novel evaluation scenario.   
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6 Summary and Future Work 

In the context of an embedded system codesign framework, one in which components are configured 

into a candidate architecture and evaluated based on behavior-dependent metrics, we addressed the two part 

problem of characterizing behavior in a combined hardware-software source code specification. Our 

proposed slicing for codesign filters the initial source code specification into a subset relevant to the 

intended application. This subset is further refined by a designer into an evaluation scenario, consisting of 

a set of specific control-flows that characterize typical-case behavior. 

6.1 Summary 

To enable slicing for codesign, we defined an extended system dependence graph (eSDG). This 

representation models a partial specification, using additional nodes and edges to track global variable 

dataflow between top-level procedures. The asynchronous concurrency present in a combined hardware-

software source code specification was modeled with the addition of four novel edge classes that represent 

inter-process dependence relationships. The interference dependence edge connects operations in distinct 

processes based on a shared variable. The process control dependence edge connects a special control 

operation to a process. The signal dependence edge connects an operation to a process, when a write by the 

operation to a communication channel activates the process. Lastly, the access dependence edge connects a 

memory access operation to a process, where a side effect of the memory access is activation of the 

process. 

The worklist algorithm MarkExtendedSdg was proposed to slice the eSDG. The algorithm computes 

a context-sensitive slice by recording calling contexts as the eSDG is traversed, which is important when 

slicing software source code.  The algorithm computes a slice across processes, based on our model of 

inter-process dependences in the eSDG. Our algorithm MarkExtendedSdg improves slice precision with 

special treatment of inter-process, control-related dependences.  

Our proposed extended system dependence graph and accompanying slicing algorithm are 

fundamentally different compared to existing slicing work, since besides addressing a combined hardware-

software source code specification, we also model a partial specification and assume asynchronous 

concurrency.  As such, our validation effort focused on constructing a prototype slicer and defining test 

conditions that exercise features of MarkExtendedSdg. A handcrafted set of test cases that contained 

varying features of the eSDG was assembled. Several slices were computed using our slicer and verified 

against the expected results, as well as slices computed by other slicing algorithms, when possible. 
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We proposed the evaluation scenario to characterize behavior as a set of scenario walks.  We defined a 

notation called a sequence label to annotate a flow graph and thereby specify a scenario walk.  The 

proposed algorithm to generate a scenario walk is interactive, accepting designer specified annotations in a 

manual constraint cycle to describe how conditional control flows are followed. The automatic constraint 

cycle uses the annotations to identify nodes that can be pruned from the flow graph, and attempts to 

discover and propagate constraints in order to discover more annotations. We illustrated the evaluation 

scenario by applying our algorithm to several small programs, as well as one commercial-quality device 

driver. 

Our proposed evaluation scenario is based on a static analysis of source code, which allows analysis 

and characterization of behavior when more traditional techniques cannot be used, such as dynamic ones 

that rely on an executable model or existence of a complete specification. Even though our evaluation 

scenario is just one alternative to characterizing behavior, our slicing for codesign techniques are 

universally applicable, and can be incorporated into traditional, execution-based analyses when a designer 

is tasked with understanding a combined source code specification to define a set of input to an execution 

model. 

6.2 Future Work 

Since our technique to specify an evaluation scenario is interactive, issues related to the user interface 

certainly need to be further explored. For example, when prompted for an edge annotation, understanding 

the potential impact of the sequence label in terms of the source code specification will lead to better 

decisions. Furthermore, our restrictions on dataflow facts could be relaxed to allow more information to 

propagate through the specification. Another user interface improvement could provide assistance in 

assembling sub-scenario walks, such that segments can be assembled into longer walks, to increase reuse 

from one scenario walk to another, and thereby allow a more in depth exploration of alternatives.  

Our case studies for the evaluation scenario were limited to manually applying the technique, and 

hence were relatively small examples. A more robust set of experiments, on larger specifications, would 

help assess the algorithm, especially the efficacy of the automatic cycle.  We believe that embedded 

software that interacts with hardware typically has a shallow call tree, so applying the technique to more 

general software applications, with a deeper call tree, would be an insightful exercise to stress our 

algorithm, even though it is not necessarily relevant to our target codesign environment.  

Given that an evaluation scenario is specified, this raises the issue of how to use it effectively. In a 

previous publication, we described a case-study in architecture-level explorations that used the evaluation 

scenario to drive a performance estimation [117]. Feedback from that work suggests that designers are 

skeptical of static models used to estimate typical-case behavior dependent metrics, such as performance. A 
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comprehensive comparison between our evaluation scenario and an execution-based technique, to 

characterize behavior for use in one estimation model, would be a meaningful way to validate application 

of the evaluation scenario in a design environment.  

In terms of slicing for codesign, one general issue we encountered was lack of a robust use of 

descriptive statistics to support a quantitative comparison of slicing approaches. As we explained in Section 

4.3.2, novel approaches the enable slicing of a new type of specification are difficult to compare in a 

quantitative fashion.  An open issue, for slicing in general, is a careful application of statistics and 

hypothesis-based experiments to infer conclusions about the efficacy of various slicing approaches, 

including our codesign approach. 

In our slicing approach, the worst case complexity is exponential, as discussed in Section 4.3.4.  The 

call graph structure that lead to this result seems unrealistic, i.e. one procedure calls a second procedure 

multiple times, which calls a third procedure multiple times, etc. A study of call structures in embedded 

software that lead to a model of calling context complexity would help to characterize an average case 

complexity for our algorithm.   

Since we implemented a codesign slicer, several fine points were observed that lead to future work. 

One area is more extensive experiments on existing software and hardware source code, which faces two 

hurdles.  First, an implementation of a slicer with a front-end that parses software and HDL source code is 

required. Second, it is difficult to compare the results to existing work, since existing empirical studies 

examine only software programs. There are a few trivial examples from slicing HDL specifications or 

concurrent process specifications, but nothing is reported that allows a comparison of the slice contents.  

Our eSDG and slicing algorithm model HDL source code as used in a design environment, but this 

representation could be expanded to model hardware based on the simulation semantics of Verilog. 

Specifically, processes in Verilog execute to completion in zero time, so a shared variables can be modeled 

more precisely, since only the definitions making it to the end of a CFG “reach” other processes. Special 

care is needed, however, since these simulation semantics do not hold in relation to software that accesses 

the same shared variable.  Our implementation was conservative in its consideration of interference, and 

thus treated concurrency as interleaving individual operations. 

One dependence relationship that deserves further investigation results from blocking statements, for 

example a Verilog wait() statement or a semaphore system call in software. Such operations allow for 

process synchronization, but we specifically excluded synchronizing statements because they are not part 

of the synthesizable subset of Verilog. However, these operations are used in behavior-level HDL code that 

implements functional verification tests.  
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The decision logic to follow an edge, though rather straightforward, was implemented in the separate 

function ok_to_follow_edge, listed in Algorithm 4, to facilitate development of the algorithm. It is 

anticipated that further enhancements are possible by considering process and procedure group membership 

of the source and target nodes.  For example, an algorithm by Krinke to slice threaded programs checks for 

constraints on thread ordering when deciding to follow interference edges [79]. 

Our evaluation scenario is part of a framework to assist a designer in characterizing typical-case 

behavior, and a prototype design automation tool is an obvious next step. Such a tool would enable more 

extensive investigation of our ideas, especially the practicality of extracting dataflow facts from annota-

tions, and propagating them to discover other annotations.  We proposed a high-level outline of a design 

automation tool incorporating the evaluation scenario in [118]. We also used our evaluation scenario to 

guide an architecture-level evaluation of an embedded system design, combining a pseudo-trace (derived 

from an evaluation scenario) with a static execution cost model to estimate performance [117].  Both of 

these works suggest applications for the evaluation scenario, and thus showcase its relevance. 
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Appendix 

A.1 Supporting Definitions 

This section presents definitions that lead to the formal representation of procedures.  These terms 

were introduced with an intuitive explanation based on examples, starting on page 13.  

Definition 6 

A  control flow graph is a directed graph G=(N,E) that represents a single entry, single exit 

procedure P. The set of nodes N contains two special nodes: start,  ns ∈N, and end, ne ∈N; and 

∀n∈N there exists a walk from start node ns to end node ne that includes n. The nodes 

represent operations of P.  Edges represent flow of control, directed from source to target, and 

are labeled with the condition that determines when the flow is active. 

In addition to specialized nodes, e.g. the start and end nodes, the CFG nodes (and the represented 

operation) are broadly classified as normal or control operations. A normal operation (or node) manipulates 

variables, but does not affect the flow of control, meaning there is only one outbound edge from the node.  

A control operation (or node) does affect flow of control, generally by evaluating a predicate over 

procedure variables and following the corresponding outbound edge, in which case it is called a conditional 

control operation. Conditional control nodes have multiple outbound edges. The start node is interpreted as 

a conditional control operation that models invocation of the procedure. 

The CFG is extended from the source code specification to include synthetic assignment operations for 

each formal parameter, and an assignment operation to a temporary variable to represent the function return 

value and any output values, e.g. global variables.  A formal-in node represents input parameters, and a 

formal-out node represents output parameters. For example, see Figure 35 which shows the source code 

and CFG for proc1(), which was introduced in Chapter 2. See also Figure 36 which shows the source code 

and control flow graph for procedure proc2().  

Definition 7 

A hammock is an induced subgraph, H=(NH,EH), in a directed graph, G=(N,E), with distinguished node 

nentry∈NH called the entry node and distinguished node nexit∉NH called the exit node. All incoming edges are 

sourced from a node outside of H and target the entry node, nentry. All outgoing edges sourced from a node 

in H target the exit node, nexit.  
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Note that in the informal definition of the control flow graph, on page 13, the CFG itself was called a 

Hammock graph. The end node in the CFG, ne, is the exit node relative to a hammock region induced by 

the remaining nodes in the CFG, i.e. {∀n ∈ N | n ≠ ne}.  

proc1(a,b)

d= 1

if(b)

c=a+1

d=d+b

e=c+d

T F

proc1_out=e

TF

ne

a=...

b=...

c= 0

(b)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

proc1_out=e9

e=c+d8

d=d+b7

c=a+16

if(b)5

d= 14

c= 03

b=...2

a=...1

proc1(a,b)
0

ne10

(c)

int proc1( int a, int b)
{

int c=0;
int d=1;
int e;

if(b)
{ c=a+1;

d=d+b;
}
e=c+d;
return e;

}

(a)

 
Figure 35: Example proc1(). The C code (a), the CFG (b), and post-dominator tree (c). 
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Definition 8 

A node m is post dominated by a node p in control flow graph G if every path from m to ne 

(not including m) contains p.  

This can equivalently be stated as node p post-dominates node m. The start node, ns, is not considered 

to be on the path, and a node never post-dominates itself.  For example, the post-dominator tree for proc1() 

is shown in Figure 35(c). 

(a) (b)

e=0

e=e+d

d=d+1

do-while()

e=c*b

d=e-a

f=e+d

proc2(a,b)

c=2

d=b+1

if(d>4)
TF

proc2_out=f

TF

ne

a=...

b=...

T

F

0

1

23

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

10

12

13

10

int proc2( int a, int b)
{
   int c=2;
   int d=b+1;
   int e, f;
   if ( d>4 )
   {
      e=0;
      do
      {
         e=e+d;
         d = d+1;
      } while (d < 10 );
   }
   else
   {
      e = c * b;
      d = e - a;
   }
   f = e+d;
   return f;
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

formal-in
node

normal 
(operation)

conditional control-
flow (operation)

formal-in
node

end node

start node

 
Figure 36: The proc2() C code listing (a) and control flow graph (b). 

The CFG nodes in (b) represent operations from the imperative language 
specification in (a). The CFG edges model potential flow of control of control. 
Conditional control flow operations have two outbound edges, labeled with the 
predicate condition that activates the flow.  Specialized nodes are called out in (b). 
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Definition 9 

Let G be a CFG.  Let n1 and n2 be nodes in G.  Node n2 is control dependent on n1 if and only 

if 

1. there exists a path P from n1 to n2 with any interior node n∈P post-dominated by n2; 

and 

2. node n1 is not post-dominated by n2. 

Condition 1 can be satisfied by a single edge.  Condition 2 is always satisfied by the same node, which 

accommodates single node loops.  If n2 is control dependent on n1, then n1 must have at least two outbound 

edges in the CFG.  

Definition 10 

Let G be a CFG.  Let n1 and n2 be nodes in G. Node n2 is dataflow dependent on n1 if and only 

if 

3. variable v is defined by n1 and used by n2; and 

4. there exists a walk W from n1 to n2 such that no interior node n∈W defines variable v  

The dataflow analysis leading to the dataflow dependences begins with finding the variables used and 

defined at each operation to iteratively build the set of reaching definitions at each operation, a structure 

often called def-use chains [7].  After dataflow analysis, two sets are determined that summarize dataflow 

d=d+b
d=1

a=...

b=...

if(b)

c=a+1

e=c+d

c=0

proc1_out=e

1

2

3

4

5

9

6

7

8

data 
dependence

control 
dependence

proc1()
0

 
Figure 37. Procedure dependence graph (PDG) for proc1().  

The nodes 0, 1, and 2 are derived from line 1 of proc1(). Node 0 models 
procedure activation, so all nodes are transitively control dependent on this 
node.  Nodes 1 and 2 model the input parameters, and node 9 (line 12) models 
the return value.  Note that node 8 (line 11) is control dependent on node 0---
not node 5 (line 7)---since node 8 always executes regardless of the if() predicate 
in node 5. 
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in and out of the procedure: uses() includes all variables the are used within the procedure, and defsout() 

includes all variable definitions that reach the end node of the procedure. These sets are useful when 

inserting formal-in/out nodes, resolving common symbols between procedures or processes.  

The control and dataflow dependences are captured in a procedure dependence graph [44]. 

Definition 11 

The procedure dependence graph (PDG) for a procedure P is a directed graph G=(N,E). The 

nodes represent the operations of the procedure, i.e. the nodes are the same as a control flow 

graph of procedure P. The edges represent dependences between operations, which are 

classified as control or dataflow dependences.  

For example, a PDG is shown in Figure 37 for procedure proc1() (listed in Figure 35). Note that 

nodes 6 and 7 are control dependent on node 5, but node 8 is not control dependent on node 5 since node 8 

post-dominates node 5, as shown in the post dominator tree of Figure 35(c). 

 

The dependences in a multiple procedure program are represented by a system dependence graph, 

which is a collection of program dependence graphs with connecting edges [62]. 

Definition 12 

The system dependence graph (SDG) for a program Prog is a directed graph G=(GPDG, EInter) 

consisting of a set of procedure dependence graphs, GPDG, and a set of augmenting edges that 

express interprocedural relationships between the nodes of the PDGs, EInter.  

To model interprocedural dependences, each procedure call operation in a CFG is hierarchically 

extended into several operations. A call node acts as a control predicate to all other detailed operations and 

models control flow transfer to the called procedure.  Parameters are passed using temporary variables 

assigned at actual-in nodes and output values are returned at actual-out nodes. We assume all function calls 

return, so there is no need for a return edge [122].  

In the SDG, there are three types of edges linking the hierarchically extended call site to the called 

procedure: (1) A call edge connects a call node to the entry node of the called procedure, (2) a param-in 

edge to pass values and (3) a param-out edge to return values. See Figure 7 on page16 for an example of 

the call site detail. 
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A.2 Further Examples 

See Figure 38 for an example of a process control dependence.  This short Linux program uses the 

fork() system call on line 6 to spawn a new process, which is a copy of the current program.  Thus, the 

CFG representing the procedure main() is process control dependent on the node corresponding to line 6.   

Note that the example in Figure 38 is another demonstration of the ad hoc nature of process 

specification in C code. Based on the semantics of the fork() system call, structural elaboration of the 

source code infers two separate processes with a distinct parent-child relationship. Thus, in the detailed 

representation underlying the source code, there are two top-level CFGs, and the process control 

dependence exists from the fork() system call in the parent CFG to the start node of the child CFG. 

 

 
 1 #include <sys/types.h> 
 2 #include <unistd.h> 
 3 main() 
 4 { 
 5     printf("Starting fork test.\n"); 
 
 6    pid_t pID = fork(); 
 7    if (pID == 0) // child 
 8    { 
 9     // Code only executed by child process 
10     printf("CHILD: New process.\n"); 
11    } 
12    else if (pID < 0) // failed to fork 
13    { 
14     printf("PARENT: Failed to fork!\n"); 
15     exit(1); 
16    } 
17    else // parent 
18    { 
19     // Code only executed by parent process 
20     printf("PARENT: Original process.\n"); 
21    } 
22    printf("\tEnd of test\n"); 
23 } 
 
Figure 38. Software source code using fork() to demonstrate process control dependence.  

The fork() system call creates an identical copy of a process, where the child and parent 
processes are differentiated by the return value “pID”.  
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A.3 Practical Issues of the eSDG  

This appendix section lists some of the practical matters related to construction of the eSDG. The main 

source of these issues was our development of a prototype tool. 

• The issue of pointers in a software specification complicates an implementation of a slicer, an issue 

previously addressed [17, 90]. In our example, we assume that pointers are only used to access specific 

variables, i.e. they are not a source of ambiguous definitions when computing dataflow dependence. 

• While elaboration is a “normal” issue for HDL translation, the concept is not as common in software 

compilation. Simplistically, elaboration resolves definitions of objects into instances of objects.  In an 

HDL, the object is a module. Since our examples are based on C source code, ad hoc techniques are 

used to infer object instances, for example the program in Figure 38. Though the term “elaboration” is 

not used, several publications that address slicing for object-oriented languages solve this same 

definition/instance problem in that they model object instances in relation to a class specification [85, 

92, 128]. 

• The dataflow analysis also yields information needed to integrate the PDG into the eSDG: the 

procedure call targets, process entry points, the communication channels, and sets “uses()” and 

“defsout()” for the global and shared variables [7]. 

• As in previous work, we expect that the number of global variables dominates the size of the procedure 

parameter list [111]. For example, one study reported that in a C program with 25K lines of code, a 

procedure on average modifies 199 non-local memory locations [91]. 

A.4 BNF Notation 

BNF is an acronym for “Backus Naur Form”. John Backus and Peter Naur introduced, for the first 

time, a formal notation to describe the syntax of a given language.  The first language so described was 

ALGOL 60 [103].    

The BNF notation as used in this dissertation is defined by the following meta-symbols:  
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Symbol Meaning or use 

< > Angle brackets are used to surround category names, i.e. nonterminal symbols  

::= Meaning "is defined as"  

| Meaning " exclusive or"  

[] Square brackets used to surround optional items  

{} Curly braces used to surround items repeated zero or more times  

() Parenthesis encloses groups of alternative terms  

‘’ Quotes surround a single terminal character, to distinguish it from a meta-

symbol 

 

The angle brackets distinguish syntax rules names (also called non-terminal symbols) from terminal 

symbols, which are written exactly as they are to be represented. To increase readability, terminal symbols 

are in boldface type or enclosed in single quote, e.g. for each or ‘?’.  

A BNF rule defining a nonterminal has the form:  

nonterminal ::=     sequence of alternatives consisting of strings of terminals or nonterminals separated by 

the meta-symbol |  

In a grammar, terminals (or tokens) are the basic symbols from which strings are formed. Language 

keywords, e.g. if, while, else in C, are also terminals. Nonterminals are syntactic variables that denote 

sets of strings that impose a hierarchical structure on a language.  This hierarchy is useful for both syntax 

analysis and translation.  The productions of a grammar specify the manner in which the terminals and 

nonterminals can be combined to form strings. Each production consists of a nonterminal (called the left-

side), followed a special assignment symbol (::=), followed by a string of nonterminals and terminals 

(called the right-side). One nonterminal is distinguished as the start symbol, and the set of strings it denotes 

is the language defined by the grammar. A grammar is context-free if the left side always consists of a 

single nonterminal.  This means the left side can be replaced by a string specified on the right side, 

irrespective of the context in which the left side appears. 

Consider the following simple expression grammar specified with BNF notation.  Bold font symbols 

are terminals.  

Expressions defined by this grammar include: “-id”, “id+id”, and “id + -(id * id)”. A lexical analysis 

can identify symbolic definitions for id, as in the expression “f + g”.  In this case, the ‘f’ and ‘g’ are id 

<expr>  ::= <expr> <op> <expr> | (<expr>) | -<expr> | id 

<op> ::= ‘+’ | ‘*’ 
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nonterminals with different symbolic values. 

In BNF notation, a nonterminal is written within angle brackets < and >. The symbol ::== means “is 

defined as”. The symbol | means “or”. Literals are enclosed in single quotes, e.g. ‘+’ for plus operator. 

Extended BNF (EBNF) uses square brackets [ ] to enclose optional constructs, braces { } to indicate zero or 

more repetitions, and parenthesis ( ) for grouping items together. 

For example, the BNF production for a mini-language is:  

<program> ::=  program  

                   <declaration_sequence>  

               begin  

                   <statements_sequence>  

               end ‘;’  

This shows that a mini-language program consists of the keyword "program" followed by the 

declaration sequence, then the keyword "begin" and the statements sequence, and finally the keyword "end" 

and a semicolon.  

Example of optional constructs enclosed in meta-symbols [ and ]:  

     <if_statement> ::=  if <boolean_expression> then  

                              <statement_sequence>  

                         [ else  

                              <statement_sequence> ]  

                         end if ‘;’  

Example of repetitive items (zero or more times) enclosed in meta-symbols { and }:  

     <identifier> ::= <letter> { <letter> | <digit> }  

this rule is equivalent to the recursive rule:  

     <identifier> ::= <letter> |  

                      <identifier> [ <letter> | <digit> ]  

Example of a terminal of only one character that is surrounded by quotes (‘’) to distinguish it from 

meta-symbols:  

     <statement_sequence> ::= <statement> { ‘;’ <statement> } 
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